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11lrgislntittt illnutttil 
Tuesday, 14 May 1996 

THE PRESIDENT (Hon Clive Griffiths) took the Chair at 3.30 pm, and read prayers. 

STATEMENTS - PRESIDENT 

Industrial Legislation Amendment Bill (No 2) 1995. Procedure 

THE PRESIDENT (Hon Clive Griffiths): Honourable members, last week's debate relating to the 
proceedings of the Standing Committee on Legislation on the Industrial Legislation Amendment Bill 
(No 2) 1995 has raised issues that require my response by way of guidance for the future. My remarks on 
this occasion should be understood as a statement In 1994 this House divided the Hospitals Amendment 
Bill, an Assembly Bill, into two separate Bills and, in conformity with Standing Order No 257, a message 
was sent to the Assembly informing it that the Council had amended the Bill in the manner set out in the 
attached schedule. The message asked the Assembly to agree to those amendments, which it did and 
notified this House accordingly. The identical procedure was followed with the Bill under discussion. 
Anyone who cared to compare the schedule of Council amendments made to the Assembly Bill with the 
division made in the Committee of the Whole would have realised that those amendments represented the 
effect of dividing the Bill. The procedure outlined is consistent with the principle that, as between the 
Houses, their communications over a Bill must relate to the Bill as it was when It passed the originating 
House and as it might be because of amendments made by the other, subject to the agreement of the 
originating House. Communications between the Houses over a Bill assume that any differences that may 
arise, and any amendments made, are based on the version passed by the originating House. The procedure 
adopted by this House to achieve its objectives - namely, agreement to part of the Assembly's Bill, but 
further consideration of the remainder - is not a matter for discussion or decision by the Assembly unless it 
is transmitted, in Bill form, for the Assembly's concurrence as part of the legislative process. 

Legislation Committee - Restricted by Terms of Reference 

The PRESIDENT: On another matter, committees are restricted by their terms of reference. In the case of 
the Legislation Committee the general term of reference is that it considers Bills referred to it by the 
House. Each Bill referred carries with it a specific reference - namely, the Bill's provisions as printed or 
those provisions as modified by the House in the order of reference. The committee takes the Bill as it is 
referred and must assume that it is valid in both form and content Any question that arises before the 
committee that falls outside its order of reference can be referred to the President under Standing Order 
No 355 or reported to the House for its consideration. In this case two questions outside the order of 
reference seem to have arisen, when neither procedure was used. First, relating to the House of origin: Is 
the Bill a Council Bill? Second, if it was a Council Bill: Did it contain an appropriation in breach of 
section 46(1) of the Constitution Acts Amendment Act 1899? 

Procedural Advice, Provided by Council Officers or President 

The PRESIDENT: Finally, honourable members are reminded that procedural advice is provided by 
Council officers or by the President, not Ministers or Assembly officers. A member who acts on an 
officer's advice that turns out to be wrong or incomplete must nevertheless accept the effects of, and take 
responsibility for, acting in line with that advice without referring to the existence or source of the advice. 
A member who remains doubtful about the accuracy or value of advice should discuss the situation with 
the President. 

Resolved, that consideration of the statement, in Committee, be made an order of the day for the next 
sitting. 

ST ANDING COMMITTEE ON LEGISLATION 

Resignation of Members 

THE PRESIDENT: I must draw to members' attention that I have received two letters of resignation 
from members of the Legislation Committee, one from Hon Val Ferguson and the other from Hon John 
Cowdell. They are effective immediately. I remind the House that it has six sitting days in which to take 
action to replace those honourable members. 

PETITION - D'ENTRECASTEAUX NATIONAL PARK 

Hon J .A. Scott presented a petition, by delivery to the Clerk, from 223 people requesting the Legislative 
Council to reject any proposal to change the status of D'Entrecasteaux National Park. 

[See paper No 289.] 

PETITION - PORNOGRAPHY 

Hon Reg Davies presented a petition, by delivery to the Clerk, from 258 people asking the Government to 
recognise their opposition to X rated pornography. 

[See paper No 290.] 
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PETITION - WESTRAIL, PENSIONERS' FREE TRIP, RESTRICTIONS 

Hon Bob Thomas presented a petition, by delivery to the Clerk, from 208 people requesting the 
Government to cancel restrictions on pensioners' travel passes. 

[See paper No 291.] 

MOTION - URGENCY 

Northbridge Tunnel 

THE PRESIDENT (Hon Clive Griffiths): I have received the following letter dated 14 May -

Dear Mr President 

At today's sitting, it is my intention to move under Standing Order 72 that the House, at its rising, 
adjourn until 9.00am on 25 December 1996 for the purpose of condemning the covert process 
which the Government has so far used in the planning of, and commitment to, the Northbridge 
tunnel, and of expressing alarm that such a project has being formally announced when both the 
heritage and environmental assessments which have been made are demonstrably inadequate. 

Yours sincerely 

John Halden MLC 
Member for South Metropolitan Region 

In order for this matter to be discussed, it will be necessary for at least four members to indicate their 
support by rising in their places. 

[At least four members rose in their places.] 

HON JOHN HALDEN (South Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [3.41 pm]: I move -

That the House at its rising adjourn until 9.00 am on 25 December. 

The Government's deceit in handling this issue probably started in June 1993. At that time I alleged that 
the Minister for Transport and the Government were about to propose a 3¢ a litre metropolitan fuel 
franchise. Shortly after making that statement, the Minister denied it on two occasions. 

Hon EJ. Charlton: Three times before the cock crew. 

Hon JOHN HALDEN: That is right. "Judas" is probably an adequate description of the Minister. On 
29 June, the Minister denied there would be an increase in the fuel franchise and denied it again on 
11 August. He denied it again in this House on 10 August. I asked the Minister which of the two sources 
of road funding that were in place - motor vehicle licences or the State fuel levy - would he increase to 
fund the additional requirements of the Government's announced programs. He said none. On 12 August, 
the Opposition came into possession of a Cabinet minute which detailed the Government's consideration of 
a 3.5¢ per litre increase in the state fuel tax. As it turned out, it was a 4¢ per litre increase. That began the 
process of deception, a process for which this Minister for Transport is renowned. This House must be sick 
and tired of the Minister's attempts to deceive the House following motion after motion of dealing with his 
contempt for this place and the public of Western Australia. 

A tunnel of this description will have significant environmental implications. Perth is dependent upon cars 
as the predominant form of transport. There has been and continues to be excessive road construction and 
a lack of commitment to our public transport infrastructure. The last time there was a significant increase 
in that infrastructure was during the time of the last Labor Government. It extended the rail network into 
the northern suburbs. 

I want to give the House some idea of the extent of the pollution that is likely to emanate from this tunnel. 
The tunnel will result in the release of a chemical cocktail into the environment, an environment in which 
our cultural and entertainment activities for metropolitan Perth are concentrated. Each day we will see 
released into the environment 10 000 kilograms of carbon monoxide, 1 000 kg of nitric oxides, 1 000 kg of 
hydrocarbons, and 10 kg of particle -

Hon Peter Foss: What is the source of that information? 

Hon JOHN HALDEN: I have the source. I will give it to the Minister later. 

Hon Peter Foss: Not the scientist who withdrew his claims! 

The PRESIDENT: Order! 

Hon JOHN HALDEN: I have no idea. It could well be. Sixty kilograms of particles will emanate from 
this tunnel into the environment, those particles being predominantly smoke and soot. That will happen 
each day. The Attorney General was flippant when he asked whether this information came from a person 
who withdrew his comments. I do not know, as I said. However, at least that person gave some dimension 
to the problem that may be faced. That is far better than the Department of Environmental Protection has 
done. Its sum total of consideration of this matter was a three and a half hour meeting to deliberate, at 
which it considered two issues of importance relating to the environmental implications of this tunnel upon 
the cultural and entertainment area of Perth. It did not consider the ground water and surface water usage 
and air quality pollution. Why not? It also did not consider ground water quality and containment. The 
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two issues it did consider were soil quality and contamination of the old SECW A gasworks site and the 

implications resulting from bridges crossing the Swan River. It did not consider air quality, odorous fumes 

from the tunnel, the increase in the concentration of gases into the environment of the tunnel, and the 

increase of greenhouse gases in the environment surrounding the tunnel. As we have said before in this 

place, the DEP is a lame dog to this Government 

Of 79 issues that could have been considered -

Hon J.A. Scott: Should have been considered. 

Hon JOHN HALDEN: YeS. I will concede that it may not have been 79. However, a whole host of issues 

should have been considered. What did the department do? It considered two when it is obvious to blind 

Freddy that at least 30 or 40 issues needed serious consideration. However, that did not occur. 

Hon J.A. Scott: Too political. 

Hon JOHN HALDEN: Exactly. The political issues were too hard! It did not consider social issues or the 

impact of the tunnel on residents. 

Supposedly, the tunnel will reduce traffic congestion. I want to read some information into Hansard. It 

states -

Traffic on the Causeway will fall from 103,000 in 1991 to 90,000 in 2021 (a drop of 10%). But 

the road space will be reduced from 6 to 4 lanes to accommodate a bus lane. So, in 2021, 90% of 

today's traffic will be forced to use just 67% of today's Causeway road space .... 

Traffic on the Narrows Bridge will increase from 136,000 to 170,000 .... 

Traffic on the Garret Road Bridge is expected to rise by 6,000 if the Burswood Bridge is built 

compared to 9,000 if the bridge is not built 

The Redcliffe Bridge, where the Tonkin Highway crosses the river, is expected to rise from 

49,000 vehicles per day in 1991 to 125,000 if the bridge is built or 135,000 if it is not 

The Mitchell Freeway will be required to take an extra 25,000 vehicles per day exiting from the 

tunnel. Many of those will be in the already badly congested peak hours. 

All that leads to the inevitable conclusion that when there is more peak hours' congestion, we get more 

smog. That was not considered by this department which is supposed to look after our environmental 

interests. No appropriate environmental assessment was done. There was an informal one. It is 

outrageous that a significant $200m construction with environmental implications did not have a formal 

assessment period. Can one imagine anything more outrageous and political than that? 

Let us look at the heritage situation. The Government announced it would have a three stage heritage 

review. Stage one included site assessment research, liaison and recording of identified heritage places. 

Stage two covered site photography and preparation of the final report. Stage three was to be a public 

expose of the heritage assessment. On the face of it, that seems pretty reasonable. However, in the style 

typical of this Minister and his colleague the Minister for Planning, stages one and two were completed, 

but the public was not allowed in to stage three. Again, there is this cover-up process. It is typical of this 

Minister and deserves to be exposed, particularly given the investment that the people of Western Australia 

will make towards this tunnel. 

Under the stage one and stage two assessments, 22 buildings and a number of trees were classified as 

significant; that is, there was a recommendation for their conservation because they qualified for entry on 

the Register of Heritage Places. Notwithstanding the classification of significance referred to in a 

document provided by consultants for the department, those 22 buildings will not be saved. This is a 

cover-up followed by yet another cover-up. The Minister seems to be confused. Knowing him, as we all 

do, that is not surprising. We cannot even get an accurate assessment of the usage of this tunnel. 

Hon EJ. Chru:lton: It depends on whether you and your mates will use cars and on whether the oil runs 

out. The number will run down if the oil runs out. 

Hon JOHN HALDEN: The Minister and I will be in the trees together, but he will be there first. 

Hon EJ. Charlton: You will be out on a limb. 

Hon JOHN HALDEN: It is expected that a city bypass study will show that by 2021, the traffic volume 

will reach 80 000 vehicles a day on the Burswood Bridge and 75 000 vehicles a day will use the 

Northbridge tunnel section. In a letter from Main Roads on 28 December, it was considered that 87 000 

vehicles a day will use the Northbridge tunnel component from its opening in the year 2000. In a letter 

from the Minister for Transport dated 30 January 1996, the volume of traffic using the tunnel section in the 

year 2000 is estimated at 60 000 vehicles a day - a miraculous fall of 31 per cent. I will continue to pursue 

this information and hope that sooner or later I get an answer. The letter also says that traffic using the 

Burswood Bridge is estimated at 76 000 vehicles a day. 

In The West Australian on 15 February 19%, Mr Len Horne of Main Roads said that the increase in traffic 

flow to 65 000 vehicles a day in the tunnel was expected. The Government cannot even tell us the extent 

of the usage of the tunnel with any consistency, let alone whether the environmental impact has been 

assessed in any reasonable way or with any accuracy. It did not consider that; it went through the facade, 
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but no more. We understand a report was prepared by Mott MacDonald ultimately for Main Roads about 
the environmental implications. Surprisingly, here we have another environmental report which should be 
in the public domain so that people can understand what they are letting themselves in for - or not, as the 
case may be. However, it was not released to the public because of commercial confidentiality. I am not 
sure what the commercial confidentiality is in an environmental report Where will this company lose any 
business deal because of any risk of breaching commercial confidentiality? The answer is that, again, this 
is another example of a smokescreen to deceive the people of Western Australia. 

Where is the confidence in this process? There can be none. From the beginning to the end it has been a 
deceptive, deceitful process. It started in June 1993, principally in this House in relation to funding. It has 
contmued through heritage evaluations and the lack of environmental valuations. However, we have had 
assurances that everything is hunky-dory. At the end of the day, the ability of the tunnel to minimise road 
congestion in Perth is looking flawed. The Government of the day still fails to address the real problems: 
Our enormous dependence on cars; the production of gases from cars; and our hot climate, which all 
contribute to producing a series of dangerous gases. We face the situation of Perth becoming like Sydney, 
or becoming the Los Angeles of Australia. 

There is rio serious commitment to put money into the infrastructure required for alternative mass transport 
needs in this city. In the life of this Government, we have seen an enormous commitment to further road 
construction at the cost of any alternative. The Minister even told us recently how the Prospector was 
being upgraded and how its service was guaranteed. Instead, the upgrade of the Prospector was 
minimised. 

Hon EJ. Charlton: What a lot of muck. You make it up as you go along. 

Hon JOHN HALDEN: The Minister can continue to abuse me, as he has done for years. He is on the 
record and we know where he stands. 

Hon EJ. Charlton: You are the guilty one. 

Hon JOHN HALDEN: This whole process has been nothing but a sham. It is clear that the Minister for 
Transport has done nothing but mislead the public of Western Australia from the very beginning. 

HON E,J. CHARLTON (Agricultural - Minister for Transport) [3.56 pm]: I wonder how Hon John 
Halden can continue to repeat this information to himself. He is the only one who needs convincing. He 
runs the same arguments over and over again. Obviously it is for one major reason: If he says it often 
enough, he will start to believe it and so will a number of others. 

I ask members opposite to tum their minds to one little point to bring into perspective the difference 
between this Government and Hon John Halden and his colleagues. How often do people drive down 
Mounts Bay Road and look at the Swan Brewery? If ever there was a standing monument to the Labor 
Party's mismanagement, deceit and everything that goes with it about financial incompetence, pulling the 
wool over people's eyes - those were the words of Hon John Halden - deception and all those other things, 
that is it It is a standing monument to him and all his distinguished colleagues; how they led the people of 
Western Australia up the garden path and left the Swan Brewery building standing totally derelict, with no 
future use in mind for it. 

Hon AJ.G. MacTiernan: Compare it with the Barracks Arch. 

Hon EJ. CHARLTON: Why did those in the Labor Party not take the money they gave to a succession of 
people to get it off their books, to do their dirty deals behind the scenes, and put it into public transport? 
Had they been half dinkum, they would have done that. They never paid for anything. They booked it up 
on the Bankcard. That means everybody else in Western Australia must pay for their decisions. 

We are not dealing with the Northbridge tunnel in isolation; this involves the northern city bypass. The 
debate that is continually run by the dissidents, the uninformed people and the ratbags around the 
countryside who do not want to do anything other than play politiCS, is very sad. One day I will bring into 
this House a list of dissidents and their backgrounds, what they stand for, how they work for the union 
movement and for Peter. Dowding. They do not have one shred of credibility in being genuine about 
looking after the environment. It is a political exercise. It takes away any credibility those opposite may 
have. 

I suggest that any of those who are making this noise take a look at a bit of the history of the Labor Party to 
see how much credibility those opposite and their colleagues have. People should also consider this: I 
have not heard the Labor members on the south side of the river - I have spoken with them - utter one word 
of criticism. They happen to live in an area which has demanded this action for a number of years. 

Hon John Halden: I thirik you have the tunnel wrong. 

Hon EJ. CHARLTON: I will come to the specific points about the tunnel. The whole city northern 
bypass -

Hon John Halden interjected. 

Hon EJ. CHARLTON: Hon John Halden cannot dwell on only one component of the issue. The whole 
issue is about delivering traffic to the other side of the river. Seventy-five per cent of traffic coming off the 
city interchange from the Mitchell Freeway onto Riverside Drive does not come into the city; it uses the 
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city as access to the other side. Hon John Halden supports one of three options: Do nothing, which would 
result in the other option of allowing the city to become totally congested and forcing the traffic to travel· 
along Riverside Drive; or support a dual one-way operation in Northbridge. We should picture what 
Hon John Halden, who is nodding his head, supports. He would have all the traffic going one way down 
Newcastle Street and the other way down Aberdeen Street. 

Hon John Halden: You are telling the story. 

Hon EJ. CHARLTON: He referred to the problems that the tunnel will cause to Northbridge. What would 
that one way traffic do totNorthbridge? What would happen to the derelict section between Aberdeen and 
Newcastle Streets? Would people invest in developments between two of the highest density roads in this 
State? Members opposite may do that; it would be another example of their inability to design, plan, 
construct and pay for anything worthwhile. Evidently those two one-way traffic routes are their preferred 
option. The Government's option is to provide underground access for all the traffic in that area for the 
benefit of Northbridge so that people can build on top of it. In five years nobody in this place will suggest 
that planning should have been done any other way. One thing this Government is good at is planning, 
paying for what it does and balancing the books at the end of the day for the benefit of Perth. 

Hon John Halden: Just like Stateships. 

Hon EJ. CHARLTON: We will save another $20m as the years go by. When the first contract is 
completed, which has been let for a little more than $200m, we will proceed to the second contract. which 
will involve a bridge across the Swan River near the Burswood Casino. That will link the Mitchell 
Freeway traffic with the east-west operation, as was proposed in the first place. That is why it is being 
located in that area. It was always intended that the traffic to Orrong Road and Great Eastern Highway 
would leave Mitchell Freeway at that point and come off at the other side, and vice versa. Over 30 years 
the Northbridge area between Aberdeen and Newcastle Streets has been left to degrade and fade away. 
Most of the area was owned by the Government and Main Roads. When members opposite were in 
gov~rnment for 10 10!lg years they did nothing except pick I;lP enough debt to build a tunnel costing 
10 times the cost of thiS proposed tunnel. In the meantimenothmg happened. They are the facts about the 
situation. 

As for deceit, the Government announced it would build a city northern bypass. A long time ago Main 
Roads quite professionally assessed that construction would take place in various stages, but with all stages 
finishing together. It will be an overwhelming success. I will not mention environmental aspects except 
the one thing that Hon John Halden forgot to tell everyone. He and his opponents often refer to the cars 
that will go through the Northbridge city bypass as new traffic. If those cars were not travelling through 
the tunnel, they would be moving down Riverside Drive. 

Hon John Halden interjected. 

Hon EJ. CHARLTON: He does not believe it. This is a political stunt, which is Hon John Halden's 
purpose in life; he has never been about anything really dinkum. If, as it was planned 20 years or 30 years 
ago, the Mitchell Freeway were linked with Orrong Road and Great Eastern Highway, would Hon John 
Halden and his mute colleagues - not including Hon Sam Piantadosi now for obvious reasons - suggest we 
close the Northbridge tunnel and reroute the flow of traffic along Riverside Drive? What would the people 
of Perth do if we or members opposite said in government that, as a result of pollution and traffic in 
Northbridge, we would close the tunnel and redirect the traffic down Riverside Drive? World War III 
would break out in Perth. That is the illogical, loose, uninformed, uncreditable campaign a little group of 
the Labor Party is running - but not the people who represent seats in the eastern areas. Mr Ripper and his 
colleagues have not spoken one word of criticism against the proposal, and they will not. Many members 
of the community have written to me demanding the tunnel. This motion is nothing but a farce. I do not 
know when Hon John Halden will acknowledge that he keeps saying these things in the hope he will come 
to believe them. 

HON AJ.G. MacTIERNAN (East Metropolitan) [4.06 pm]: I do not think any of us pretend that 
planning for traffic is easy and that Governments of all political persuasions are not presented with some 
very difficult problems in this regard. However, for the reasons Hon John Halden has set out, the 
Northbridge tunnel appears to be commencing as a result of a most inadequate planning process. Of course 
some people will support the Minister and they will consider options which suit them. However, the 
responsibility of government is to plan further ahead and consider the community as a whole rather than 
make a decision that is easy for the moment. The Minister told us about the need for Governments to plan. 
However, the fundamental problem with this proposal is that it is not about planning; it is about accepting 
1950s and 1960s reality and believing that that reality will continue into the next two decades. 

Hon P.R. Lightfoot: That is a contradiction. You are saying it is not planning but you are looking 
backwards. That is an oxymoron. 

Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: It is back to the future. The core of the Government's justification for the 
Northbridge tunnel is that there will be an increase in traffic from south of the river to north of the river, an 
increase of across-city traffic which will not be destined for the city and that the demand for traffic into the 
city will also increase. 

Hon P.R. Lightfoot: You drove your little car to work this morning. 
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Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: Various figures produced by the department support-

Hon E.J. Charlton: What are you saying about the 75 per cent who use the city as a freeway? 

Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: I know it is perhaps a little difficult for him; it is only a 10 minute address, but 
if the Minister tries very hard and keeps his mouth closed and his ears open he will have an opportunity of 
following the line of argument. 
Hon Tom Helm: Impossible. 
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: The Minister indicated that, inexorably, traffic would increase. He referred to 
increases in the 1950s, 1960s, 1970s and 1980s and so on and argued that we would continue along that 
line and, therefore, by the time we reached2021 traffic would have increased in exactly the same way. 
Very imprecise models were used to support his argument.. Hon John Halden set out a number of figures 
which indicate a severe downward revision of those projections. Nevertheless, the Government claims that 
those increases will occur. 

In the early draft of the study undertaken by the interdepartmental committee it claimed the number of jobs 
in the city would continue to increase. It has now moved away from that, but even though the figures are 
changing, it still claims that we will have a continuing increase because there will be a continuing increase 
in population and in ~wth in our economy. The point that has not been taken into account by the 
Minister or by his adVisers at Main Roads is that over the next 20 to 30 years, which is the planning time 
frame for this tunnel, there will be a massive decline in the availability of oil; consequently there will be an 
increase in the price of oil. That is not to say that we will all go back to using horses and carts. I know the 
Minister cannot grasp the complexity of this argument -

Hon E.J. Charlton: I can. 
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: The reality is that once we start to play around with the cost of fuel - and it is 
fuel that drives the engine of our economy - and once cheap fuel is no longer available, we will, whether 
we like or not, have to restructure the way in which we do things. 
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: We could have solar powered mopeds! 

Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: There are 101 alternative sources of energy, all of which, no doubt, we will 
use and all of which will, to some extent, be boosted by the fact that the availability of cheap fuel has 
declined, but not a single one of those alternative sources of fuel has anything near the profit:energy ratio 
of oil. Therefore, it is inevitable that the cost of fuel, and therefore the cost of driving this economy and the 
cost of transport, will increase. My concern about this tunnel is that it is a $450m project. 

Hon E.J. Charlton: Leave the tunnel alone. Do you support the above ground road? 

Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: Not necessarily. 

Hon E.J. Charlton: Would you leave that traffic on Riverside Drive? 
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: I am trying to put my argument, and I have only 10 minutes. If the Minister 
gave me unlimited time, I would address all his questions. 

It is important that we as a Parliament start to look at this issue. I know what the Minister's response will 
be. The Minister is a Luddite. He is saying this cannot possibly happen and things will remain basically as 
they are today, and that members on this side, including Hon Jim Scott, who has raised a similar point from 
time to time, are basically green -

Hon E.J. Charlton: Doomsday merchants. 

Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: We are not doomsday merchants. We are saying we must look at the reality. 
The reality is not confined just to people of a green persuasion but is also subscribed to by an organisation 
called Petroconsultants -
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: "Petro" means rock! 

Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: Petroconsultants, which happens to be the consultant to the petroleum 
industry, has produced an extensive report which costs $32000 per copy. The report states that petroleum 
will become increasingly more expensive over the next 15 years, and that production will peak at the end 
of the century and thereafter we will produce less petroleum than we have produced previously. It claims 
that we are already using petroleum at seven times the rate at which we are finding it, so we are now living 
on the accumulated energy capital of the 1950s and 1960s. It states that the prospect of any new finds of 
major significance is very limited because the geological structure of the world has been pretty well 
canvassed. There will be many alternative sources of fuel, but not one of those alternative sources will be 
able to provide us with energy at the price for which we can get energy today. Therefore, rather than have 
a planning system that encourages a business operator in Kewdaie, for example, to take his product to 
Osborne Park, we will need to encourage people to set up industries that feed off others locally. We will 
need to encourage and put in place structures that make that possible. We will need to have better planning 
legislation. We will certainly need to put in place proper rail transport systems, not just for passengers but 
also for freight. No doubt the Minister for Transport has read the report of the Select Committee on Heavy 
Transport, which states that we cannot continue to haul freight by road and that for cost reasons we must 
move freight by rail. This will become an increasingly urgent need over the next 15 years. The Minister 
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for Transport will no longer be in this place; his career will be well and truly over by that time and he will 
not have to worry about it-

Hon EJ. Charlton: You and Hon Kim Chance will flx it. 

Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: - but our children and grandchildren will have to worry about this. We see 
here a massive opportunity that has been lost. 

HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan - Attorney General) [4.17 pm): We have heard the fiction from 
Hon John Halden. I would like to put some facts before the House. Hon John Halden suggested that this 
process has been shrouded in secrecy. The problem with this process is that there has been an enormous 
amount of public consultation. The starting point was the metropolitan region scheme amendment, because 
that was part of the planning process and was intended to draw the attention of the public to the problem 
that arises because of the fact that traffic cannot cross the metropolitan area without going through the 
centre of Perth, particularly along either Riverside Drive or Newcastle Street, and in due course along 
Aberdeen Street. The metropolitan region scheme proposed three alternatives. The Government's 
preferred alternative was the trench. Another alternative was to have one way traffic in Newcastle and 
Aberdeen Streets, and another, and more costly, alternative was a tunnel. That scheme was open for public 
consultation, and the tunnel was suggested as a result of that public consultation process. That was not the 
Government's preferred position because it was more expensive, but it was put forward during the proper 
consultative planning processes, and the Government acceded to that suggestion. The Government has 
followed the proper consultative processes and has listened to the public. The problem is that some of the 
people who did not participate in that process are now seeking to make up the facts about what occurred, 
but it was during that public consultation process that the tunnel proposal was suggested. It was not the 
case that the Government-did not listen to the people. The Government used the proper planning processes, 
it listened to the public who participated, and it acceded to the view that was put forward. 

It was interesting to hear the extraordinary statement that one way traffic in Aberdeen and Newcastle 
Streets will not be destructive to Northbridge but a tunnel which will be substantially underground and will 
have other things constructed on top of it will be destructive. That is the most extraordinary statement I 
have ever heard in my life, but that is the sort of "fact" that has been put forward. 

The other wonderful idea that was suggested by members opposite is that we should plan for the future. 1 
agree that we should plan for the future, and the metropolitan transport strategy is currently being advised 
upon by the Environmental Protection Authority under section 16 of the Environmental Protection Act, so 
we are planning for the future. However, the fact remains that while no-one doubts that we should 
encourage people to do all sorts of things, we all know that, despite encouragement, people do not 
necessarily do that. We know also that some of these things take time. In the meantime, we have the 
serious problem that traffic is going through the centre of Perth when it should be diverted around it. That 
was addressed by this Government through the proper planning processes, and the people who chose to 
participate suggested that there be a tunnel. There will always be people who turn up afterwards and say, 
"Hang on; why were we not consulted?" People were consulted and listened to, but the problem is that 
some people leave it too late, and other people are not willing to participate in these processes. 

Secondly, we have this strange fiction from Hon John Halden about what this tunnel will generate by way 
of pollutants. I asked him for his source. It is always interesting to know whether a piece of information 
has any basis. At this stage, at best, this must be a projection. I suspect it is the projection reported in The 
West Australian of 10 February 1996, which suggested a five kilometre air pollution impact zone. That 
statement was alarmist and the scientist who made it retracted it on 15 February. The West Australian 
reported that the antitunnel scientist whose comments had been reported previously had backed off from 
his statement on pollution. 

Hon John Halden: Who was it? 

Hon PETER FOSS: I cannot remember his name. It was an academic from Murdoch University and his 
projections have been used extensively. Everyone seems happy to use his original claim but no-one seems 
to like quoting his retraction. 

Hon John Halden: The document I quoted is dated March. I am happy to provide a copy. 

Hon PETER FOSS: All I know is that one of the bases for this scientist's backing off is that one can make 
these assumptions only on the basis that one has appropriate data. The only body that has the appropriate 
data is Main Roads, so this scientist quite properly backed off when he established the situation. 

First, tunnels do not emit pollution. Despite the terminology used by Hon John Halden, cars emit pollution 
and they are already on the roads. The amount of pollution emitted by cars is very much dependent on 
what the cars are doing. If the cars are moving quickly, they spend less time emitting pollutants; in fact, 
they emit fewer pollutants. One of the issues is whether the traffic currently flowing along Riverside Drive 
and other roads in the metropolitan area will flow more smoothly through the tunnel. This traffic does not 
come from nowhere. Hon Jim Scott always believes that the more roads we have the more cars we will 
have. It seems that people will be able to afford more cars simply because the roads are there. Of course, 
that is incorrect; these cars are already travelling on our roads. 

Members should consider the congestion across the Causeway of a morning. That slow moving traffic has 
a double effect: The cars are spending more time on the roads and therefore spending more time emitting 
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pollutants, and because they are slow revving vehicles they are emitting more noxious pollutants than 
otherwise would be emitted. The fact remains that slow moving vehicles emit considerably more 
pollutants. Hon John Halden has presented wonderful figures, but he cannot provide a citation or their 
scientific basis. I suspect that they are based on that lovely little -

Hon John Halden: No, they are not. 
Hon PETER FOSS: I am glad to hear it. Whatever is being emitted, whether it is more or less than is 
currently the case, is very much dependent upon modelling. Cars are already emitting large amounts of 
pollutants into the atmosphere. Their travelling through a tunnel does not necessarily increase the amount 
of pollutants, nor does 11 necessarily reduce the amount of pollutants. The pollutants emitted will be 
determined by the behaviour of those cars.. The cars moving through Perth now are already emitting 
pollutants. 
The next issue that must be dealt with is the question of whether this project was appropriately assessed. 
There is incredible ignorance about the processes of the Environmental Protection Act. If there is to be an 
assessment - that is, a decision is to be made at an early stage - the flI'St thin~ the Environmental Protection 
Authority must do is decide whether it will carry out an assessment That IS done on the basis not of the 
size of the project but of how likely it is to cause a problem with pollution. The assessment has been made 
by the EPA that there are no significant problems with this project. 
Several members interjected. 
Hon PETER FOSS: Members opposite laugh and say, "It is big." There is a problem with soil 
contaminants in that area and there is concern about groundwater flows. We will deal with them. It 
presents no greater problem than does any other building that is constructed deep into the earth. All the 
way along St George's Terrace we have multimillion dollar buildings. There is the wonderful Westralia 
building in which the Labor Government was involved and the Busport on which so much money was 
wasted. Admittedly, members opposite did not realise that the latter would cost so much. The sorts of 
things that are happening there have happened before. People love predicting that there will be all sorts of 
problems with the groundwater, but the advice from the people who know is that that is not the case. 

The next issue that must be addressed is the air pollution caused by motor vehicles. That has been 
appropriately modelled. There is also the issue of greenhouse gas emissions and, once again, that is 
already a problem because the vehicles are already there. The groundwater impact can certainly be 
addressed through engineering solutions. The groundwater resource is not used for drinking water; it is 
merely a question of the movement of the water. The contract includes an obligation for the air quality in 
the tunnel to be maintained to proper health standards. Emissions of vented air from the tunnel must meet 
ambient air quality standards for Northbridge. All these matters can be engineered. The contractual 
obligation is there. 
It is wonderful to make all these "green" predictions. One can be assured that if someQne wants to do 
something, the Greens are against it. If they stop it happening no-one will ever test whether it is a good 
idea. If it goes ahead they can fade into the background and if it goes wrong we will hear them. There are 
people in this place who would not like to see anything happen, and they call themselves Greens. It is a 
good way to excuse oneself for being negative and never wanting anything to happen. They make up all 
sorts of reasons why things should not happen. However, the fact is that the engineering requirement is 
that the air quality in the tunnel and the air emitted from it are to be maintained to a proper standard. These 
things are easily capable of being handled on an engineering basis. Not only was it a matter of the EPA's 
making assessments; this project went on appeal. When such matters go to appeal they are carefully 
examined. Considerable care was taken at the appeal and the issue was decided on that basis. 

HON KIM CHANCE (Agricultural) [4.27 pm]: I did not think I would stand to be accused of being a 
Green, but there is a flI'St time for everything. I am concerned that this has been a covert process and that 
important matters of process have been not so much overlooked but not investigated to the extent that they 
should have been. Despite the Attorney General's defence, I believe that that statement stands as true now 
as when it was first made. 

The Leader of the Opposition made three points very clearly pointing out the covert nature of this project. 
From the beginning, this project has been shrouded in secrecy - right back to how the funds would be 
raised by way of fuel tax. We suggested to the Minister that something of this nature was going on. 

Hon EJ. Charlton: We announced a $ lOb project before this commenced, and you know it. 

Hon KIM CHANCE: The Minister denied it and then within days we found that it was a proposal before 
Cabinet. 
There was supposed to be a three stage heritage assessment. The third stage was to be the public 
exposition of the assessment in which a number of quite detailed matters were raised about buildings in the 
Aberdeen Street area. I have those details with me, but I do not have time to go through them. That third 
stage never happened. One can view a copy of the report; the report itself is not secret. The third stage 
was a part of the contract let by the Government and we are still waiting for it. 
As the Leader of the Opposition said, an environmental assessment was undertaken, but we cannot see it 
because it is commercially confidential. We do not know why it is commercially confidential. 
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Hon EJ. Charlton: Because it is owned by the contractor. 

Hon John Halden: You did not buy it? 

Hon EJ. Charlton: No. 

1801 

Hon KIM CHANCE: Yesterday the formal announcement was made about the appointment of a lead 
contractor. That single contract was about $203m. This is not a minor engineering task. This project will 
change Perth probably more than any other project in our city since the construction of the Narrows Bridge. 
It is a radical and intrusive plan. I am old enough to remember the construction of the Narrows Bridge and 
I remember the concerns 'expressed about environmental matters. 

Hon EJ. Charlton: Were you in favour of it? 

Hon KIM CHANCE: Yes; I was then and I still am. I do not believe any members could forget the 
heartache we went through during the reclamation of so much of the Swan River. 

[Motion lapsed, pursuant to Standing Order No 72.] 

Hon John Halden (Leader of the Opposition) was granted leave to table a document in regard to this debate, 
entitled "Air Pollution in Perth after the Northbridge City Bypass", dated Sunday, 14 April 1996, by 
William Ross. 

[See paper No 292.] 

JOINT STANDING COMMITTEE ON DELEGATED LEGISLATION 

Report - Tabling 

Hon Bruce Donaldson presented the eighteenth report of the Joint Standing Committee on Delegated 
Legislation in relation to the 1995 Review of Operations, and on his motion it was resolved -

That the report do lie upon the Table and be printed. 

[See paper No 293.] 

EDUCA nON AMENDMENT BILL 

Second Reading 

Resumed from 8 May. 

HONCHERYL DAVENPORT (South Metropolitan) [4.33 pm]: I support this Bill and in doing so I 
shall concentrate my remarks on two sections of the amendment Bill: Part 3, which deals with the 
community use of school facilities, and part 4, which to a lesser extent deals with school dress codes. This 
is an Education Amendment Bill and I am disappointed that, despite promises, the new Bill is still to see 
the light of day. I believe it will not be introduced until after the state election and that is most regrettable. 

I am pleased to see the move by the Government to ensure better community use of school facilities. I 
refer to the document produced by the Office of the Auditor General, the First General Report 1996, which 
has a specific section dealing with the utilisation of government school facilities. Two key findings were 
made and I quote from the second -

There has been an improvement in community access to school facilities, and some real cost 
benefits have been achieved through capital resource sharing. 

Under the heading "Background" the report continues -

In March 1994, a report was presented to Parliament on the utilisation of school facilities in the 
metropolitan area showing that in many metropolitan primary and secondary schools, effective use 
was not being made of some school facilities either by the schools themselves or by the local 
community. 

Schools represent more than an educational asset as their facilities can be used to meet broader 
community needs. The report showed that much potential for use of classrooms, libraries, and 
sporting facilities by the community was not being realised. 

Planning and management of school facilities were also identified as areas in need of 
improvement Information required for effective decision making was often unavailable. 
Strategies were not in place to enable management to vary accommodation in response to changes 
in student numbers. 

Key recommendations included that the Education Department of Western Australia should: 

It further states -

Consider making greater use of relocatable classrooms, manage the impact of non
government schools. 

Continue developing, implementing, and monitoring strategies to improve community 
use of existing and planned school facilities; and 

Consider opportunities for greater government use of school facilities. 
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The next section was "Objectives and Scope" -

The objective of this follow-up examination was to assess whether there has been any 
improvement in the planning for and utilisation of school facilities in the metropolitan area. 
Information was gathered through interview and document analysis on four major strategies used 
by the Department in their overall asset management approach. These were: Planning, school 
rationalisation, capital resource sharing, and community use of schools. 

I am pleased that the Government has moved to enshrine those recommendations of the Auditor General. 
Obviously not only the Auditor General but also community organisations had input into this matter. I am 
also pleased that bodies other than local government authorities will be able to access school facilities; that 
has real potential for good and positive outcomes. I wish to be reassured that such a change will not lead to 
profit making by private companies or individuals who have such access. The opportunity presented with 
these changes indicates the potential for community based organisations, rather than, I hope, profit 
motivated organisations, to enter into contracts with schools to provide community services that do not 
exist in many areas. 

There are a couple of examples of potential uses that would be very positive. Firstly, there is obviously the 
need for more out of school care facilities - I had experience some years ago in relation to several schools 
in my electorate, which is an area in particular need of that type of facility rather than a privately run or a 
community based centre outside the school. A school at which classes finish between 3.00 and 3.30 pm is 
obviously the best place for young children to access those centres. Many out of school care centres are 
required to provide transport to take children to other facilities; I am not against that but I believe it is 
better that school centres, if possible, be used for that purpose. In the past on occasions when community 
organisations have attempted to set up that type of facility within a school, with the help of interested 
parents, the principal of the school has vetoed that use. 

The out of school care service deals with children aged between five and 12 years; that is terrific but I also 
have concerns about children between ages 13 and 16 who cannot access any type of care because there is 
none in existence. If there were access to school facilities with a view to providing study programs or other 
social activities for those older children after school hours, those children might not become involved in 
antisocial activities, as often happens now. Schools provide the ideal venue, with space inside which can 
be used during wet weather and hot weather, and outside areas such as playing fields, basketball courts, and 
netball courts. They are the types of programs in which both Governments and community based 
organisations could be involved. 

The school community and the wider community can work together to help in the prevention of crime. I 
have been involved in a couple of efforts in my own area. The suburb of Willetton has been established for 
some 15 years, but it lacks a special purpose facility for young people. 

The local police who participate in a community based committee that I am part of, brought evidence to the 
committee of a number of instances in the October school holidays last year that reinforced the need for a 
place for kids over the school holidays in particular. There had been a spate of breakings and enterings that 
involved teenage kids who had nothing to do and so they got into mischief. The police were also able to 
draw to the attention of the committee and the local government authorit~:. the City of Canning, the fact 
that they had stopped a suburban v.ar between two local high schools, WIlletton Senior High School and 
Lynwood Senior High School, by confiscating a bag of weapons, including baseball bats, knives and the 
like. We used that as an example to illustrate why the area needs afacility for young people to enable them 
to create their own activities in an unstructured way. The school buildings and grounds are the ideal place 
for those activities out of school hours. To get to grips with the crime and punishment issue, we must first 
provide facilities which will keep young people busy and stop them from graduating to lives of crime. 

I am also pleased that the amendments will provide opportunities for organisations other than local 
government authorities to get involved. Although I cited the example of the suburb of Willetton having 
difficulty convincing the local government authority that assistance is needed with land to provide a facility 
of that type, there is also an example over the border in East Metropolitan Region again in the City of 
Canning not being prepared to assist the local community. The Cannington high school swimming pool 
could not be opened last year for young people from Cannington and Queens Park to use during school 
holidays and after school in the hot weather. The school is happy to make the facility available. The 
council was not prepared to clean and maintain it and attend it during the school holidays and after school. 
Kids in that area have to catch two buses to Bentley pool or the train to Victoria Park. That includes walks 
to catch public transport and to get to the pool in very hot weather. As members know, it is sometimes too 
hot in summer for kids to ride their bikes that distance. The school in this instance believes these sorts of 
activities would prevent many of the young people from getting into mischief because their time would be 
occupied positively. 

Hon A.I.G. MacTiernan: Are there examples in other countries of teenage children-

Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: I am not sure. I imagine that Australia is not the first country to think 
. about these issues. However, there must be positive ways to proceed if we are serious about preventing 
young people from having too much time on their hands. 

In the example of the Cannington Senior High School, petitions were collected from three local primary 
schools and a local shopping centre and presented to the council, but they have had no impact, and access 
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to the pool continues to be denied. I hope the greater use of government school facilities will prompt 
organisations other than local councils to set up a system that would give access to young people. While I 
see the positives in the amendment to section 6B, I would, however, be most concerned were this to 
provide opportunities for commercial operators. I will be interested in the Minister's reply. Perhaps it 
might be useful to define what the Government means by "community use". I note that the words are not 
defined in the Bill. That would ensure there were no misunderstandings when organisations approached 
principals of the schools with proposals. 

Another issue that is not made clear in my reading of the second reading speech is whether a principal 
would have a veto power should exception be taken to any proposal for use of the school land or buildings. 
If the principal had that power to prevent an organisation from using school facilities, I wonder what type 
of appeal rights organisations or individuals would have. The second reading speech refers to a hire charge 
that will be determined by the school and will depend on the ability of a group to pay. Is it the intention of 
the amendments to deny access on the grounds that somebody might not be able to pay? The Bill also 
suggests that schools will be authorised to charge a bond. That will be an impediment to young people 
using school facilities. I want to be assured that if hardship were demonstrated, a bond in particular and 
fees to a lesser extent could be reduced or waived. 

As I said earlier, the other section of the Bill on which I want to concentrate some of my remarks is part 4, 
which allows for a school dress code for students. I note it will not be compulsory and will be applied only 
if a school community chooses to implement it However, I fear that this may take us back to the days of 
rigid dress codes that I remember when I was at school a long time ago. 

Hon N.F. Moore: Not that long ago. 

Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: Unfortunately, it was a long time ago. I have graphic recollections of my 
high school colours, maroon and blue. We were required to wear ties, a beret and gloves. I hated it. I was 
a school bus prefect at Pinjarra High School, and I was told to enforce the dress code on children going to 
and coming home from school. If the children failed to comply with the code, we were to take them to the 
headmistress or -

Hon Tom Helm: No wonder you joined the bully boys in the Labor Party! 

Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: Of course this created resentment. I recall an instance of a boy being put 
off the bus at a bus stop because he did not meet the required dress code. I want to ensure that we do not 
go back to that type of rigidity which would create conflict between school authority and young people. 
Young people are at school to learn, and although learning to dress appropriately is part of that education, 
we should not return to the old days. 

Kent Street High School, my son's former school, has a very good system by which students can wear a 
uniform that are a combination of red, white and navy blue, which allows for fairly casual, yet smart, attire. 
It is expected that students will dress reasonably within that combination of colours, even though garments 
such as tunics, hats and ties are not stipulated. That served my son very well in his five years at high 
school and, as a result of that combination colour scheme, we rarely had a problem: The uniform was 
casual and easy to care for and it maintained his interest Although I understand to some extent the reasons 
for moving to a dress code, I fear it will establish yet another authoritative regime in schools. I commend 
the Bill to the House. 

HON BOB THOMAS (South West) [4.53 pm]: As the two previous speakers have indicated, the 
Opposition supports the Bill. Briefly, I will outline the four issues raised in the Bill: First, the Bill 
recognises the Department of Training within the Education Act; second, it will provide for community use 
of education facilities; third, it will provide for enforceable dress codes in schools; and fourth, it will 
provide for low interest loans to non-government kindergartens for children aged 4 years. 

The amendment relating to the Department of Training is part of an ongoing evolutionary process since the 
Education Act was passed in 1982. At that time technical training came within the purview of the 
Education Act, and its administration was undertaken by the Department of Education. Members will 
recall the days when technical training was delivered at high schools, particularly in country towns. When 
I grew up in York and Collie, technical and further education training was delivered at night at local 
schools. People from Albany tell me that the same situation applied in that town, and it was only under 
John Tonkin in 1974 that a T AFE facility was constructed at Albany on its current site. 

We live in rapidly changing times and must recognise and move with today's dynamics. The frrst training 
department - the Department of Employment, Vocational Education and Training - was established during 
the term of the previous Government, which recognised the need to break the nexus between the 
Department of Education and vocational training by establishing a separate department However, that 
reform was not recognised within the Education Act, and I am glad that we are now moving to provide that 
recognition. I understand that the Government will introduce a separate vocational education Bill -

Hon N.F. Moore: It is in the other House now. 

Hon BOB THOMAS: That is also a step in the right direction. The labour market is changing rapidly. I 
remember leaving school aged 15 years after finishing third year high school at York, and the few 
opportunities available to us at that time. In a small town we could undertake an apprenticeship as a 
mechanic, or as a hairdresser for girls, or become a chaff cutter or labourer on a farm. If we wanted to 
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pursue an office career, we could work only at the shire council or in banks, which presented very limited 
promotional opportunities. The other occupation available was retail, and very few of the available 
occupations required vocational training. 

Today's situation has changed markedly, as young people have many opportunities available to them when 
leaving school, and many of these careers require specific skill training, whether it be computer skills or 
those relating to the service industry. Young people tend to leave school after completing year 12, as 
opposed to year 10 as in my day, and most students find that they are starting their education in full time 
vocational courses before commencing their careers. Technical training is an integral component of the 
occupations available, and this can be studied through TAPE after hours. It is important that we recognise 
the change in the labour market, and this Bill is a step in the right direction. 

The Bill will also allow schools to license various organisations to use school facilities out of hours and to 
charge for that use. Again, this is part of an evolutionary process which has occurred more in country areas 
than within metropolitan schools. However, this facility utilisation has tended to be restricted in the past I 
understand that the initiative has largely been that local authorities have been able to participate in this sort 
of use of facilities program. This amendment to the Act will broaden the scope and allow many more 
organisations in our community to use school facilities. Although I welcome this, I have some 
reservations. 

[Continued below.] 

[Questions without notice taken.] 

MINISTERIAL STATEMENT - ATTORNEY GENERAL 

Planning - Fremantle Amendment 

HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan - Attorney General) [5.32 pm] - by leave: Earlier today the State 
Government tabled finalised planning documents which will protect and enhance the unique qualities of the 
Fremantle area. The port city is a special place for many Western Australians, and in recognition of this 
the State Government prepared a strategy for the region's growth early in its term of office. 

In December 1994 the Minister for Planning released the Fremantle regional strategy which was prepared 
by the Ministry for Planning in conjunction with the Western Australian Planning Commission and the 
Fremantle City Council. The major recommendations of the planning strategy are now being implemented 
in the form of the Fremantle amendment. The amendment contains a total of 16 changes to zonings in the 
metropolitan region scheme, which is the major planning blueprint for Perth. There has been extensive 
public consultation in the formulation of the plans presented to the House today. During the preparation of 
the regional strategy public opinion was sought on a wide range of planning issues and more recently 
people were asked to make submissions on specific proposals advertised in the draft amendment. 

Over the extended four month advertising period the Western Australian Planning Commission received 
544 submissions and convened hearings for 56 interested parties. Considerable time has been spent 
evaluating the concerns expressed in the submissions and as a result a number of changes have been made 
which reflect the desires of the corr.munity. The main changes are-

The proposal to widen Canning Highway between Stirling Bridge and Allen Street in East 
Fremantle has been deleted. However, the future reservation needs for Canning Highway between 
Stirling Bridge and Petra Street will be reviewed. 

Two historic properties on Canning Highway west of the bridges, one on the comer of Glyde 
Street and the other on the comer of Hubble Street, will now not be affected by the road widening. 

'Stirling Highway in North Fremantle and Mosman Park will have a reduced road widening 
requirement on some sections, which has minimised the number of properties affected and 
diminished considerably the amount of reservation required. 

Cypress Hill in North Fremantle will have additional land reserved for parks and recreation use, 
including Lots 20 and 21 Ainslie Road. This will complement the North Fremantle-Rocky Bay 
heritage trail along the river foreshore. 

In North Fremantle, road requirements have been refined for the proposed new Port Beach Road. 

The Fremantle amendment has great merit as it caters for the growth of one of Perth's most treasured areas. 

EDUCA nON AMENDMENT BILL 

Second Reading 

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting. 

HON BOB THOMAS (South West) [5.37 pm]: When the Education Act was passed in 1928 it covered 
tertiary and non-tertiary education. The Education Department was responsible for non-university training 
that included technical and vocational training, which tended to be delivered through our school system 
anyway. The labour market has changed over time and is changing rapidly now. It is important that we 
give technical and further education the legislative and administrative base to operate properly in that 
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dynamic labour market As such I am pleased that we are taking a step in the right direction by recognising 
the Department of Training within the Education Act, and a Bill before another place is creating an Act for 
the Department of Training. It is important for this Parliament to be in touch with those changes which are 
taking place in the labour market. It is particularly important for technical and further education, because it 
is playing a far greater role in providing young people with the skills that they need for the jobs that are 
available for them now. The sorts of jobs that young people are going into are far more complex and 
exciting than the sorts of jobs that were available for our generation when we left school. The Government 
is doing the right thing by making the necessary legislative changes to the Education Act to recognise that 

The Bill will allow the community use of facilities. The Bill allows the Minister to delegate to school 
principals the ability to enter into licence arrangements with community groups to use Education 
Department facilities. In doing so it allows school principals to require a bond from the organisation that 
will be using the facilities and to charge for the use of those facilities. I was saying before question time 
that this is a good thing, although I have some reservations. I have seen within my own electorate how 
well this works. I can give the Parliament an example of how a sporting facility was provided within 
Rocky Gully, which is one of the smaller towns within my electorate, through the joint use of facilities. 

Rocky Gully is about two-thirds of the way from Manjimup to Mt Barker on Muirs Highway. It is a fairly 
small community which services a small farming community around Rocky Gully-Unicup. A small timber 
mill was once located there. Its primary school caters for 35 to 40 children from kindergarten to year 7. 
About two years ago the school entered into an arrangeinent with the Plantagenet Shire and the local 
cricket club to upgrade the school oval to allow the local adult cricket team to use that oval for its 
competition matches. The shire and the cricket club each put in $10 000 and members of the community 
put in many hours of unpaid voluntary work and upgraded the facilities. The club now has a first class 
facility and plays in the district competition, and during school hours the school is able to utilise that 
facility at no cost to the Education Department. It is a great way of providing facilities in a small 
community and making optimum use of those facilities. 

Those members who represent country areas would recognise it is difficult for many churches to find 
venues to hold their services on Sundays. For instance, Manjimup has a dearth of facilities available and 
almost every hall is fully booked for church services on Sundays. 

Hon Graham Edwards: Which one do you attend? 

Hon BOB THOMAS: I do not have a religious conviction, therefore I do not attend any church. I 
recognise some people have a very real relationship with someone or something they call God and I respect 
their right to worship their God. In those cases where small denominations do not have the resources to 
build their own facilities it makes a lot of sense for them to use shared facilities. In some cases the halls at 
various schools in small country towns could be utilised for church services by them. It makes a lot of 
sense to utilise more fully the school facilities, which tend to be used only between 9.00 am and 3.00 pm or 
4.00 pm for 40 weeks of the year. 

Hon Graham Edwards should take credit for some of the changes which were introduced when the 
Opposition was in government. As the Minister for Sport and Recreation he allowed some local 
government authorities to enter into arrangements with the Education Department to share school facilities, 
particularly recreation facilities. When it was proposed to build a school the local authority was consulted 
and where there was scope for improved facilities at the school joint arrangements were agreed to and the 
local authority was able to contribute money for sport and recreation facilities. The local authority was 
then able to give its ratepayers the opportunity to use those facilities. The advantage to the school was that 
it was integrated into the community and the facilities available to it were far better than they would have 
been if the only funding available to it had been the standard allocation from the Education Department. 
The advantage to the local government authority was that at a portion of the cost it would have to outlay to 
build the facilities separately it was able to obtain first class facilities for its ratepayers. 

This process was recently followed by the Little Grove school. Members of the South Coast Progress 
Association approached the Albany Shire Council and the Education Department and suggested that the 
feasibility of some joint arrangements to improve the range of spOrting facilities available to that school 
and the community should be examined. Full credit must go to Ken Parker and his committee. The 
progress association called public meetings in February this year to discuss this issue along with a couple 
of other issues concerning the design of the building. After consultation between the shire, the Education 
Department and the progress association it was agreed that the opportunity would not be taken up. It was 
the first time I had been involved in this process and I was able to see at first hand how it worked. It is a 
good idea and I acknowledge the work done by Hon Graham Edwards in that respect. 

I have some reservations about the way in which school facilities will be made available to the community 
and I ask the Minister, when he sums up, to answer the questions I will raise. The Bill basically delegates 
the authority to enter into an agreement with community groups from the Minister to the principal, through 
the chief executive officer of the Education Department. It would be excellent if provision were made in 
the legislation for the school based decision making group to be involved in the process. A number of 
principals seem to have been to the Harvard school of business because they tend to weigh up everything in 
an accounting sense and profit and loss is the bottom line. Some principals may go too far in trying to 
optimise the return to the Education Department for the facilities which they are allowing groups to use. 
The Education Department built those facilities for the delivery of education and a profit motive should not 
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be used as the basis for a decision to allow certain groups to use them. Some provision must be in place to 
ensure a collective decision making process is made at the school so that not only the principal, but also 
other people with different interests in the school, have some input. 

I would be concerned in cases where schools have a backlog of maintenance if the principal sees the letting 
of facilities as an opportunity to quickly obtain some of the money required for maintenance and does not 
take into account some of the issues relating to the various user groups applying to use the facilities. The 
groups which do not have the ability to pay top dollar for the use of these facilities should not be excluded 
from using them because groups which are financially better off are outbidding them. Educational and 
community issues, as well as the economic accounting issues, should be taken into account. There must be 
equity in the decision making process and that will not be obtained if the only person who can make 
decisions about the use of school facilities is the principal. I have the greatest respect for most principals I 
have dealt with, but some of them will be mercenary in this process and worthwhile groups will be 
excluded from using the facilities. 

I am concerned that some commercial organisations will be able to obtain the use of those facilities and, as 
a result, obtain a commercial advantage over their competitors. There must be a mechanism to ensure that 
does not occur. I refer members to an example of fundraising which occurred a couple of years ago 
through Coles Supermarkets. Most people who assist schools and parents and citizens associations to raise 
funds to provide school facilities and resources do so without asking for anything in return. Over the last 
few years the Albany Primary School Parents and Citizens Association raised between $30 000 and 
$40000 for a covered assembly area. Members of that P & C come from all walks of life including retail, 
trades, service and earthmoving businesses. 

We have had substantial assistance from wholesalers and retailers for the projects that we have run. Not 
one has asked for anything in return and most have been quite flattered when we have acknowledged the 
contribution they have made. Coles Supermarkets ran a system to assist the schools to obtain computers, 
but wanted to see the colour of people's support up front before providing them. The families of the 
children attending the schools were encouraged to shop at Coles stores and to bring back the receipts, 
which would be accumulated. Depending on their total value, the Coles stores would provide each of the 
participating schools with a number of computers in proportion to the receipts that were provided. There 
were some problems because the computers that were provided were incompatible with those already in the 
schools. I objected to the fact that Coles asked us to show the level of our support before it provided any 
assistance. I was outraged that kids in surrounding towns where there were no Coles stores were pestering 
their parents to drive to Albany to shop at these stores and to obtain receipts and, therefore, assistance for 
their schools. What the Coles stores were doing was to the detriment of the small retailers. 

Hon Graham Edwards: The ones sticking their hand in their pocket and helping them out. 

Hon BOB THOMAS: That is right, and not asking for anything in return. We have not yet quite reached 
the American system where there is significant commercial involvement in schools. We need to make sure 
that we do not go down that path and that this provision is watertight concerning the equity about the way 
in which community groups and various other organisations are allocated licences to use the school 
facilities. 

When the Minister is summing up, I ask him to answer a few questions about which I am concerned. I 
would like him to tell us how the Government intends to define what is appropriate use of facilities and 
whether that will be done through regulation or ministerial direction, or what. I want to know exactly what 
is meant by appropriate use. I also ask the Minister to assure me that schools will not compromise 
educational objectives by taking up economic objectives on every facility that can be licensed out. I would 
like the Minister to examine the idea of school based decision making groups having responsibility for 
licensing, rather than just the principal. I ask the Minister to explain to me the process that will ensure that 
no conflict of interest will arise from the commercial use of school facilities. Finally, I ask the Minister to 
address the issue of equity, to ensure that poorly resourced organisations like the smaller churches within 
our country areas are dealt with adequately. 

I now want to touch on the issue of a school dress code. Members will recognise that I come from a 
traditional working class background, a quite impoverished background. I have some experience of dress 
codes. The last thing I want. to see introduced into schools is a compulsory dress code. I can remember 
when I was a young kid and my family was battling and it was very difficult to comply with dress codes. 
We tended to have very few changes of clothes. It was a battle for us to have food on our table, let alone a 
number of school uniforms. I always perceive issues such as this in terms of the struggle that my family 
had when I was a kid. I prefer not having compulsory dress codes in our schools. The Albany Senior High 
School has a voluntary dress code that worl<s well. I doubt whether a school in this State has a better 
uniform than the Albany Senior High School. 

Hon Derrick Tomlinson: Do they still have that delightful striped blazer? 

Hon B.M. Scott: Don't you like it? 

Hon BOB THOMAS: I think it is fantastic. It is one of my greatest regrets that my daughter in year 11 
refuses to wear one of those blazers. It is a beautiful green and yellow boater blazer that has a thin brown 
stripe in it. I think she would look good in it. 

Hon Derrick Tomlinson: This legislation will give you some force to make her wear it. 
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Hon BOB THOMAS: I was looking forward to her going into senior school because I wanted to see her 
wearing that blazer. 

Hon Graham Edwards: We will have to make sure she gets a copy of the speech. 

Hon BOB THOMAS: I will do that However, she is a particularly independent young lady. 

Hon Graham Edwards: They are very good qualities that she gets from her mother. 

Hon BOB THOMAS: I respect that, notwithstanding that I wish I could have seen her wearing that lovely 
blazer. I enjoy going to that high school because it is located in one of the most aesthetically pleasing 
settings of any school I have ever been to. It is set on Mt Clarence and has a lovely outlook over Albany, 
and a mountain behind it. It has lovely buildings that are in urgent need of repair. In short, it is a lovely 
school setting. 

Hon Derrick Tomlinson: It runs a very sound educational program, too. 

Hon BOB THOMAS: It does. The programs from North Albany Senior High School and Albany Senior 
High School consistently score high in a number of tertiary entrance examination subjects. Will Richards' 
history class, the maths class and one of the English streams consistently score higher than the state 
average in the TEE. 

Hon Kim Chance: I believe there was a very good economics teacher in Albany with a considerable 
reputation, too. 

Hon BOB THOMAS: I frequently visit the school to speak to the kids there. Because they have taken a 
part in designing the dress code and because it is such a nice dress code, most of the kids want to wear it. 
A very small proportion of the students at the Albany Senior High School go to school not dressed in the 
uniform. It not only comprises the lovely blazer about which I have already spoken but it also allows the 
kids to wear blue jeans and a range of rugby tops. 

Hon Derrick Tomlinson: In school colours? 

Hon BOB THOMAS: That is right. It gives the kids a range of coordinates to wear to school. They look 
good in the uniform. Very few kids at the Albany Senior High School go to school without wearing a 
uniform, and it is not policed in an authoritative manner. Kids are encouraged to wear the uniform, but 
there are no punitive sanctions for those who do not wear it. A number of young kids go to school wearing 
coloured T-shirts embossed with some descriptive messages. The teachers do not come down heavy
handed on them; they just require those kids to take off the T-shirts and wear them inside out to make sure 
that the message is not visible. 

Sitting suspended/rom 6.00 to 7.30 pm 

Hon BOB THOMAS: This code is both charming and well observed even though it is not enforced. One 
of the reasons it is well observed is that it allows students to choose from a variety of coordinates which are 
modem and pleasant. Young people want to dress that way. We should not introduce legislation to compel 
people to observe a dress code when sensitive encouragement and the use of interesting coordinates can 
achieve the same thing. 

I have some concerns also about the cost of a compulsory dress code. Coming from a humble background 
I always consider cost implications arising from any legislation that comes before this House. I do not 
think we should make legislation which could have a detrimental effect on low income earners. Some 
families may not be able to afford two or three uniforms, especially high school uniforms where a blazer, 
specific shirts, shoes and sporting uniforms are involved. I have empathy with low income earners and 
would hate to think this amendment will make their budgetary task any more difficult. I am also concerned 
about families who may shift from one school to another during a year. I know only too well how this 
occurs. When I was a student at primary school my family moved on numerous occasions. In four 
separate years I went to two different schools. Coming from a family of seven children, five of whom were 
at primary school together, I appreciate the huge impact school uniform costs can have on families. Lower 
income families are more likely to move frequently in search of employment. We should therefore move 
cautiously if we want to introduce legislation that will have a financial impact on those families. 

I welcome the fact that this legislation will ensure that high school students will be involved in the dress 
code decision making. Their input will be beneficial, as it has been at the Albany Senior High SchOOl, 
where the students were directly involved in the design and colour coordination of the school uniform. I 
am aware of a number of cases involving some very insensitive actions taken by schools in an effort to 
enforce dress codes. Hon John Halden referred to an incident where a young person was paraded in front 
of the school during assembly and sanctioned for not wearing a uniform. On average in our community the 
children of low income earners are the ones who tend not to wear uniforms. They are most at risk of 
developing low self-esteem and feeling bad about themselves and then later in life developing social 
problems. Those sanctions should be avoided at all costs. We must make sure we do not single out poor 
people and make them feel different or be the butt of jokes or suffer derision, because that will have a 
detrimental effect on their self-esteem. The legislation should also contain effective exemptions for people 
on low incomes or people who have a legitimate reason not to adhere to the dress code, such as religious 
beliefs. Some parents may not want their children to conform to a dress code. 

The last point I wish to address concerns capital for the non-government sector for 4 year old preschooling. 
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The Government is correct to have taken this action. However, it is addressing only part of the problem. 
The issue of 4 year old and full time preschooling has been a polemic issue in our community for a long 
time. Members in this place will remember the debates of 1992 when the Labor Government decided it 
would phase in full time preschooling over three years. Some very strong campaigns were run against that 
by members opposite. They said that full time preschooling was nothing more than a government funded 
child minding service and did not have any educational value. Members opposite when in opposition 
opposed it I can remember a few quite heated public meetings in Albany and the acrimony of the 
campaign. I believe that full time preschooling should be one of several options available to parents. 
Parents are in the best position to decide what is best for their child's preschool education. As a State we 
must make sure we provide those parents with a range of options, including full time preschooling. It also 
involves state funded 4 year old preprimary education. We must also ensure we do not jeopardise the 
viability of our community preschools and, as part of the range of options available to parents, there should 
be part time and sessional private schooling. Parents should also have the option of not sending their child 
to preprimary school. 

I believe also that within our state school system there should be a choice between full time and part time, 
or sessional, preschooling. It appears that the Government has decided to introduce full time preschooling 
and there will be no part time preschooling. People in the schools within my electorate have said that if 
parents want to send their children to preschool on a part time basis, they must enrol their children on a full 
time basis but can send their children on the days or the mornings or afternoons which they want them to 
attend. That is not good enough. The Government should ensure that both full time and part time 
preschooling are available within our state school system. The Government should ensure also that it gets 
It right for our community preschools, because our community preschools play an important role in the 
delivery of early childhood education. This amendment will be detrimental to community preschools. 

I do not have time now to address this issue in the depth that I would like, but this amendment does not go 
far enough. The Government should do more than address just the capital issue. It should address the 
issue of a proper four year old program and of providing rebates for the four year old program in the same 
way that rebates are available for the preprimary program, and perhaps at a later date we will have a debate 
about those things. 

HON KIM CHANCE (Agricultural) [7.42 pm]: Mr Deputy President-

Hon EJ. Charlton: You got the call because the Deputy President could not see Hon Graham Edwards! 

Hon KIM CHANCE: Hon Graham Edwards and I tried to negotiate who would speak first and we could 
not, so we said we would compete for the call! 

The Attorney General said earlier this evening, and he included me along with Hon Alannah MacTiernan 
and Hon Nick Griffiths, that one of the things the Government does not like to hear is that the Opposition 
will support a Bill and its members will not speak for very long, particularly when we are the three 
members who say it. I must say about that quite defamatory statement that with regard to this Bill I will 
not speak very long. Indeed, I will confine my comments to one of the four principal amendments 
contained in the Bill; that is, school dress codes. 

However, before I deal with that jcsue, I want to put on record two questions about the community use of 
school facilities, in the hope that the Minister will respond in due course. What provision has been made in 
the industrial arrangements for school staff - that is, principals, administrators, teachers and grounds staff -
for those additional supervisory duties which are created as a result of this change? The Minister first 
announced that the Government would introduce legislation to allow for Community use of school facilities 
at the precise time that the enterprise bargaining agreement was being negotiated between the employer 
and the principals, and I remember that one or two principals were a bit miffed that the matter was raised in 
the context of those negotiations. I would be interested, not knowing what was the outcome, in the 
Minister's advice on that matter. 

My next question is similar to the one asked by my leader, Hon John Halden, and the answer might be the 
same. Hon John Halden asked how is it envisaged that school facilities will be used and what 
arrangements will be put in place to ensure that the grant of access to school facilities does not confer an 
unfair advantage upon one commercial group over another commercial group, or upon one commercial 
group over a community group? Commercial users do not appear to be excluded from accessing school 
facilities, and there is probably no reason that they should, but once we allow commercial users to access a 
public facility, be it a school, a fire station, or whatever, that might confer an advantage upon those 
commercial users over others. Are any guidelines anticipated in that area? 

I am somewhat at odds with my colleagues in respect of school dress codes, although I will obviously 
support this" Bill in its entirety, as will all opposition members. However, I was delighted to note that my 
friend Hon Bob Thomas takes a line which is very similar to mine in respect of uniform dress codes, and 
perhaps we should have spoken about it with a louder voice in Caucus. I have reservations about the 
questIon of school dress codes. 

Hon N.F. Moore: Why not vote against it then? 

Hon KIM CHANCE: I have said already that I do not intend to vote against it. 

Hon N.F. Moore: I think you should give some thought to it. 
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Hon KIM CHANCE: I have given deep thought to it, and Hon Norman Moore would appreciate that it 
requires very deep thought for a member of the Opposition to vote against his colleagues. I have listened 
to both sides of the argument, and I concede there is a fairly narrow division between what has been said in 
support of a uniform dress code and some of the fears that I have, but I will run through that so people will 
be aware of where I am coming from. I appreciate that new section 21D(2) is not about school dress codes 
at all, even though it is the enabling section. It deals with the broader question of devolution of 
responsibility in respect of a range of matters, including dress codes. It is principally about educational 
objectives and priorities, and the question of school dress codes falls within that group. 

My concern about dress codes exists even in acknowledgment of my colleagues' quite reasonable position 
on matters like cost and egalitarianism. My colleagues have argued strongly that it is necessary to have 
some kind of code in order to defeat the one-upmanship which sometimes occurs in school communities 
and the identification and potential isolation of students who are poor or from different backgrounds. 
However, I have seen examples in schools that have dress codes of quite cruel discrimination against 
children when the children involved have had no choice in the matter; they had no other than to 
follow the decision that their parents had made. I remember one case where a had adopted a 
voluntary dress code and life was made extremely difficult for one girl because her parents decided that 
they did not want her to wear a uniform. That decision was not made on the basis of economics - they were 
a middle income family - they simply did not like the idea of sending their child to school in a uniform. 
That child was discriminated against quite badly. In that type of situation, the child does not have a say in 
the matter, but is singled out in many ways. In some cases they are bullied by other children simply 
because their clothing is different. Perhaps even more sadly because we have a part in this, they are 
frequently refused the opportunity to participate in school activities such as excursions. 

While those factors on their own are enough to convince me that dress codes are undesirable, the Bill can 
be said to make matters worse. While those factors exist without legislative empowerment, they do exist. 

Hon N.F. Moore: And they should not That is the problem. 

Hon KIM CHANCE: I acknowledge that. I am not saying that everything is the fault of this Bill. The 
very fact that this Bill contemplates legislative empowerment, which it does in new section 21 D(2) , seems 
to create an opportunity for schools to eject a student on the basis of nonconformity with the school dress 
code. I certainly would not like to see that. 

I understand the pro dress code arguments. I actually support the sensible dress code that has been adopted 
by the Merredin Senior High School, which my children attend. It has a very simple, broad standardisation 
of colour and style, which leaves the choice of the garment to the student and their family - within 
reasonably prescribed parameters. It might be a very simple formula, but it works. The garments specified 
in the code are cheap, off the rack garments that are suitable for our climate. I should point out that the 
school crest is not used in the uniform. 

My concern is that the commonsense that has apparently prevailed at that school - and by the sound of it is 
also evident at Albany Senior High School - will not be universal. I was recently in Tasmania and I 
noticed, particularly while in Hobart - it was not as prevalent in Launceston and elsewhere - that many of 
the children appeared to be attending private schools. While driving through the Hobart streets in the 
morning and the afternoon, when the children were travelling to and from school, I saw an enormous 
number of children and young adults in a wide variety of official school uniforms. I asked a Hobart 
resident whether there were many private schools in Hobart and I was told there were not. This person 
rattled off a few names but the list was not very long and, in any event, they were not very large schools. 
This person was interested in why I asked. I said that while I was driving around the city I saw a enormous 
number of children who were wearing what were obviously private school uniforms - they looked like 
children from St Hilda's, Presbyterian Ladies College, Scotch and so on. I was told that they were high 
school uniforms. These children were wearing very expensive specific clothing. One of the uniforms 
closely resembled the uniform worn by PLC students and another resembled that worn by St Mary's 
students. 

That is the kind of outcome I would very much hope is not generated by the use of the powers provided in 
this Bill. These school children looked absolutely wonderful and they were very well dressed; the 
uniforms were most suitable for Hobart's vicious climate. There was nothing inappropriate about the 
uniforms except their apparent cost. I do not know how much they cost but they looked very expensive. 
Parents on low or even middle level incomes who had perhaps four or five children at the same high school 
would be confronted with a considerable cost to have their children look that good. I have nothing against 
that, but it is money that could be better spent on other things. Had the high school had the same dress 
code as that applying at Merredin Senior High School they probably would have been dressed just as well 
for a fraction of the cost. 

The other issued that occurred to me is that if there were different uniform standards between the schools 
that would create problems for transient families, such as those involved in the mining industry. If a family 
had to move from one town to another - and that is very common in the goldfields area adjacent to my 
electorate - perhaps two or three times a year, and if there were school dress codes, the family would be 
faced with the cost of moving plus the very high cost involved in changing uniforms for all their children. 

All the arguments that I have heard in favour of dress codes seem to fail the ultimate test of logic. While 
each argument is based on anti-elitism, better appearance, uniformity of appearance and lower cost to 
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families, it is very rare that those arguments are extended to their logical conclusion; that is, to have a single statewide dress code for all schools. That is a quite common practice in countries around the world. The most obvious example is Japan - although it is quite common through the rest of Asia. Australian tourists travelling in Japan often mention that the school children are all dressed the same and it is very easy to identify them as school children. 
If there were a broadly specified statewide uniform dress code and a family was faced with the problem of moving from one town to another there would be no need to change their children's school uniform. Because of the huge scale of production of that uniform the costs would genuinely be low and consistent Ironically it is quite possible for the single school dress codes to have exactly the opposite effect to that which is assumed by proponents of school dress codes: Single school uniforms can markedly increase the cost of clothing a student. Anyone who believes that the adoption of a school uniform can end oneupmanship in terms of clothing within the school group and can reduce the cost of clothing is living in fairyland. 

The specification for a school might be that males during winter shall wear a grey suit. One can buy a grey suit at a shopping centre in Midland, Morley or Booragoon at a reasonable cost but there is nothing to stop a student buying a suit from Count Zegna at $12000 or $15000; there is nothing to stop that oneupmanship. Running shoes can cost $40 or $400. There is nothing in those specifications - uniform or no uniform - to ensure that a uniform dress code will reduce the cost of clothing or will stop one-upmanship, because if children are determined to go one-up they will find a way. 
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: I have not heard of a Zegna school uniform. 
Hon KIM CHANCE: It is not as crazy as it sounds. 
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: You would agree with the pure wool aspect of it. 
Hon KIM CHANCE: Absolutely, and I have no objection to children wearing Zegna school uniforms; I do object to anyone who believes that uniforms will reduce the cost of clothing children or will end oneupmanship. At my school there were a couple of overseas students whose parents were very wealthy. The fact that there was a school uniform did not stop them from wearing suits that in those days would have cost up to £1 000 and shoes that were handmade pigskin that would have cost £200. The compulsory wearing of uniforms does not stop one-upmanship; if the rich intend to display their wealth they will display their wealth and nothing will stop them doing it. 
I noted in 210(3) that the Minister is able to declare that such a policy will not apply in a particular school but I wonder just how severe the circumstances would have to be before the Minister invoked that proposed subsection. The Minister would be given a sledgehammer to crack a small nut. If that were to occur it probably would not be at one school in isolation; it would happen in small numbers in many schools. While that subsection might be needed for other reasons, the whole process is such that, in terms of applying that possible saving clause for school dress codes, I really do not think that a Minister would ever use it. I cannot imagine the circumstances in which a Minister would feel the need to invoke a clause which has that particular severity. 
The Minister might well argue that the setting of dress codes can be left for the good judgment of the school community and that the codes are broad enough to allow people to conform without excessive costs. I hope that argument is right. Essentially schools can do that now; this is giving legislative effect to that. The warnings need to be heeded. I do not accept that a uniform dress code will make life better for anyone; certainly it will make our children look a lot better. If that is the objective, or the objective is to end some of the excesses that occur in schools without any controls at all, I am not sure it will achieve that aim. 
HON GRAHAM EDWARDS (North Metropolitan) [8.06 pm]: Along with my colleagues who have spoken already I indicate my enthusiastic support for measures contained in the Bill, particularly those provisions that relate to the community use of school facilities. I have long been a supporter of communities being able to use school facilities, particularly for recreation. It seems a major waste to have duplicate facilities built, on one hand, by the Education Department which lock out the community and then, on the other hand, community facilities which are not available to the education system during the day. 

I am sure Hon George Cash will remember one of the experiments that the City of Stirling undertook many years ago when we were both councillors. I refer to the W.K. Moir facility at Balcatta Senior High School. About the time that was being built I was chairman of a ratepayers' recreation organisation that took a very strong lead in our community in insisting that a joint facility be built at Balcatta Senior High School. Moneys were made available from the Education Department, from the City of Stirling, and from the community sporting and recreation facilities fund. It seemed it would be a better facility, the school would benefit from increased usage, and there would be no duplication that would impact on both rates and taxes. 
The general philosophy of that place worked well, particularly when Bill Moir, after whom the facility was named, was principal at the school. Unfortunately, within a year of that facility being built, Bill Moir retired and the incoming principal had a totally different philosophy and was actively and bitterly opposed to the sharing arrangement that existed. He went out of his way to do everything he could to ensure that that facility did not work and he damned near succeeded. However, I am pleased to say that that headmaster retired in time and the incoming headmaster, like the original Bill Moir, had a far different attitude to shared facilities. It is important that the facilities that are built be principal proof. The big flaw 
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in what is being proposed here is that principals will have so much say in what will happen at schools. It 
will be necessary for the Minister to ensure that specific guidelines and policies are in place which will 
ensure that the move to shared facilities is, as I have said, principal proof. It will be important for good 
management plans to be put in place so that there is an equitable arrangement between the Education 
Department, the school and the community group that will be using the school. If management plans are 
not put in place, there will be significant room for a clash between communities and schools to occur. 

It is testimony to the community members who have been involved at the W.K. Moir community 
recreational facility at Balcatta Senior High School that it has survived the test of time. I have no doubt, 
after talking to some people recently, that what happened there could become a model for other schools 
communities to follow. There have been occasions 10 the past where some facilities would not have got off 
the ground if they had not been shared facilities. Denmark is a prime example of that. That community did 
not have the money to build a facility, as much as it wanted to build one, and the school did not have the 
capital requirements to build what it wanted. With money from the community sporting and recreation 
facilities fund, they were able to build a facility that I understand serves that community very well. There 
are other examples. 

Hon N.F. Moore: The very first was in Carnarvon about 1980 or the late 1970s. 

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I think that was at about the time the W.K. Moir centre was built, which was 
roughly about 1980. I think three facilities were being looked at around the State at that time. Carnarvon 
may have been one of those. 

Hon N.F. Moore: It was a combined shire and sport and recreation facility. 

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: The policy is not restricted to halls, performing arts centres and things 
that Another example is Marble Bar. When I was Minister, money was set aside for a swimming pool for 
that community. The shire did not want a swimming pool. We found that it diverted the money into 
building a road somewhere. We had to move quickly. In the end, to cut a long story short, the only way 
we were able to get a swimming pool in what is often boasted to be the hottest town in Australia, was to 
build it at the school. That was a tremendous compromise and one that has worked well, I understand. It is 
a nonsense for communities to demand separate facilities these days. There has to be a rationalisation of 
what people want and what they really need. Whatever we build, whether it be under the banner of local 
government, State Government, or the Education Department, we must ensure that it is multipurpose and 
that it has good full time community use. 

One of the best examples I have seen of a shared facility was at Wyndham. The principal of the primary 
school had an incredibly good philosophy for involving the community in the school. Certain parts of the 
school were open to the community day and night, seven days a week if that was required. It is interesting 
to note that, in a town where there was a fair amount of vandalism, the school was generally not targeted. 
The young people in the town and the older people who had been through the school had a sense of 
involvement, ownership and pride in that school. I understand that that principal has since been 
transferred. There have probably been two or three principals since, but that policy no longer exists. I 
understand that, over the years, vandalism has once again become a problem, although I have not been in 
contact with that school for a couple of years. 

In his second reading speech, the Minister said that the greater the involvement by the community in a 
school, the less room there is for vandalism. Vandalism in our schools is a major problem these days. I 
know it is a constant problem in the northern suburbs and one about which parents are tearing their hair out 
trying to overcome. Parents continually tell me that they are called out to schools particularly at weekends 
because of vandalism. The week before last there was a meeting of a number of parents and citizens' 
associations in my office and we went through a number of issues. The vandalism issue was raised as was 
the fact that many of the security systems in the schools are not working. Parents are putting a lot more 
work into schools these days. They get most upset when they see so much of that community work 
destroyed by vandalism. I am sure that the Minister is very much aware of the problem and I guess, with 
his department, is trying his best to work out ways and means of overcoming it. 

The more the community has an involvement, the more the community feels an association, and the more a 
community feels part of a school, the less likely it is that there will be big problems with vandalism. 
Vandalism is not the only problem; of course. A number of schools are broken into because of the 
attraction of things like computers. Schools are a fairly easy mark and computers are easily knocked off. 
Once again, the more people use schools after hours, the less likely it is that those schools will be such an 
easy mark. 

I sound a couple of notes of caution. In relation to the charging of community groups for the use of school 
facilities - I am not talking so much about the indoor facilities but ovals - will the Minister consider a 
blanket policy across the State which would prevent schools from charging juniors for the use of ovals for 
junior sport? The City of Stirling, for instance, has a good policy of not charging juniors. Other local 
authoritIes have a different policy and they charge kids. I think it is a crime that local authorities anywhere 
should charge juniors to play on ovals that have been paid for by way of government grants or rates paid by 
their parents. Something we need to do in our society today - I am sure the Minister handling the Bill will 
agree with me - is encourage not only kids but also their parents into active recreational sporting programs. 

There is no finer way for parents to become involved with their children than through the process of junior 
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sport, whether it be boys playing fooly or girls playing netball - it does not matter. As long as the parents 
are involved in the sport, it is tremendous for the children and the parents alike. Also, the more good 
parents become involved with junior sport, the less likelihood of the ugly parent syndrome developing. A 
big bugbear for children and parents is charges by local authorities for the use of grounds which should be 
available free of charge. I ask the Minister to look at that aspect and respond in his reply to the second 
reading debate. No charge should be made for kids using ovals anywhere. 

Local authorities which do not have a high regard for recreation should not use this policy as a means of 
not fulfilling their responsibilities to ensure adequate playing grounds. The northern suburbs have an 
incredible demand for oval space, and there is simply not enough to go around. Part of the problem, 
particularly in the City of Wanneroo, is that insufficient provision has been made for playing surfaces, and 
it would be a shame if local authorities were to say, "As a school is to be built which includes an oval, let 
us share the cost so that we need not provide an oval ourselves." That should only occur after sufficient 
playing surfaces have been provided in the community, as the community will then obtain the real benefit 
of sharing available school ovals. I understand that local authorities are moving to utilise school ovals, 
and it would be a great shame if at some stage down the track we found that we had insufficient ovals. I 
would hate to see a reward in this policy for those niggardly local authorities which place small value on 
sport and recreation, particularly for young people. 

I have no problems with student dress codes as they can enhance a school greatly. If most children and 
parents were asked whether they supported dress codes for schools, I believe that they would say yes. I 
have listened to the arguments about cost and, although I am not the best person to judge these matters, my 
wife has always expressed the view that school uniforms are cheaper in the long run and are much easier -

Hon N.F. Moore: She is very astute in more ways than one! 

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: She was very astute for marrying me; however, my wife was rather a born 
loser as she was attracted to me by my good legs - but that is the way of the world! I am not joking: My 
wife first spied me when I was on the diving board as a member of the Army diving team. She can pick the 
losers, can she not? 

Seriously, it has always been my wife's view, and that of many parents, that school uniforms are easier to 
maintain than casual clothes. Also, they can be handed from one child in the family to another without any 
sense of hand-me-downs. Certainly, uniforms provide a chance to enhance a school's and student's spirit 
without reaching the extreme of losing individualism. When I went to school we wore a uniform, which 
we had to look after: We had to clean our shoes and make sure our socks were pulled up and that our tie 
was tied properly. These little disciplines do not hurt young people and can benefit them, particularly if 
they collectively, along with parents and school staff, are involved in setting the dress codes in the first 
place. That is very important The motivation for these changes is crucial. If they are made for the right 
reasons, they can be very positive. Some people in our community would like to see greater regimentation 
through enforcing a school uniform code; however, uniforms and dress codes can be used to enhance the 
character of schools and students, and I support those provisions. 

In conclusion, I ask the Minister to address the points I have mised, particularly regarding the policy which 
would ensure that junior sport is not charged for the use of school ovals. I realise that the issue is difficult 
with indoor facilities because lighting and other maintenance involved with community use should not be a 
burden on schools. Parents and citizens associations are already carrying enough burdens, and such 
reforms should complement the work done, not increase costs. I support the Bill. 

HON B.M. SCOTT (South Metropolitan) [8.27 pm): I thank the House for the opportunity to briefly 
address the Bill, which I support. Many aspects of the Bill have been covered in detail by previous 
speakers. These changes are very timely and appropriate - I congratulate the Minister for introducing this 
Bill - as they reflect major innovations in the education field. 

Firstly, I briefly comment on the creation of the Department of Training. As members would be aware -
this was mentioned in the second reading speech - this reform arose from the Vickery report, which 
contained substantial and good recommendations. We have seen a great improvement in the training field. 
I commend that part of the Bill as it reflects an important part of the education system in preparing students 
for the work force and life after school. 

I now briefly refer to the community use of school facilities. I have always been a proponent of co-locating 
facilities. My electorate contains a couple of fine examples in the South Lakes area of schools which use 
combined swimming and other sporting facilities. As Hon Gmham Edwards said, this makes very good 
sense. The long term planning of our newer areas should include the demographic and social recognition 
of the need for facilities such as schools, kindergartens, child health centres, halls and swimming pools. As 
Hon Graham Edwards also mentioned, the community has a sense of ownership and vandalism decreases 
when facilities are shared. It is a question not only of the cost but also of a sense of the community owning 
and sharing the facility and having pride in having worked together to attain it. It makes a lot of good 
sense. 

One of the things that could be further pursued in collocation, joint ownership and the use of school 
facilities is more flexible arrangements for schOOl times. It is another area that this Bill does not address. 
It certainly must be pursued because of the huge capital investment in schools. Because we have a very 
small population in comparison with other cities in the world, we have not had to look at that flexibility. 
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There are probably many reasons why valuable school facilities could certainly be used for longer times or 
flexibility in schooling could be looked at We have in place a project, which is a pilot model, in which a 
school is trialling students coming in at different times and having longer use of school facilities with fewer 
students in them .. Those members who are aware of what happens in Singapore and other countries with 
huge populations will know that they have the dual use of facilities over one day with the use of two lots of 
schooling times. 

In my previous experience of early education there was a lot of collocation and dual purpose use of 
facilities. The kindergarten often doubled as a tennis club and playgroup room. I caution that we should 
not get overexcited sometimes about the possibilities of the dual use of classrooms. I always use the 
counterargument that hospitals have a dedicated purpose. Doctors are not asked to empty the operating 
theatres for the night so that others might use them. However, I have experienced a lot of dual use facilities 
where teachers have had to pack away everything so that a tennis club or playgroup might use the room. I 
have experienced the stress and anxiety that that has caused and the time it involves. Therefore, I caution 
against the overduplication or use of somebody's classroom, where the teacher has set up things at night 
and it is suggested that the classroom could be used for a meeting. Commonsense needs to prevail. With 
the huge capital costs for major works, communities are far better off rational ising that and having the 
facilities shared. 

In the area of early childhood services a number of models have child health centres, playgroups, 
kindergartens and child care facilities all collocated in one place. That is not only a good financial 
arrangement but it is also very good for families. Mothers of very young children and babies can go to the 
child health centre and, say, have children immunised and drop off another child at a playgroup or 
kindergarten which is closely collocated. There is a sense of community as well and a sense of identifying 
with those community facilities. Another very important aspect in this day and age is that mothers raising 
very young children very often feel isolated. In that sense, being able to get together with other mothers in 
the same situation is very good for their parenting and child raising skills. Friendships are formed there. 
This concept has a lot of social as well as financial and other benefits. . 

I will make a very brief comment on school dress codes from a woman's and mother's point of view. 
Having had four children quite close in age and having them at a government primary school, certainly to 
have them in a simple uniform always made it very easy. I would be very much in favour of a dress code 
from a commonsense, practical point of view. When caring for clothes for little children, it is very much 
easier from a mother's point of view to have a simple uniform that can be washed out every night, if 
necessary. It could be a simple dress for girls and little grey shorts and a shirt for boys. One needs only a 
couple of shirts, which is far less expensive than lots of other clothes. Other members have enunciated 
what they believe about uniforms. From a mother's point of view and a commonsense point of view, 
school uniforms are very much easier when one has children at a primary school or even at a high school. 
It takes away the competitive nature of whether they will be dressed in the latest and up to date fashions. I 
can always recall that at each of the schools my children attended they seemed to have had a fundraising 
day when they had a free dress day. The competition that came out on those free dress days was incredible. 
They had to pay $1 or $2 or whatever to a charity to attend school in free dress. That is when the high 
fashions and the competition came out Uniforms are always very much easier for parents. I think most 
parents would agree that it is not only a cost-effective but a commonsense approach. I support uniforms on 
those grounds. 

I consider that the other major part of this Bill is the extension of low cost government loans to the non
government school sector and the establishment of the Office of Non-Government Education. It is quite a 
marked part of this Bill and the Government must be acknowledged for it. As many members will know, 
25 per cent of our State's school population is catered for by the private sector. This has been a very good 
poltcy. I acknowledge the work Hon Norman Moore did as Minister for Education in his promotion of the 
establishment of the Office of Non-Government Education. To give it the legislative base that this Bill 
does is very sensible. It ensures that as a Government, while we are funding the non-government schools, 
we are also giving legislative power for the inspection and registration of all non-government schools, the 
attendance register and the most important aspect, the assistance for the low interest loans. 

This Bill also extends the low interest loans to care centres and preschool centres. It enables the non
government sector to implement government policy on early education and to further the facilities being 
provided to its students in the early education area. The non-government sector has already been able to 
access low interest loans for preprimary buildings, but for kindergarten buildings that was not possible. 
This Bill makes it possible. Therefore, the non-government sector can now, like the government sector, 
offer a fuJI range of early education programs, which can be collocated at the school; and, especially, new 
schools can be planned properly for young children. The low interest loans scheme gives support to the 
non-government sector and reinforces the fact that the Government is totally committed to providing two 
years of non-compulsory preschool education as a good start to all young Western Australian children and 
to ensure it is a thorough program of early intervention from which young children will benefit later in life. 
It indicates that the Government has a long term view. As politicians we must take a longer term view of 
what we provide. The provision of low interest loans enables the non-government sector to build 
appropriate buildings. One of the things we recommended to the Minister as being very important in the 
provision of early education programs was appropriate buildings, appropriately resourced. This Bill 
enables the non-government sector to do that. The low interest loans will enable them to build the 
buildings and payoff the money over a number of years. It will not impact on the community preschools 
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because in the main they are owned by local govemment. I have often thought that the contribution of 
local government to early education was not acknow ledged sufficiently. 

Hon Bob Thomas spoke about ensuring that the Minister made available part time and sessional preschool 
programs. I assure Hon Bob Thomas that one of the recommendations in the Scott report is that parents are 
able to access part time education. As the full time program increases - the Government has allocated an 
extra $27m to allow for 6 000 more places - that will become more accessible. In the initial stages of the 
program it was difficult to access at the local school sessional and part time preschool. That would be 
expensive, and I do not think Hon Bob Thomas is suggesting that every building have a part time and a full 
time preschool. It is recommended that children access the sessional program within a full time program. 
It is a non-compulsory area. I will ensure that the Minister is aware that some parents are still interested in 
that area. 

Hon Bob Thomas: We will have to disagree on that. In country towns you will find that only half the 
parents want their kids to go to full time preschool. Full time and part time preschool must be available in 
separate streams. It would not be impossible to implement that 

Hon B.M. SCOTT: Members should understand that a preschool program is not a watered down grade 1 
program: By going half a day the children will not miss out It is a complementary program to what is 
done at home. It builds on social skills and vocabulary and on the development of congnitive skills. Many 
children, especially those who have the advantage of being raised in a country environment where they can 
play safely on a farm, will develop those skills without going to a full time program. It is hoped that a 
teacher will be allocated for a certain number and that those who need the most attention will stay for the 
full day, and those whose parents want to withdraw them may do so. I encourage that to occur. I agree 
with Hon Bob Thomas that community preschools should be preserved. This Bill in no way means that 
they will not be, but that there will be a further extension of the building program by the non-government 
sector to enable the two years - the kindergarten year and the preprimary year - to be provided by that 
sector. I support fully that part of the Bill. Those amendments are sensible. 

HON M..J. CRIDDLE (Agricultural) [8.42 pm]: I am pleased that the Minister has brought this Bill 
forward. It offers some great opportunities, especially in the sharing of school facilities. I am pleased also 
that a dress code is included in the Bill. When I was the president of the P & C association in my home 
town many years ago I was involved in putting in facilities, including an oval, computers, air-conditioning 
and, indeed, a school tent This Bill complements the proposition that the community once again use those 
facilities and take advantage of the effort they have put into the facilities in the school. Particularly in the 
Agricultural Region I see great benefit from this proposition. 

I am keen to know about the possibility of training programs for youth through technical and further 
education because there is a lack of opportunity for training in the country areas. The manual arts facilities 
could be used for welding and woodwork, and perhaps for a carpentry course. People do not realise the 
budgetary skills that are required to live in the community today. Sometimes people overspend without a 
full knowledge of what they are geuing themselves in for. Therefore, perhaps learning for ordinary 
household budgets, using the computers that are provided in the schools, might be of benefit to the 
community. 

I mentioned earlier that I was involved in putting in an oval. The area next to the school was vested in the 
shire council. It was moved to the Education Department and then became simply a school oval. This Bill 
will allow the community to use that facility once again. Some people in the community would certainly 
benefit from the opportunity of using school sporting facilities. I was approached recently by an athletics 
group in my region who wanted to gain facilities. This Bill is one way to ensure that the sports facilities 
are available to, in this case, an athletics group. There could be great benefits in that, bearing in mind that 
athletics in schools goes for only a couple of months and the facilities are then put away. Young people 
about 18 or 19 could benefit from using the facilities and equipment that is available in some schools. 
Buns and other equipment sit in the school buildings and are not used full time. Similarly, the community 
could take advantage of school pools. I know of schools in my region whose swimming pools would 
benefit people with a full training program if they were made available. 

I tum to the dress code. I remember being a P & C association president when this matter was first raised 
in my area around 15 years ago and arguing that some people might not have the finances to become 
involved in the school uniform program. I have four daughters. Their school put together a school 
uniform. That uniform was copied, and obviously there were hand-me-downs through the years. The 
uniforms in the end were passed on to other families in the community. I am sure there is a benefit in 
having the one uniform for the school. I have lost my argument well and truly. There is a great benefit in a 
uniform, not only in the standard of dress. Recently staff also have begun to wear a uniform, which 
associates them with the school. It is also a good discipline for the students to have a uniform. Students 
must ensure that they behave in a manner that reflects on the school in the best possible way. There is 
nothing like seeing a school group get out of a bus on a school excursion or at a sporting event and parade 
themselves before the community in one uniform. It shows that they have pride in the school, and it 
identifies them with that school. I support the Bill. I am pleased to see it come forward and I congratulate 
the Minister for bringing it forward. 

HON VAL FERGUSON (East Metropolitan) [8.48 pm]: I also support this legislation. I will comment 
about parts 3 and 4 of the Bill. I support the proposition that school buildings be used outside school hours. 
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They are underutilised and I agree that they should be used more. A lot of money is outlaid to build these 
facilities. It is a shame that they are used at only certain parts of the day. The community could benefit 
from them. Also, vandalism may be lessened if the buildings are used more. One of my local schools was 
partly destroyed by fire through vandalism. Members of the P & C association had to work very hard when 
the department decided to rebuild the school. The community now has better and more modem facilities 
but it was a lot of hard work and heartache for people at the Eden Hill Primary School. 

One of my concerns is that the Bill does not indicate whether all parts of school buildings will be leased for 
outside use; that is, whether it would be the classrooms, the hall, the grounds or the parking areas. If 
classrooms are to be use(J, some care must be taken to protect the work of the students which is often 
displayed. It would be devastating for the students if, after putting in a lot of hard work and effort to obtain 
the finished product, they came in one morning to fmd their work destroyed or damaged. 

1 agree with some previous speakers that computer rooms and so on would be handy for the community to 
use. However, who would be available at night to police the leased'area? Who would be responsible? 
Would the principal need to stay back after hours or would the local council have responsibility? These 
issues need to be considered. 1 was once the secretary of a local P & C association. We worked very hard 
to raise funds to create a school oval. That was before the recycling days, and we used to do a monthly 
paper drive. We would drive a big truck around the suburb, load paper and cart it to Fremantle to raise 
funds. The land in question was owned by Main Roads but was transferred to the Education Department 
We had to care for the lawn and reticulation. After all that work, all the contribution by the parents, the 
principal refused to allow the children to use the area after school. If children were seen walking from one 
street to another across the oval they were reported. It was a sheer waste of a facility because children 
could not use it after school. By way of contrast, we moved to the Pilbara where, once again, 1 was the 
secretary of the local P & C association. It was an entirely different situation because the school oval, the 
netball and tennis courts were all used after school hours by the community, including the junior football 
and netball teams. It was a total contrast between the attitudes of the principals of the two areas. When 
principals have power to lease school areas the attitude of the individual principal will come into play. 

Another area of concern is the increased administration caused by the leasing of school facilities. Will that 
add to the principal's or the teachers' work load? If so, will that result in a reduction in the quality of 
education? Those aspects need serious consideration. Who will follow up unpaid accounts or any damage 
done outside school hours? Who will be responsible for such damage? If legal problems occur who will 
be responsible for the cost to the school? 

From my reading of the Bill it is not clear whether the schools will keep the money raised by leasing the 
school facilities. Will this whole issue have some effect on competition between schools? It will depend 
on the attitude of the principal. One school may be able to raise more money than another. It may be 
healthy competition but it may cause problems between schools because various standards of facilities may 
be available. It may be a different situation in different suburbs, especially considering some affluent 
suburbs. 

Accountability is another issue which is often raised by the Government. This Bill should address 
accountability. It should also provide guidelines on the leasing of school facilities. I am also concerned 
about maintenance costs. Already some schools are under maintained, and I wonder if the extra use of 
school facilities will add to maintenance costs. Will more funds be allocated to schools for the extra 
maintenance? Another important issue is school cleaning. I believe that the current school cleaners will 
finish this Friday and contracts will be let to private companies. Will this extra use of school facilities add 
to the cleaning costs at schools? That is another area for examination. 

Part 4 of the Bill relates to school dress codes. Like many other people, I have mixed feelings about school 
uniforms. When my children attended primary school our daughters did not have a uniform but our son 
wore the typical grey shorts and shirt. Therefore it was easier to get my son off to school, because the girls 
wanted to wear this dress or that - and usually something was not good enough to wear to school. I accept 
that some people may not be able to afford the cost of uniforms as well as paying for books and fees. As 
other members have said in this place, in the long run it may be cheaper to provide a school uniform, but 
the initial cost can represent a financial burden to some families; therefore the problem creates mixed 
views. 

I have a problem with the fact that a small group will make decisions that will be binding on the entire 
school. Students should have an input to discussion regarding whether a uniform is required and the type 
of uniform. The families' finances and ethnic background should be a consideration. Children can be very 
hurtful if other children look different because they are not able to wear the uniform worn by the majority. 
For various reasons, be they financial or ethnic, schools should circulate a questionnaire to the school 
community to receive feedback from students and parents. That material should be collated by a small 
group before any decisions are made. Probably more people would be interested in providing a uniform if 
they felt the decision was made on a fair basis and represented a majority view. More people would then 
go out of their way to provide a uniform for children even if they were really against it. A school uniform 
can create team spirit. It can create pride in the school. It can also receive respect from the general public 
when children go on school excursions. 

One of my colleagues mentioned that some families might experience the financial burden of providing 
two uniforms in one year as a result of an employment transfer. Members of the defence forces also have 
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this problem as they can be transferred from one State to another. Parents and principals need to take this 
into account when families come into their school part way through a year. They should use their 
discretion fairly and positively to help some of the families who might be required to supply two different 
types of uniforms or comply with different dress codes in one year. Like my colleagues, I support the Bill. 

HON TOM STEPHENS (Mining and Pastoral) [9.01 pm]: It is interesting to participate in this debate 
and hear the various angles members take as they approach this legislation and express their support for it 
As I looked at the legislation and heard the second reading speech, I realised I was keen to contribute to the 
debate because of some specific areas of interest that I have from the perspective of my electorate, my 
interaction with that electorate and my observations of how the education system of this State has operated 
for that community. I am particularly interested in that section of this legislation that deals with the Office 
of Non-Government Education. Although that will not be the only area about which I speak, it will be the 
one I start on. 

It is interesting to look back at the 1993 pre-election commitments of our own party when in government 
and to read the document that was produced then for and on behalf of the Australian Labor Party in a 
platform policy released under the title "Education: Solutions for Western Australia". In the non
government school section we committed ourselves to provide for the establishment of an office of 
non-government schools to manage the budget and policy interests of non-government schools separately 
from the Minister for Education. In this section of the document the then Labor Government committed 
itself to provide for one-quarter of all Western Australian school students funding that would be based on 
need and potential for growth. In addition to the commitment to establish the office of non-government 
schools, we committed ourselves to continue to index per capita grants and make provision for award 
restructuring of superannuation costs to the vast majority of non-government schools and to preserve the 
value of this assistance in real terms. We committed ourselves to develop more attractive interest rate 
subsidies for the low interest rate scheme and to encourage non-government schools to invest in additional 
capital work and to upgrade substandard facilities. Finally, we committed ourselves to provide additional 
indexed funds for students with special needs. 

The Liberal Party and National Party pre-election policy issued in January 1993 is titled "Education 
Western Australian coalition policies for the nineties". Page 6 of that document deals with 
non-government schools. I am sure that the Leader of the House will not mind my reminding him of his 
pre-election commitments in this area. 

Hon N.F. Moore: I was not the shadow Minister for Education. I did not write the policy. I am beholden 
to it, but I did not write it 

Hon TOM STEPHENS: Who was the shadow Minister? 

Hon N.F. Moore: Mr Tubby. 

Hon TOM STEPHENS: I had forgotten that. 

The policy document that came out at that time was an extensive one page pre-election commitment from 
which one of the legislative initiatives contained in this Bill had its genesis. It is interesting to recognise 
how something has been plucked out of that policy, but more of that later. The document states -

The Coalition fully recognises and totally supports the right of parents to choose an education best 
suited to their children's needs. 

We acknowledge that a strong, well developed, non-government school system has helped reduce 
the cost of education to the State and provides a competitive educational environment capable of 
raising standards in both Government and non-government schools. 

We are therefore committed to financially supporting the non-government schools sector. 

It continues -

Our State policy initiatives include: 

Inviting representatives from the non-government school sector to join with the Ministry of 
Education and the Treasury to: 

provide ofl-going advice on funding formulas and the provision of resources to non
government schools; 

examine alternatives to the School Prices Index (SPI) in assessing recurrent expenditure 
support to non-government schools; 

review the impact of the State Government's new package of assistance to 
non-government schools for capital works. 

Gradually raising the State per capita grants to at least 25% of the actual cost of educating a child 
in public schools. 

The word "gradually" is not emphasised in the document. Clearly, it should have been, because that has 
been the situation under this coalition Government. If there has been any movement it has been gradual. 
The document continues -
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Paying State per capita grants in January and July with adjustments being made in October. 

Ensuring adequate provision is made within each State Budget to accommodate salary increases in 
non-government schools. 

That is an interesting point. 

Hon EJ. Charlton: We have done that. 

Hon Tom Helm: After a two year dispute. 

Hon TOM STEPHENS: Some response has come to the non-government school sector to try to tackle the 
problems with which it is faced. However, whether that represents an adequate provision to accommodate 
the salary increases and the problems with which that sector has been faced is in dispute. Can the Minister 
provide details that indicate an adequate response to the wage and salary pressures on the non-government 
school sector in line with the pre-election commitments of the coalition parties? The document continues -

Ensuring the provision of additional funding whenever necessary to assist with the cost of 
implementing new syllabus materials. 

Establishing within the Ministry of Education -

The wording is interesting, because it is different from the Labor Party's commitment. It states -

- a Non-Government Schools Office to provide direct liaison and co-operation with 
non-government schools. 

In the pre-election climate there was bipartisan support for the initiative that has now been regularised in 
part by the reference in the Bill before the House. Under the former Minister for Education, Hon Norman 
Moore, we saw efforts made to ensure that the Office of Non-Government Education was established and 
up and running. I understand from the people who speak to me in reference to the operations of that office 
that it operates in a refreshing way with that school sector. The new Government put Paul Albert in charge 
of that office. He is regularly described as an activist and enthusiast who capably handles, on behalf of 
presumably the non-government school sector and also the Government, the many issues that come across 
his desk. In fact, some people say that he is the sort of public servant this State is fortunate to have and his 
skills and talents are well in excess of the demands of his job. I have not met the man and I certainly would 
not know what he looks like. He has been described as a man who finishes the work required of him in the 
first day and a half of the week and is then looking for more work in his role of the pursuit of education in 
this State. 

Hon N.F. Moore: He has a number of roles otQer than that. He has been the chairman of the building 
construction industry training fund for a number of years. I acknowledge he is a capable public servant and 
in the fullness of time he will be running a large agency. 

Hon TOM STEPHENS: The Minister confirms the commentary I have heard from the non-government 
education sector on this officer. This State, the non-government education sector, and the education system 
at large is lucky to have his services and I am pleased that situation has emerged. It is clearly not the case 
that the other sections of this policy have been implemented with the same enthusiasm which was applied 
to the sixth and final point in the policy initiatives. 

I am aware of the personal viewpoints of many members opposite and I am also aware of the issues they 
endeavoured to explore when they were in opposition. I am speaking specifically about the former 
Minister for Education, Hon Norman Moore. I am aware of the discussions that he had with me and others 
about issues that would better serve the interests of the whole State. He flagged in public and private 
discussions the opportunity of moving public sector funding for the education system of this State well 
beyond that which has been achieved in the first three years of the Court Government. When in opposition 
he regularly canvassed the notion of a voucher system. I recall his first floating that idea on radio. 

Hon N.F. Moore: It is news to me. Maybe you heard somebody who sounded like me. 

Hon TOM STEPHENS: I remember it well because Hon Norman Moore followed it up with me privately. 
I am not contending for a moment that the Minister was making a pre-election commitment which would 
lock the Government into that notion. Hon Norman Moore left people with the perception that he was 
exploring the notion of giving parents the opportunity to spend their education voucher at the place of their 
choice. That notion obviously found great favour in that section of the Western Australian community 
which has, for a variety of reasons, opted to move out of the government school system. Interestingly 
enough, neither the previous nor current Minister for Education has tinkered with the notion any further 
and the issue has not been developed. It was not a pre-election commitment, but it was one of the kites 
flown in the pre-election climate. It left sections of the electorate with some hope that there would be 
developments along that line. Far from that being the case, the Government has focused its attention on 
what it can do with per capita grants for students outside the public school system. Its pre-election 
commitment was to contribute at least 25 per cent of the actual cost of educating a child in a public school. 
That pre-election commitment is in the same document which refers to the non-government schools. I am 
sorry that an effort was not made to address that pre-election commitment by way of Statute. 

We have been lucky that the whole tone of debate about education in Western Australia has moved well 
beyond the debate which took place in this country throughout the 196Os, 1970s and, to some extent, in the 
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1980s. That debate was often inflamed by the organisation known as the Defence of Government Schools. 
Its foray into the debate was characterised as very sectarian and it opposed the allocation of funds to 
schools falling outside the government school sector. In this debate there has not been a discordant note 
from either side of the House about programs aimed at supporting the non-government school sector. 
Members would expect me to feel comfortable because of my Catholic background, but as a Labor member 
of Parliament I am very comfortable with pressing the case of that system in so far as it delivers to the 
interests and needs of a very disadvantaged section of my electorate. 

In the 1980s the non-government sector - both the Catholic system and the independent Aboriginal school 
system - moved more vigorously into the field of education for Aboriginal people in a very dramatic and 
significant way. It is delivering quality education in a way that was not previously delivered to the most 
remote Aboriginal communities of the Mining and Pastoral Region. There are examples of communities in 
my electorate which have had delivered to them education which would simply not be available through 
the government school system. For example, in 1977 the Catholic school system responded to the desire of 
the Warmun Community at Turkey Creek which wanted to obtain a school that serviced the needs of its 
children. It was clear it would not get a government school and, interestingly enough, it did not want a 
government school. It was keen to obtain a school that was responsive to the needs of the community and 
it stridently argued the case for some sort of independent school which would better service the community 
and cater to its aspirations of what it called two-way education. The community was looking to employ 
teachers who were responsive to its needs. The community has a high percentage of Catholic people -
probably in the 80 to 90 per cent level - and it wanted Catholic nuns to work in the school. Pressure was 
applied to meet the requirements of the community. This development was not without controversy. 

Then there was the challenge of working out how to get inside any system, including the Catholic school 
system, a school that was keen to take its directions from the local Aboriginal community. Eventually 
agreements were struck but, as I say, not without controversy and many forays along the way. The 
Catholic Education Commission of W A made available to that community a couple of Sisters of St Joseph, 
namely Sister Clare Aherne and Sister Theresa Morellini. They moved into that community and set 
themselves up in caravans. Members can imagine living in caravans in Turkey Creek. They built around 
the caravans a bower shed made from spinifex grass and tree posts and engaged the men and young people 
of that community to help construct a very primitive school. That was the start of what is now a very 
substantial school for the Turkey Creek community. 

That contribution of the Catholic school system was repeated in community after community throughout 
the Kimberley, particularly as Aboriginal people were moving away from the major population centres to 
outstations and remote areas. The government school system was not able, or willing, to match the pace. I 
worked closely with Aboriginal communities in that region at that time and was convinced by the criticism 
of the government sector regularly dished out by the Aboriginal community. I carried that baggage 
through the 1980s and into the 1990s. Only recently I realised that much has changed about the way in 
which the government school system operates in the field of Aboriginal education. It is much more 
responsive to the needs of the Aboriginal communities in the remote parts of Western Australia and it is 
doing a much better job than it did in the late 1970s and early 1980s. 

At that time it was characterised by senior officers who, in my view, churlishly denied Aboriginal 
communities the opportunity of being served by teachers with any interest or training in the field of 
Aboriginal education. It would appear that anyone who expressed a desire to teach in Aboriginal schools 
was denied that opportunity quite deliberately, being perceived as some sort of social misfit for wanting to 
go to those schools. To my horror, quite regularly I found myself exposed to government school teachers 
who saw themselves in situations where they were not required to rise to the challenges of the Aboriginal 
environment in which they were located; they were childminders, biding their time until they got back to a 
real school to engage in real education. That was typically my experience of teachers in government 
schools operating in the Kimberley at that time. 

It was by no means a universal experience. I can think of some great examples of people in that region 
who lived and worked in a very dedicated way. They did an enormous amount of work for the 
advancement of Aboriginal people. From my experience and from that of the Aboriginal leadership with 
whom I was engaged in dialogue as a young worker in the field of Aboriginal affairs and subsequently 
during my frrst years as a member of Parliament, those leaders were convinced that the system was not 
responsive to the needs of the Aboriginal community. 

That population was naturally not homogenous in its religion. Many sectors of the Kimberley community 
were between the devil and the deep blue sea: They did not want the government school system; they 
certainly did not want the Catholic school system because of their religious persuasion; and they did not 
have any opportunity to move in any other direction. In time those communities were able to establish an 
alternative, in some cases with considerable effort. I refer to the independent schools within the 
Noonkanbah community and the Strelley community, the Yiyili school on Louisa Downs Station and the 
Purnululu school. About 13 independent Aboriginal schools - I may be wrong in that figure - are now part 
of a non-government school sector that falls outside the Catholic school system. Some are Christian 
schools, but most of them are decidedly non-religious schools. That independent Aboriginal school sector 
has aimed at responding to the preoccupation of the Aboriginal communities, given the locations in which 
they are placed, to deliver two-way education, culturally appropriate education, education that focuses on 
supporting Aboriginal languages that are the basis of the cultural experience of those in the community; 
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and to ensure that the Aboriginal leadership of those communities takes direct responsibility for charting 
the course of education for their young folk. 

Hon EJ. Charlton: Do they have a better attendance than f.he state or Catholic schools? 

Hon TOM SlEPHENS: That is a very difficult question to answer. The experience of independent 
Aboriginal schools is uneven. There have been some spectacular failures because they were part of a small 
system. Some existed before this system. However, my most recent experience is of the Yiyili school 
located on Louisa Downs ,station which is operating more successfully than most government and Catholic 
schools. Often the success is due to personality. 

Hon EJ. Charlton: It depends on the people. 

Hon TOM SlEPHENS: That is right. If the community is lucky enough to have good leadership and that 
leadership is able to survive all the pressures placed on it, and at the same time the school is able to recruit 
successfully, the experience can be great. However, if some of those things go wrong, if Aboriginal 
leadership does not work, or if mistakes are made, the community has real problems on its hands. 

Hon Max Evans: Who manages the teachers? Is it the manager of the station? 

Hon TOM SlEPHENS: No. All the independent Aboriginal schools are on Aboriginal land. They are 
employed by community school boards established within'the structure of the Aboriginal umbrella of the 
organisations operating at those locations. 

The PRESIDENT: Order! Does this have anything to do with the Bill. It is very interesting, but I hope it 
has something to do with the Bill. 

Hon TOM SlEPHENS: Mr President, I am glad you are interested. Yes, it does have something to do 
with the Bill because the Bill aims at providing for the regularisation of the Office of Non-Government 
Education, which tries to respond to the needs of these communities, separate from the response by the 
Education Department, and to give both the Catholic and independent schools -

The PRESIDENT: Order! I thought it would have something to do with the Bill. I knew the member 
would not deviate. 

Hon EJ. Charlton: It has nothing to do with uniforms or a few other things in. the Bill. 

Hon TOM SlEPHENS: Mr President, your confidence is not misplaced. The non-government sector that 
has responded to the needs and interests of the Aboriginal community deserves the support of a Labor 
parliamentarian. We see the most disadvantaged section of the State and my electorate having its interests 
served by people caught up in those systems, and then looking to the Government for financial support that 
will improve the quality of education in those locations. As I said, in recent times some of my experience 
of this has been renewed. I have been delighted to find that the government school system, as I have 
rediscovered it in the mid 1990s, at the end of a decade of Labor in office, at State and Federal level, has 
delivered significant improvements in the flavour of education to the Aboriginal community of the 
Kimberley region and presumably more widely throughout the State. My experience is most intense in the 
Kimberley region. 

Hon E.J. Charlton: That is not what your colleague said the other day. He said that absenteeism is one of 
the great problems education suffers. Equipment and resources show tremendous improvement, but 
unfortunately, in so many cases, it is the lack of attendance. 

Hon TOM STEPHENS: If I developed that topic, Mr President, you would jump on me and accuse me of 
deviating from the Bill. I will not disagree with whoever made that comment or the Minister, that lack of 
attendance will disadvantage students. We must maximise the opportunity for all students to be attracted, 
encouraged and required if necessary to experience the benefits of education for as many years as possible 
in their early lives. 

Hon Max Evans: You have 14 minutes to go. 

Hon TOM SlEPHENS: I am sure I would get an extension of time if necessary. I am pleased to see in 
this field of Aboriginal education that the benefits of 10 years of Labor in office have not been destroyed. 
Hon Norman Moore's custodianship did not completely destroy the system. 

Hon EJ. Charlton: You were quite statesmanlike for most of the time. 

Hon TOM SlEPHENS: Many benefits are available to the Aboriginal communities of the Kimberley 
region because of the quality of education now being delivered into those remote locations by both the 
government and non-government school systems. Remote schools have been established by government at 
places like Glen Hill, Doon Doon and Mt Barnett. These are fantastic government schools with quality 
facilities. Interestingly, in every Budget funds are allocated to a range of services, for example computers, 
considered necessary for students operating within those schools. Budget allocations ensure that teachers 
are paid and receive pay increases when they are finally extracted from the Government. In the non
government school sector this continues to be an even more constant battle. That places at risk the needs of 
the community about which I am speaking in the first instance and the interests of that whole non
government school sector throughout the State and the metropolitan area where so typically services are 
provided to so many disadvantaged sections of our community. Members will be aware that the major 
independent schools cater also to a very elite section of the educational world. 
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One example of government funds being allocated to government schools is the covered assembly areas on 
which I have focused somewhat. I am pleased to see that covered assembly areas are creeping slowly 
around the State. 

Hon N.F. Moore: Not slowly; there has been a massive increase in funding. 

Hon TOM S1EPHENS: I think progress is very slow indeed. In the period during which Hon Norman 
Moore was Minister, after having attended to the needs of schools such as Nedlands and others in the 
western suburbs of Perth, he failed to deliver covered assembly areas to schools such as those at Useless 
Loop, Shark Bay, Denham, Derby, Looma, One Arm Point, Bidyadanga and Kalumburu. I think anyone 
will agree that those school environments operate in difficult circumstances. Mt Barnett operates with a 
verandah to look after the needs of its students. This former Minister for Education saw it as appropriate to 
look after Nedlands and Cottesloe and everywhere else he could find his little darlings. 

Hon N.F. Moore: I increased the number of covered areas from six to 25 a year. You had 10 years in 
government and did nothing. The only schools that did not get them were in Liberal seats. 

Hon TOM S1EPHENS: Where people had genuine climatic needs -

Hon N.F. Moore: So why didn't you do it while you were in government? 

Hon TOM S1EPHENS: Hon Norman Moore was the Minister for three years; I have not had the pleasure 
of being the Minister for Education. 

Hon N.F. Moore interjected. 

The PRESIDENT: Order! 

Hon TOM STEPHENS: I will endeavour to obey standing orders as best I can. Mr Moore -

The PRESIDENT: Honourable. 

Hon TOM S1EPHENS: Hon Norman Moore had the opportunity of responding to the covered assembly 
area needs of government schools in his own electorate, which we share, but regrettably he did not. Many 
of those schools are still without covered assembly areas. I refer to Mt James -

Hon N.F. Moore: Why didn't you do something about it? 

Hon TOM S1EPHENS: This was Mr Moore's old electorate and still that school is without a covered 
assembly area. It is 1996, the Budget is allocated and we still do not know whether those schools will 
receive covered assembly areas before the last 39 weeks of Mr Moore's term in office expire. 

Hon N.F. Moore interjected. 

Hon TOM S1EPHENS: Presumably we must await the return of a Labor Government before those schools 
get the covered assembly areas they need. I was using that example to highlight the fact that the program 
of providing covered assembly areas for the government school system is tremendously good when it is 
appropriately US(!(}, as occurred more during the Labor Government's term than in the". early years of the 
Court Government. Members should think of the problems facing the non-government school sectors 
which operate within those same harsh environments. They also desperately need covered assembly areas 
that can make life bearable where temperatures regularly reach more than 40 degrees for a good part of the 
school year and where the wet season produces great thunderstorms, rain and typical drizzly weather that 
may continue in some locations for weeks; for example at Kalumburu where the rainfall is quite high. For 
a large period of the year during the wet season that school could be well served by a covered assembly 
area. That is a government school; but what about those which operate outside the government school 
system that need financial support for facilities such as this? 

Too often when these non-government schools that operate in remote areas and cater for the Aboriginal 
community want funds they must get them from the Commonwealth before allocations of resources are 
made to meet their needs. Regrettably both Labor and especially the coalition are guilty of ailowing this 
situation. That is a tragedy and a travesty, particularly when we consider that Aboriginal people are 
citizens of this State and are as entitled to the basic provision of infrastructure as are any other Western 
Australians. I hope the Office of Non-Government Education will be utilised to increase the allocation of 
funds to that sector to provide facilities such as covered assembly areas, and computers which will link 
these schools to the Internet and provide e-mail opportunities, and to ensure that their teachers have their 
salary increases accommodated more adequately, in line with the pre-election commitments of the coalition 
Government. We hope - perhaps in vain - to see the coalition Government deliver on all its pre-election 
commitments, not just select one of them and think that by putting in place an Office of Non-Government 
Education it has met all its obligations in this area. 

I am pleased to see some of the other provisions of this Bill. The final line of the second reading speech is 
that "The amendments place all non-government education institutions on an equal footing." That is, as we 
all know, not quite accurate. I am pleased to see that a Bill has been introduced in the other place to 
provide a low interest government loan to the University of Notre Dame. I hope that will be the start of 
placing all non-government education institutions on an equal footing. I suppose the second reading 
speech is referring narrowly to the schools system, and perhaps to give it a fair reading, to non-government 
care centres and preschool centres, as opposed to the more grandiose claim that it will place all non
government education institutions on an equal footing, because nothing could be further from the truth. 
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The pre-eiection commitments of the coalition parties, let alone the post-election experience, indicate 
clearly that the Government of Western Australia is not prepared, and perhaps not able, to deliver on that 
grandiose claim. I have just thought about a possible alternative reading of that part of the second reading 
speech. 

Hon N.F. Moore: Congratulations! 

Hon TOM STEPHENS: I guess it could be read in another way which would not be as pejorative. 

Hon N.F. Moore: Th~t isjust the general attitude that you take towards most things. It is your nature to 
always see the worst SIde of a comment. 

Hon TOM STEPHENS: My experience of Liberals in both opposition and government has taught me to be 
like that. 

Hon N.F. Moore: I give you an absolute assurance that I accept no responsibility for what you have learnt 
in your life. 

Hon TOM STEPHENS: Hon Norman Moore must accept much of the responsibility for that, because he 
and his colleagues have created my reactions to them, and it was my observations of Hon Norman Moore 
when he was the Parliamentary Secretary to the Cabinet in the "Daddy" Court Government, and of the 
extreme excesses of that Government, that made me decide to dedicate my life to ensuring that people like 
Hon Norman Moore were not elected to office and that, if they were, they had a short term in office. 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! We should get back to the Bill. 

Hon N.F. Moore: For the first time tonight, I might add. 

Hon TOM STEPHENS: This Bill should have contained a real commitment to ensure that it would 
advantage all sections of the Western Australian community. 

Hon N.F. Moore: This is simply a Bill to recognise that there is now an Office of Non-Government 
Education. If you read the darned thing you would not spend all night talking about something that is quite 
different from what is in the Bill. 

Hon TOM STEPHENS: I said it was an appropriate bipartisan pre-election commitment on behalf of the 
coalition parties, that I was pleased to see that it was delivered upon, and that the Minister deserved to be 
congratulated for having done that. However, the Government has picked out just one part of its policy and 
ignored the rest, and that is the tragedy. 

Hon N.F. Moore: That is because,like everything else, you do not know what you are talking about. 

Hon TOM STEPHENS: Perhaps the Minister will be able to report to the House at length on what 
initiatives the Government is taking in this year's Budget,let alone in the last three Budgets, in response to 
its pre-election commitments, because I am convinced, as I am sure is that sector, that the Government has 
not done what it committed itself to do prior to its election to office. 

Hon N.F. Moore: You do not know what you are talking about. You demonstrate every time you open 
your mouth your complete ignorance of education. 

Hon TOM STEPHENS: Prove to the House that I am wrong! All I want to do, as I have said so often, is 
provide the Minister with the opportunity of proving that he is a decent bloke doing a decent job as a 
Minister in the Court Government; and when he has succeeded in doing that, he will not find me as strident 
in my criticism of him and his colleagues. 

Hon N.F. Moore: You have no reason to be strident in your criticism, because you simply refuse to accept 
the reality that things are being done -

Hon TOM STEPHENS: I have every reason, because Hon Norman Moore continued to be a failure in his 
capacity as Minister for Education. If Hon Norman Moore thinks that just by picking up one of his 
Government's pre-election commitments and delivering on that he will somehow, by mirrors and magic, 
get us all to forget about his Government's other commitments, he has another think coming. The Minister 
has not fooled anyone in the education sector into thinking that all of the Government's pre-election 
commitments have been delivered upon. I hope we will have the opportunity of expanding upon some of 
these themes later in the debate. 

Hon N.F. Moore: I am glad you support the Bill. We would be here for 10 months if you did not! 

HON J.A. COWDELL (South West) [9.48 pm]: The purpose of part 5 of the Bill is to fund capital 
works facilities for kindergarten education of four year old children enrolled at non-government schools 
under the Government's low interest loan scheme. The Minister claims that these institutions have not 
previously qualified ,for loans for the development of preprimary buildings, unlike non-government schools 
which do qualify. We are obviously interested in the cost implications of this measure. I note that the 
Government is moving down the track of providing additional resources at both this end, the preprimary 
sector, and the university end. I understand that the University of Notre Dame Australia Act is to be 
amended to provide for low interest government loans. I would like some indication of the cost 
implications of this provision to the Education budget. I hope we do not get into a bidding war over some 
of the initiatives that will be taken by the Office of Non-Government Education. 
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This Bill is the result of two of the Vickery report recommendations, which were the creation of the 
Department of Training and of the Office of Non-Government Education. I trust that the Minister will be 
able to satisfy us that the office, which has operated to date on not such a formal basis as the Minister 
wants, has fulfilled expectations. Of course, we are recognising its legal form. I supported most of the 
proposals for reform advanced by Dr Vickery and his committee. I note that, with respect to the Office of 
Non-Government Education, the comment was made that the office would manage the budget, 
consultation, policy and planning interests of non-government schools separately from the Education 
Department. The office has obviously begun that role. Support for the concept of a one-stop shop for all 
non-government education matters, including the registration of new non-~overnment schools, was the 
object. It was envisaged that this office would have responsibility for admiOistering the Education Service 
Providers (Full Fee Overseas Student Registration) Act 1991, and that was also to be transferred from the 
Education Department. I am not aware of whether that has taken place and whether the office has taken 
responsibility for that function. 

Hon N.F. Moore: Not yet. 

Hon J .A. COW DELL: Is it envisaged that it will have responsibility? 

Hon N.F. Moore: Yes. 

Hon J.A. COWDELL: The private providers in the TAPE field need to be subject to some regulation. 
There has been controversy in this area and a lack of confidence, given the failure of some of these 
colleges. Hopefully that situation has now changed. However, in formally establishing this office, we look 
to it to fulfil the range of expectations expressed by Dr Vickery. Regulation of that sector is important. I 
know that, when I was dealing with that sector in another capacity, the private providers' view was, to 
some degree, that the Government was the competition - it was trying to squeeze them out of the 
marketplace in favour of state institutions and reaping the rewards rather than having them go to the private 
sector. Those providers would obviously see some benefit in having the regulatory aspects linked to the 
Office of Non-Government Education. Dr Vickery considered that an Office of Non-Government 
Education would take on a range of functions relating to that sector and provide independent policy and 
planning advice to the Minister on any matter relating to non-government education in the State. It would 
manage the registration of new non-government schools by contracting the services of people with 
education expertise, such as district superintendents, to assess whether the requirements for registration 
were being met. This legislation will presumably formalise that process. 

The office will administer the state government per capita recurrent grants and payments made under the 
low interest loans scheme. It will manage the registration of education service providers and enrol fee 
paying overseas students. As the Minister has pointed out, that is yet to happen. It will consult with 
commonwealth agencies as required and also look at appropriate reporting, quality assurance and 
accountability mechanisms for non-government schools in receipt of government funds. It will coordinate 
planning advice on sites, timing and other arrangements for the establishment of new non-government 
schools. I am not aware to what extent the office has entered into that aspect of planning. It will facilitate 
access of non-government schools to statewide community counselling, special education services and 
psychology services. That is certainly happening through the office at the moment. 

In formally establishing the office we look for some comments from the Minister about whether it is 
fulfilling the expectations and functions for which it was established and whether the entity has been 
successful. We want to know whether there have been advantages as a result of the setting up of this 
separate entity. There has been discussion about the ranking of chief executive officers and so on. I do not 
know whether this means that with the more formal establishment of this office there will be changes in 
staffing. 

Hon N.F. Moore: It has been set up as a government department. The Act is being amended to 
acknowledge that it exists. 

Hon J.A. COWDELL: I realise that. 

Hon N.F. Moore: There is no change in the formality of the office as a result of this legislation. 

Hon J .A. COWDELL: What is the legal status of the office at the moment? 

Hon N.F. Moore: It is a government department. 

Hon J.A. COW DELL: So this amendment -

Hon N.F. Moore: It acknowledges in the Education Act that the office exists. 

Hon J.A. COWDELL: It is the existence of the office. 

Hon N.F. Moore: Yes, and it acknowledges the person running it as the CEO. Regrettably, the Education 
Act refers to the Education Department and on that basis it runs everything. That is the traditional 
approach and it is necessary to amend the Act to recognise the new structure. 

Hon J.A. COWDELL: Will this be recognised in the two new pieces of legislation or just as an amendment 
to the existing Education Act? 

Hon N.F. Moore: Which two pieces of legislation? 
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Hon J .A. COW DELL: I refer the Minister to the vocational education and training legislation. 

Hon N.F. Moore: The VET Act will establish the Department of Education and Training and will deal with 
the vocational education and training sector. It will not refer to the Office of Non-Government Education 
other than in relation to low interest loans. 

Hon J .A. COWDELL: I note the Government's budget paper in relation to the Office of Non-Government 
Education. It seems that the office is doing an effective job of highlighting the level of assistance provided, 
although that is why I have asked the Minister to give some indication of the cost of the expansion of the 
loan scheme to the preprimary sector. Obviously, it will be expanded to the private university sector; 
although presumably, as with the University of Notre Dame Amendment Bill, it applies on a case by case 
basis as they come up. 

Hon N.F. Moore: It is also applied to non-profit making educational providers·in the new Bill. 

Hon J.A. COWDELL: It is wider than the Notre Dame legislation? 

Hon N.F. Moore: Yes. Any non-government education provider from kindergarten level to PhD will be 
eligible if it is a non-profit making entity. 

Hon J.A. COWDELL: Obviously, there is an expansion of the assistance provided to the non-government 
sector. I refer the Minister to a publication of the office that highlights significant trends in the allocation 
of resources. It states in volume 3, number 1 -

The Western Australian State Government is committed to strengthening Western Australian non
government education by assisting non-government schools and independent pre-schools to 
provide students with access to quality education. 

The budget for non-government education in 1996-97 is $120.388m. This represents an overall 
increase of 15.8 per cent on the budget for 1995-96. 

In particular, the budget for per capita grants to non-government schools and independent pre
schools is increased by 12.2 per cent on the previous year. 

Members will note the trend of a "15.8 per cent increase in the budget for non-government education". 
Members will also note -

$26.5m in low interest loan funds, including $25m for non-government schools and $1.5m for 
private training providers and private universities. 

I notice that there is $800 000 for the non-government schools psychology service to be administered 
through the Catholic Education Office at a time when, perhaps, the government psychology service is to be 
wound up. 

Hon N.F. Moore: Who said it is to be wound up? It is not going to be privatised; it is being looked at to 
see if it can be better provided, and if it cannot, it will not be changed. 

Hon J .A. COW DELL: It certainly appears to be headed in that direction. 

Hon N.F. Moore: I have not heard that; perhaps you know more than I do. 

Hon J.A. COWDELL: The Opposition will never cease to be amazed by government policy. With respect 
to the recognition in the legislation of the new operation of the Office of Non-Government Education a 
significant trend is developing. The Opposition hopes that trend of significant initiatives and financing the 
non-government sector bears comparison with trends in the state sector and that there is not a growing or 
disproportionate allocation from the total Education budget between the state sector and the non
government sector. 

Hon N.F. Moore: Mr Stephens has said for the past half hour that we should have put more money into the 
non-government sector. 

Hon J.A. COWDELL: The Opposition supports that. It thinks it was a sound administrative decision to set 
up the Western Australian Office of Non-Government Education to provide better coordination. The ALP 
has always stood for the allocation of education funds on the basis of need and not necessarily on the basis 
of non-government sector versus government sector. The Opposition clearly recognises - as did Hon Tom 
Stephens in his speech with respect to needs in Aboriginal education - that there should be an allocation of 
resources in the non-government sector as in the government sector on the basis of need. However, there 
are very well endowed non-govemment sectors that do not equally require the support of the State - ". 

Hon N.F. Moore: At all? 

Hon J.A. COWDELL: At all. 

Hon N.F. Moore: You think that it is better for non-government schools to have no taxpayers' funds at all? 

Hon J .A. COWDELL: I did not say that. The resources need to be allocated on the basis of a very strict 
needs formula, and one must be mindful that needs are the priority. When there is an increased allocation 
to a particular sector it should go to the most needy in that sector. I was not proposing a policy that 
removes all support. Members must be aware that the provision of the private sector saves the State 
considerably in terms of total overall expenditure. 
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Hon N.F. Moore: Absolutely. 

Hon J.A. COWDELL: While we need to keep an eye on the percentage that is provided from the State 
towards that sector, I do not subscribe entirely to the nineteenth century nonconformist view that 
nonconformist schools not accept state funds on the basis that it might compromise their independence in 
education. I recognise there is a need for some support, but this office will need to allocate money on the 
basis of need, not on the basis of who is the most effective lobby group. As members know, quite often the 
effective lobby groups are usually the more well endowed groups which can present their case more 
effectively. 

The debate which concerns student dress code has been argued for some considerable time. Part 4 of the 
Bill establishes school dress codes for students. I am aware that many of the schools, particularly in my 
electorate, have been very enthusiastic about this change and have mentioned that to me at various school 
speech nights. Those schools look forward to the greater emphasis on the dress code and being able to 
reintroduce uniforms for their schools. The principal of Pinjarra High School mentioned that to me the 
other day and I note those views. It may be more cost effective for 'parents to have uniforms than to not 
have uniforms, and it is a means of instilling identification and pride In a particular government school. I 
caution that principals must ensure that appropriate discretion is applied to whatever code is adopted, and 
that there is no discrimination when there are legitimate reasons for students not complying with the code. 
I believe the Minister referred to a trial during last year when he said -

This policy has already been disseminated to school communities and over 100 schools are 
already trialling a voluntary dress code during 1995. 

Obviously if there are any findings of that trial I am sure the Minister will mention them. 

Hon N.F. Moore: It has my overwhelming support. 

Hon J .A. COWDELL: I am sure the Minister will mention that again during his response. When the 
formalisation of these changes is considered and mention is made of the trial members should be aware of 
the results, if any, of that trial. Provided the policy is one that is applied with discretion it has some merits 
and certainly has support from many of the state schools within my electorate. 

The other section of the Bill that remains to be referred to is the provision for community use of school 
facilities. The opening of those facilities more widely to the general public is welcomed. The mechanisms 
that will apply may need to be fine tuned. I know that some principals have exhibited some very 
idiosyncratic views in their relations with the local community and in exercising the discretion that is 
available to them at the moment - a discretion that may be increased. However, the capacity is there not 
only to open expensive facilities that are provided by the State to the general community, but also of 
course, as those facilities are opened up, to allow for the local community to fundraise and contribute to a 
facility knowing it will be available to the community and the Education Department. 

There are many examples of that in the South West Region. We would not want the cash strapped local 
school administrations or principals to view that as the panacea, a source of funds where that can be a 
significant and alternative source of income for essential educational expenditure. There is scope there for 
some income, as recognised in the Minister's speech, by letting the facilities to groups. However, that 
should not be overemphasised as a means of significant funding for the local school. There will be an 
opportunity for providing that community input. 

I have often thought that although this normally applies to areas such as sportsgrounds, gymnasiums, sports 
facilities and so on, it would be interesting in some cases to consider joint libraries with local 
municipalities. Often municipal libraries are underutilised. I have always thought that there may be scope 
for a more joint community use of library and audio visual facilities. With those caveats, this is obviously 
a worthwhile development of the joint use of facilities. 

The final areas include the second recommendation of the Vickery study relating to the Department of 
Training. The department was established on 1 December 1993 and has taken over responsibility for 
technical and further education colleges and a range of other activities. The experiments on T AFE 
autonomy under the department have been worthwhile in some respects. In others I feel that the 
competitive tendering process between the different institutions to provide services across the sector has 
gone to bizarre lengths in terms of the actual resources that are allocated in different TAFEs to the 
tendering process when some greater coordination could be arranged by the department. The disturbing 
reports that I receive about the level of waste in what is supposed to be a productive exercise never cease to 
amaze me. 

Hon N.F. Moore: Give me examples. I hear this from people but they never tell me what is happening. I 
do not support waste. If you can give me an example, I promise I will do something about it. 

Hon J.A. COWDELL: I have been disturbed by some of the comparative efforts to develop the overseas 
student market. Different T AFEs have provided different schemes. Some have been funded for a short 
time and just get going when, after three months, another scheme is funded by another T AFE to try to 
provide the same sort of exercise. There seems to be a lack of coordination. 

Hon N.F. Moore: There is a coordinating body. It is called TAFE International, but it was the College of 
Customised Services. I would be interested if you could provide me with specific examples and I will deal 
with them. 
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Hon J.A. COWDELL: I will provide the Minister with specific examples of that. The comments I receive 
from some of the TAPEs relate to the frustration of putting in a major effort in tendering to provide 
different services across the sector when the matter has more or less already been decided or they know 
that three or four other colleges are spending an inordinate amount of time on the same exercise. It seems 
that the tendering process in those instances is not achieving the economies one would expect 

With those few remarks, I support the amendment Bill, having noted the formalisation of the existing 
administrative changes and welcomed the opening up of school facilities in a greater cooperative effort 
with the community. I look forward to a sensible approach to the new dress code policy, and also to the 
operation of the Office of Non-Government Education and the extension of the low interest loan scheme. 
It appears that the State is receiving good value for the low interest loan scherne. The scheme was 
supported by the Labor Party while in government and is supported now. However, we need to make sure 
that as increased funds are allocated to the non-government sector, they are allocated on a needs basis 
rather than on an across-the-board basis to the most effective lobbyists. 

HON MA~K NEVILL (Mining and Pastoral) [10.20 pm]: The Education Amendment Bill is proving 
more popular than the Dog Amendment Bill, judging by the number of speakers, particularly those 
opposite, in the debate. 

Hon N.F. Moore: I hope we might pass it by next year! 

Hon MARK NEVILL: It is a 1995 Bill. 

Hon N.F. Moore: It has taken a long time to get here. 

Hon MARK NEVILL: Obviously, it has been given a great deal of consideration by the House. We are 
often criticised for rushing matters through this House. 

Hon N.F. Moore: Don't feel bad about it. 

Hon MARK NEVILL: I received a number of telephone calls about the rapidity with which the Strata 
Titles Amendment Bill was dealt with by the House, even though it was here for a couple of years. The 
Minister can consider that we are making good progress with this Bill. 

Hon N.F. Moore: It has been well and truly scrutinised and reviewed. 

Hon MARK NEVILL: Although its progress has not been rapid, the Bill has been supported by all 
speakers to date - I will be no exception. The Leader of the House, who received the Bill as the then 
responsible Minister, can be proud of the amendments involved. The second reading speech is more about 
the proposed new Education Act - the Bill which we have yet to see - than about the Bill before us. When I 
referred the second reading speech to the Bill, I found it was referring to changes to be made to the 
Education Act. 

Splitting the Education Department is probably a good initiative, but in 15 or 20 years' time we will 
probably be amalgamating them again - these things go in cycles. Some of these changes are probably for 
the better, even if only for a period of five or 10 years. A great deal of change has occurred in the training, 
employment and education field, and I hope that the new structure will deliver the goods, as this field is 
important for our economy and our young people. I found it difficult to discover in the Bill how the 
Minister would set up the Office of Non-Government Education. 

Hon N.F. Moore: It is a government department. 

Hon MARK NEVILL: That is indicated in the Bill. 

Hon N.F. Moore: You don't need a Bill to set up a government department; it is sel up by administrative 
action. 

Hon MARK NEVILL: The department exists, but the Bill refers to a definition of "office". 

Hon N.F. Moore: The Bill updates the Education Act to take into account the new administrative 
arrangement put in place by administrative action. 

Hon MARK NEVILL: Right. The Bill proposes many amendments to the Education Act, and it would be 
interesting to see the responsibilities of these two department heads defined. However, we must wait until 
the introduction of the proposed education Bill to see that definition. The Bill will allow the Chief 
Executive Officer of the Department of Training to assume responsibility for TAPE. I am not sure whether 
that has been done by administrative action or will occur through this Bill. Could the Minister comment on 
that? 

The second reading speech refers to the Office of Non-Government Education and indicates that an 
amendment will provide the necessary legislative base for the operations of the office. Again, it is not clear 
what the office's functions will be. They are not outlined in the Bill, although they are described in the 
second reading speech as the "inspection and registration of all non-government schools and specific non
government care centres and preschools which operate independently". I am not sure what is meant by 
non-government care centres. I suppose these are referred to in the Education Act. 

Hon N.F. Moore: I am not sure; I will check. 

Hon MARK NEVILL: The second reading speech refers respectively to sections 32A, 32B and 27B. 
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Hon B.M. Scott: Some four-year-old care groups are in the Child Welfare Act, and there had to be a 
provision in the Education Act for preschool centres as well. 

Hon MARK NEVILL: This is a new concept to me. The second function of the office is the inspection of 
attendance registers at non-government schools. In a previous debate I referred to the criteria· for 
attendance at schools, and a child turning up at 9.00 am and being ticked off in the register constitutes 
attendance for the Education Department That is totally inadequate, particularly in Aboriginal schools 
where a muster could probably be achieved at 9.00 am if something of sufficient interest were presented. 
Quite a few students would probably then disappear. An attendance measure should be a student remaining 
at school for at least half a day as most learning occurs in the morning. When I taught at an Aboriginal 
school for two years, most afternoons were spent in the bush teaching English as it was easier to teach in 
that way while the children were enjoying themselves. Otherwise, they would drop off to sleep. That had 
nothing to do with the teacher, but they found it difficult to concentrate for six hours a day. 
Hon N.F. Moore: I am having the same trouble with this Bill! 

Hon MARK NEVILL: The stimulating part of my speech is still to come! I am referring to the second 
reading speech -
Hon N.F. Moore: That makes a refreshing change from the speech of your Mining and Pastoral Region 
colleague behind you. 

Hon MARK NEVILL: I listened to Hon Tom Stephens' speech and he made some very pertinent 
comments about education in the Kimberley. 
Hon N.F. Moore: That had nothing to do with the Bill. 
Hon MARK NEVILL: In a previous debate I mentioned Western Australian remote area schools and when 
I visited remote area schools in the Northern Territory, I realised how much better our schools were than 
those of the Territory. Admittedly, I was not in those areas for long and I may have gained the wrong 
impression. Nevertheless, I was proud of our remote area education system having seeing that of the 
Northern Territory. 

The third function of the Office of Non-Government Education is to effectively provide financial assistance 
to non-government schools and non-government care centres and preschools. I support that funding as it is 
an effective use of government money. The loans to non-government schools are repaid with interest at a 
concessional rate. It is certainly a lot cheaper for the Government to have schools provided by the non
government sector than to provide them itself, particularly in remote areas where there are problems with 
staffing. As Hon Tom Stephens said, the Catholic education system does a brilliant job. 

Part 3 of the Bill refers to the community use of school facilities. I agree entirely with that. We should 
also look at the opposite side of the coin and at schools using community facilities. The Hannans Primary 
School was built in Kalgoorlie. I opposed it. I did not say that publicly, because I am not that courageous. 
In the Hannans area was a very vocal parent group. It got what it wanted, which was a school at Hannans. 
My view was that the best place to build the school would be down by KaigoorIie arboretum in 
Shepherdson Park. I do not know whether the Minister knows the area to which I am referring. It is on 
Gribble Creek and near the cemetery. It has an oval with a separate grassed area for hockey and a 
shortened ground for junior football and cricket nets. It is maintained by the City of Kalgoorlie-Boulder. It 
has tennis courts, and it had previously a separate oval as well. Adjacent to that is a scenic arboretum. It 
has an equestrian area which is a source of dust for a lot of the houses in the dry season. That is where the 
school should have been placed, because of all the facilities there. It had treated effluent available because 
the septic tanks were in the area. Another attraction was that a cycleway could be built from Hannans, 
around the back of the cemetery and along Gribble Creek to connect with the cycleway that goes right out 
to Boulder. The children could have travelled on cycleways without crossing roads, which would have 
been a lot safer. It is less than a kilometre from the Hannans suburb. However, the school was built at 
Hannans where there is no treated effluent and where the Education Department must p'ay for piped fresh 
scheme water, which is in short supply. Because of that the Hannans Primary School will never have more 
than a quarter of an acre of grassed area. Any more would cost an arm and a leg. Extra pumping stations 
were required to be put in to service it 

The point I make is that although it is good to use community school facilities, we should be doing the 
opposite and putting schools where community facilities exist. We certainly did not do that in Kalgoorlie. 
That was a great disappointment to me. Another point of interest is that at the time - this is going back a 
couple of years - the peak of enrolments was in the preprimary area. That peak would have moved through 
the lower secondary school and finally hit the senior school after seven years. If a junior high school had 
been built at the arboretum, it could have coped with the primary school demands. If it were designed in 
such a way that it could be converted to a senior high school, if need be, as the peak moved through the 
education system, the school could have been converted to a senior high school. In cities like Kalgoorlie
Boulder it is very difficult to predict the demand in five or 10 years. It is growing dramatically now but it 
could level and drop off very quickly. It is a fact of life in towns where mining is a predominant part of the 
economy. Obviously Kalgoorlie-Boulder has passed being just a mining town. The whole concept of 
using the facilities and the treated effluent that were already there for grassed areas made a lot more sense. 
That did not occur. Unfortunately a very active group of parents was successful in having Hannans 
Primary School built. 
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Hon N.F. Moore: The new one is being built alongside the local authority's new sport and recreation 

facilities. 

Hon MARK NEVILL: I am not sure where it has been decided to put those facilities. I will get on to those 

later on, but I will not keep the Minister too long. I made a note, I think in the Bill and not during the 

second reading speech, that this Bill gives much more flexibility for sporting facilities to be built on school 

land or built and managed by local government authorities. They are laudable achievements. It seems that 

it takes a long time to get the public or even government to accept fairly sensible changes. It is good to see 

them. I always hoped that the new sporting complex would be built in the area between John Paul College 

and the Eastern Goldfields Senior High School. 

Hon N.F. Moore: I had the same view, but there is nothing in there. 

Hon MARK NEVILL: That is amazing. Commercial interests in Kalgoorlie want everything to be built to 

the west of the town, including the new shire centre and the new sports centre, where lot of land is being 

held for subdivision. The new shire building should be in the existing town hall. It could have a 

multi storey car park behind it on the Coles lot, if there is a shortage of parking facilities. The sporting 

centre should be built where the schools are, because it would get maximum use. If it is out on the western 

side of town it will not be used as much, because it is not near the centres of population. It will be on the 

cycleways of Gribble Creek. I never involve myself too much in the local government affairs of 

Kalgoorlie-Boulder. They have a job to do and so do we, and we should not interfere with each other too 

much. However, I must admit I find many of their decisions unpalatable. It is the same with the shopping 

centres: One should support the two central business districts. If one starts building shopping centres in 

the middle one ends up killing off the business districts and the heritage with it. I just add those remarks 

about the sporting complex for Kalgoorlie. 

It is sensible for schools to retain funds that are raised by the use of school facilities. The second reading 

speech says that the schools can pay for any damage that occurs. I suspect that after a while the Education 

Department will want them to contribute towards maintenance as well out of that money. I doubt whether 

as much will be retained as perhaps the schools think they will retain. 

The final part of the Bill is the establishment of school dress codes. I support school uniforms. In the 

longer term they save money for the less well off parents. My children rarely get new uniforms. They get 

second-hand ones from the school uniform shop. School uniforms get rid of the competition and peer 

pressure to wear the latest clothes and running shoes. What are they called? 

Several members interjected. 

Hon MARK NEVILL: That is right, Reebok. I was trying to get around giving the company a plug. It is 

cheaper for parents in the long run to have school uniforms. Particularly in the cities, if children are truants 

it is a heck of a lot easier to pick them up if they are wearing uniforms than if they are in jeans and T shirts. 

Students of 14, 15 or 16 are vulnerable. It is important to know where they are at that age if they are not at 

school. The fact that they are wearing a uniform - assuming that they do not take a change of clothes with 

them to school - is for their own good in many cases and ensures that they can be seen. If they misbehave 

on public transport, the uniform immediately identifies their school and reflects on that school. When I 

was a student we were always conscious about misbehaving because the message usually got back to the 

school. When I went to Christian Brothers College I usually copped it the next Monday and was given the 

cuts. When I was at John Curtin Senior High School I was usually told off; I cannot remember the cane 

being used often there. School uniforms are important. I know that they raise the hackles of many people. 

However, frankly, I cannot see any arguments against people wearing uniforms. Even members of 

Parliament wear uniforms: We must wear coats and ties, although a little latitude is given to us. 

This is important legislation. I can understand why so many members have spoken on it I compliment the 

Leader of the House on the work he did in this area. Many of the changes he has made in education have 

been good. I do not go to the extent of saying that I agree with all of them. Perhaps his biggest mistake is 

that he did not sell the good work he did in education and that the focus was on the industrial problems that 

during his tenure appeared to be intractable. I do not know whether it was his policy or the Government's 

policy of drawing out that dispute and not resolving it early in the piece. 

Hon N.F. Moore: I will give it to you in two words: Teachers' union. 

Hon MARK NEVILL: That may be the case; however, we all knew late last year that the Government 

would sort out its problems with the teachers and nurses early this year, because it wants a clean run up to 

the election. The Leader of the House can blame the teachers' union to a certain degree, but in the end a 

negotiated settlement was arrived at. I believe that could have been arrived at much earlier. Whether I 

blame the Minister or the Government for that I cannot say because I do not know who was responsible for 

dragging that dispute on for so long. It has clouded much of the good work the Leader of the House did in 

education. This Bill is to his credit. 

HON TOM HELM (Mining and Pastoral) [10.44 pm]: I also support the Bill and its thrust. I welcome 

the opportunity in the short time left in tonight's debate to comment on the remarks of Hon Mark Nevill. 

There were many things, particularly in our electorate, that this Minister did of which he and the 

Government should be proud. However, I have one worry; that is, the proposal to charge community 

groups for the use of school facilities. I bring to the attention of the House some of the matters I found in 

the United Kingdom when I was there last year. I have always been a great fan of decentralisation and 
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making decisions at a local level. I have always sung the praises of the [mdings of the Beazley report. 
Hon Kim Beazley senior travelled around the State and was involved in extensive consultation. He came 
to the view, which was supported by every political party and most of the school community, that there 
should be a school based decision making group. The experience that was pointed out to me in the United 
Kingdom was that those local decision making groups became the scapegoat for reduced funding. As you 
may be aware, Mr Deputy President (Hon W.N. Stretch), in the United Kingdom schools are run by local 
authorities, with the majority of their funding being provided by the central Government in London, 
although the rating authority also has the ability to raise funds to run the schools. When Thatcher came in 
with her slash and bum policies, which I am glad to see this Government has not followed - in the 
education field anyway - her Government decided to reduce the funding to the education department and 
blame the school community for the lack of teachers and a lack of other facilities in the schools. I am a 
little afraid that this Bill before us, which provides an ability for the principal, I imagine on behalf of the 
decision making group, to charge for facilities, will be one way for a State Government to abrogate its 
responsibilities and to blame the local decision making group for a reduction in funds. I would like the 
Minister to explain to the House how that will be avoided. The Government must ensure that we do not go 
down the path the Poms took and that the independence of the schools that is provided for in the Bill is 
maintained. 

I tum to the dress code debate. I am one who was opposed to school uniforms. Like many in this place, 
coming from a working class background it was a struggle for my parents to pay for my family's uniforms 
in the first instance. However, I have a child who wore a school uniform. Arguments are presented that 
they are more economical and that they give a distinction to the school. Such evidence exists of the 
benefits available to people in school uniforms that I have done a 180 degree tum and now agree with the 
ability of schools to legislate for school uniforms. In schools that adopt school uniforms the P & C 
association generally finds a way to help out those parents who are a little strapped for cash so that their 
children look no different from the others, thus avoiding the immediately apparent socioeconomic 
distinction in the students. 

There is one clear advantage to school uniforms; I used this tactic when I was President of the Karratha 
Primary School Parents & Citizens' Association. The usual thing occurred: For about six months nobody 
attended the association's meetings. We wondered how we could get people to attend. We had lamington 
drives and other activities. However, the thing that got them to the school quick smart was a proposal in 
the president's newsletter that we change the school uniform. There was nothing wrong with the uniform 
and we had no intention of changing it, but by God, we had the best attendance at a P & C meeting for a 
few years! At that meeting we discussed the establishment of a working bee to put into Karratha Primary 
School some playground equipment that had been lying around for about six months. That was done on the 
weekend following the P & C association meeting when I used the uniform argument to get people to 
attend. 

It is worth mentioning the way the Pundulmurra College has progressed in Port Hedland. I have said on 
many occasions that the facility was neglected rather badly by the previous Government. I admit that when 
the Leader of the House was Minister for Education he showed a great deal of enthusiasm for the school. 
His appointment of Greg Neill, a prominent Liberal Party member in Port Hedland, as chairman of the 
college council, and Mark Simpson as principal of Pundulmurra College reflected the commitment he had 
to improving the facility and allowing the Aboriginal college council to make decisions about the school's 
future. For a long time Pundulmurra lay in the cusp of debate regarding whether the college should remain 
with the Education Department, go to TAPE, amalgamate with Port Hedland College or become involved 
in a mixture of the three. However, the Stanley report was clear about the need to give Aboriginal people 
autonomy within colleges to pursue education and training in a culturally appropriate way. Given that 
Pundulmurra College to this day has problems with young people coming from remote communities to 
further their education and receive greater training, we cannot heap enough praise on Greg Neill, the 
chairman of the college council, and Mark Simpson, for their work, and the Minister for his financial 
commitment to the college. 

It was pleasing to note that the Minister was not attracted by arguments throughout the training community 
re~arding some of the benefits TAPE could supply. I spoke to the Leader of the House when he was 
Mmister for Education, just as I spoke to a number of previous Education Ministers, to try to advise that 
the TAPE way of providing training in this State would not provide the best return for the dollar. I said 
that it would be in the best interests of the State if the independent college model were used to provide 
vocational education and training. I am glad that the Minister was convinced after a while that that was the 
way to go, and that the TAPE model was not adopted at Pundulmurra nor at any other independent college. 

Both the former and current Minister for Education will be aware of the dan~er that exists in giving local 
communities the right to use school facilities. We know from experience that If local groups want to use an 
educational facility they generally liaise with local authorities, particularly if a principal were attracted to 
the concept. If not, it would be a hard road for the community groups. This proposal will make it easier 
because it will allow community groups to work more closely with the education facility in the community. 
It will widen the knowledge of the community about what the school and the education facility can offer. 
Therefore, it is good to see that the P & C association, for example, or the decision making groups will be 
able to use the education facility for necessary activities in the community. This will be a very important 
aspect for the more remote areas - particularly those in the north west and in Port Hedland, where every 
school has an oval. In Port Hedland we have three Olympic-size swimming pools. It is a ridiculous 
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investment for taxpayers' money because it could have been provided through the Education Department 
It is good to see that in other places there has been greater liaison. The theatres at the Hedland and 
Karratha Colleges are examples of how the community, the shire and the Education Department can work 
together. 
I hope nobody reads this speech because it is preselection time and people will wonder where I am coming 
from! However, in this sort of debate our experiences working with P & C associations, and being a 
member of Parliament, need to be outlined because when things go wrong I will be on the attack as much 
as I possibly can. I support the Bill. 

Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon Muriel Patterson. 

House adjourned at 1056 pm 
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE 

JUNJUW A ABORIGINAL COMMUNITY - ELECTRICITY CHARGES 

256. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for Energy: 

(1) Why is Junjuwa Aboriginal Community to be charged $260 000 for upgrading their 
electrical consumption from l00kVa to 200kVa, as a result of the provision of 12 to 14 
new houses in the community? 

(2) Will this cost be passed on to Junjuwa Aboriginal Community in the form of being 
charged 40¢ to 45¢ per unit for domestic consumption of electricity? 

(3) If yes to (2) above, how does the Minister for Energy reconcile this with his commitment 
to the uniform domestic tariff of 12.29¢ per unit for all Western Australians? 

(4) If no to (2) above, is this cost to be paid, up front, by Junjuwa Aboriginal Community? 

(5) Is this placing insurmountable obstacles in the way of an Aboriginal community trying to 
upgrade its standard of living? 

Hon N.F. MOORE replied: 

I am advised by the Minister for Energy in the following terms -

(1) Junjuwa Community is currently in the preliminary stages of investigating and costing its 
power requirements for the provision of 22 new houses at a new location in the 
community. Junjuwa Community has requested a new supply to service these new 
facilities. Western Power has supplied it with a preliminary estimate of costs in line with 
the limited information currently available from the community. This is supplied as an 
estimate to allow the community to review its supply options at the location specified. 

Currently there is no transformer available at the requested location suitable to service 
the new facilities. The $260 000 estimated costing provided by Western Power covers 
the distribution and the generation costs involved in supplying a 200kVa supply. 
Western Power believes when the community is able to supply accurate details of its load 
requirements, then their costs should reduce. 

(2) Junjuwa Aboriginal Community has requested a new supply for the location specified. In 
line with normal Western Power commercial practice, the customer requesting a new 
supply would be expected to supply the funds requested up front as a lump sum. Once 
the location is operational, the community will be charged at the uniform tariff rate of A2 
for domestic use customers. 

(3) Not applicable. 

(4) Please refer to (2) above. 

(5) As previously stated, it is normal practice for customers requesting a new supply to pay 
for the work in an up-front lump sum before the work commences. When Junjuwa 
Aboriginal Community comes back to Western Power with a firm and accurate picture of 
these requirements, Western Power will be able to firm quotations for the work 
requested. 

SODIUM TRIPOL Y PHOSPHATE (STPP) - USE IN PRODUCTS; SUBSTITUTES 

270. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Attorney General representing the Minister for Health: 

(1) Is the use of sodium tripoly phosphate allowed in detergents or detergent washing 
powder, shampoos and hair conditioner in Western Australia? 

(2) If yes, in which products is its use allowed? 

(3) What compounds are used or recommended as a substitute for STPP? 

Hon PETER FOSS replied: 

The Minister for Health has provided the following reply -

(1) STPP is not a scheduled poison. As far as the Health Department of Western Australia is 
concerned, there are no prohibitions on the use of STPP in Western Australia. 

(2) The Health Department of Western Australia does not have this information. It is 
doubtful that any government department would have this information. 

(3) This is not known to the Health Department of Western Australia. However, STPP is 
used as a water softener, peptising agent, emulsifier, dispersing agent and as a general 
purpose food additive (451). Products with similar properties to STPP could be used as a 
substitute. 
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HYDRO-ELECTRIC SCHEME, KUNUNURRA - COMMISSIONING DATE 

280. Hon P.H. LOCKYER to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for Resources 

Development: 

What is the anticipated commissioning date of the hydroelectric scheme at Kununurra? 

Hon N.F. MOORE replied: 

I am advised by the Minister for Resources Development in the following terms -

The commissioniQg of the Ord hydroelectric scheme commenced in early March 1996 with supply 

of electricity to Argyle Diamond Mines, followed by a supply of electricity to Kununurra 

township in mid-April. Commissioning is anticipated to be finalised by the end of June 1996, 

some 17 months from the commencement of construction. 

OMEX SITE, BELLEVUE - CONTAMINATED MATERIAL REMOVAL 

283. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for the Environment: 

(1) Has it been decided to remove the contaminated material from the Omex Petroleum pit at 

Bellevue? 

(2) Has it been decided to contain the material at the site? 

(3) If neither, when is it anticipated a decision will be made? 

Hon PETER FOSS replied: 

(1)-(2) No. 

(3) I have asked the Department of Environmental Protection to provide me with a summary 

of the situation at the Omex site, and a proposal for any further investigative work that 

may be required. I anticipate that any decision on removal or containment of the waste 

will be made at the completion of those investigations. 

JUSTICE, MINISTRY OF - CAMP KURLI MURRI, LA VERTON 
Review by Kingsley Newman 

284. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Attorney General: 

(1) When is Judge Kingsley Newman due to provide a report to the Attorney General on the 

review of Camp Kurli Murri? 

(2) What are the terms of reference of this review? 

(3) What budget allocations have been made for the review? 

Hon PETER FOSS replied: 

(1) Judge Newman is due to provide an interim report by the end of June 1996 and a final 

report at the end of December 1996. 

(2) A summary of the terms of reference is provided. 

Aims: To evaluate the Camp Kurli Mum pilot program both in terms of effectiveness 

and cost and to make recommendations for the future directions of work camps in 

Western Australia. 

Objectives: Review research on like programs here and overseas, and identify the 

elements which achieve the object of the W A work camp as intended; to review the 

operation of the pilot camp and comment and recommend upon the selection process for 

detainees, existing programs for detainees, camp management and follow-up programs; 

to determine the extent to which the objectives of the work camp are being achieved by 

reviewing and evaluating detainee outcomes; to compare costs of work camps as against 

detention centres or prisons; and to report on any unintended consequences of the work 

camp order. 

(3) $45000. 
TYRES - DISPOSAL; RECYCLING 

Chris Hill Tyre Dump 

300. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for the Environment: 

(1) Did the Minister release a statement on 16 June 1995 in which he stated that "Landfill 

disposal of scrap tyres will be phased out in Perth with tyres to be reused, recycled and 

energy saved under a new strategy"? 

(2) Has the Government now removed the regulations which restrict the fitting of retread 

tyres to some vehicles? 

(3) If not, why not? 
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(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(S) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(IS) 

(19) 
(20) 
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Has the Minister banned the disposal of used lyres by the landfill method as promised in 
his statement of 16 June 1995? 

If not, why not? 

How many vehicle tyres are sold annually in Western Australia? 

How many tyres are discarded annually in Western Australia? 

How many used tyres are disposed of by the landfill method annually in Western 
Australia? 

How many used tyres are retreaded annually in Western Australia? 

How many used tyres are recycled in other ways annually in Western Australia? 

Have 100 new jobs been created in the local retread industry as a result of the Minister's 
action? 

If not, why not? 

What other incentives or actions has the Government taken to improve the reuse or 
recycling oftyres in WA since the Minister's announcement on 16 June 1995? 
When will the Chris Hill tyre dump, near Toodyay, be closed? 

Does the Government now intend to open another tyre dump for Perth rather than provide 
for retreading, not recycling, of lyres? 

Is any recycling of tyres currently occurring in Western Australia? 

If yes, would the Minister specify the nature of this work and the companies involved? 

Is the Government satisfied that the Chris Hill tyre dump, near Toodyay, is operating in 
accordance with its licence' conditions? 

If not, would the Minister explain the reasons for this? 

Does the Department of Conservation and Land Management or any other Government 
agency have a financial interest in the Chris Hill operation? 

(21) If yes, would the Minister provide full details? 

Hon PE1ER FOSS replied: 

(1)-(2) Yes. 

(3) Not applicable. 

(4) No. 

(5) No large scale tyre recycler has been established. 

(6) Approximately 1 320000, including retreads and those fitted on new cars. 
(7) Approximately one million. 

(S) Approximately 900 000. 

(9) Approximately 100 000. 

(10) The number is unknown but comparatively small. 
(11) No. 

(12) The factors are numerous and include the following: An improvement in value in the 
Australian dollar, thus attracting cheap imported new and second-hand tyres, that are 
price competitive with retreads; market perceptions that retreads are of a lower quality; 
and a need for the local retread industry to invest in expanding production. 

(13) The Government is currently considering approving assistance to a major tyre recycling 
proposal under the industries incentive program administered by the Department of 
Commerce and Trade. 

(14) The Department of Environmental Protection expects Chris Hill to be closed for the 
disposal of tyres by the end of July 1996. 

(15) The Government does not own or operate scrap tyre landfills and currently has no 
intention of opening such a landfill. Under the tyre storage and disposal regulations 
scrap tyres may be landfilled at any landfill gazetted under the Health Act or site 
approved by the Chief Executive Officer of the Department of Environmental Protection. 
In inert landfill site at Lots 1 and 2 Flynn Drive, Wanneroo has recently been approved 
for the disposal of scrap tyres. 

(16) Yes, but it is minor if retreading and the recycling of retread tyre rubber buffings are 
excluded. 
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(17) Small amounts of cross-ply lyres have been recycled into rubber mats. Some tyres are 
recycled into garden ornaments. The biggest use is probably the use of scrap tyres in 
soak wells and drains. 

(18) Chris Hill is not licensed but approved to dispose of scrap tyres. I am advised that the 
disposal of tyres at Chris Hill is substantially in compliance with the management plan 
for the site. 

(19) Tyres are being covered every two days instead of every day. The Department of 
EnvirqnmentaiProtection believes this change in burial frequency is environmentally 
acceptable. 

(20) No. I understand that on completion of rehabilitation, the land will be vested in CALM 
for inclusion in the Avon Valley national park. 

(21) Not applicable. 

LAW REFORM COMMISSION - REPORTS, RECOMMENDATIONS 
IMPLEMENTATION 

306. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Attorney General: 

With respect to the Law Reform Commission reports -

Immunity of Suit between Spouses (1973) 
Dividing Fences (1975) 
Protection of Money Awarded as Damages (1976) 
Official Attestation of Forms and Documents (1978) 
Defamation (1979) 
Liability of Highway Authorities for Non-Feasance (1981) 
Administrative Decisions: Appeals (1982) 
Recognition of Interstate and Foreign Grants of Probate (1984) 
Administrative Decisions: Judicial Review (1986) 
Alteration of Ground Levels (1986) 
Minors' Contracts (1988) 
Administration of Assets (1988) 
Local Courts (1988) 
Administration Act (1990) 
Confidentiality of Medical Records and Medical Research (1990) 
Criminal Process and Mental Disorder (1991) • 
Wills: Marriage and Divorce (1991) 
Professional Privilege for Confidential Communications (1993) 
Consent to Sterilisation of Minors (1994) 
Joint Tenancy and Tenancy in Common (1994)-

(1) In each case which recommendations are intended to be implemented? 

(2) In each case when is it anticipated legislation will be introduced to implement the 
recommendations? 

(3) Which recommendations are not intended to be implemented and in each case why? 

(4) On the recommendations with respect to which it has not been decided to implement or 
otherwise when in each case is it anticipated a decision will be made to implement or 
otherwise? 

Hon PETER FOSS replied: 

(1) The Ministry of Justice is exammmg the unimplemented reports of the Western 
Australian Law Reform Commission referred to in the question. The ministry has 
provided preliminary advice on a number of the reports but no decision on legislative 
change has been made regarding the recommendations. 

(2)-(4) Considerable consultation and analysis must be undertaken before it can be determined 
which of the recommendations of these reports require implementation, and their relative 
priority. 

LAW REFORM COMMISSION - OUTSTANDING REFERENCES 

307. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Attorney General: 

(1) What are the outstanding references of the Law Reform Commission? 

(2) In each case what is the date of the reference? 

Hon PETER FOSS replied: 

(1)-(2) Review of administrative decisions - project No 26,7 July 1971. Reports were submitted 
on appeals (1982) and judicial review (1986). The reference remains outstanding 
because the latter report recommended that the issues of grounds for review and standing 
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to sue should be deferred until it was possible to assess the practical effect of the repon's recommendations on procedure and remedies. Those recommendations have not yet been implemented. 
Trusts and administration of estates - project No 34, 27 June 1972. Six reports have been submitted under this reference. Two parts remain - charitable trusts, and protection and remuneration of trustees. The issue of whether it is wonh while proceeding with the remaining issues is currently under discussion. 
Limitation and notice of actions - project No 36, 12 September 1972. A repon on latent disease and injury was submitted in 1982. The repon on the remaining aspects of the reference is now complete but cannot be submitted because the commission does not at present have a quorum. 
Writs and warrants of execution - project No 67, 1 September 1976. Work has recently resumed on this reference, resoUlCes having become available following the submission of the repon on enforcement of judgments of Local Courts. 
Medical treatment for minors - project No 77, 30 October 1984. A discussion paper was issued in 1988 and a repon on consent to sterilisation of minors was submitted in 1994. The commission still has to repon on the other areas of the reference. 
Financial protection in the building and construction induslry - project No 82, 12 March 1985. A discussion paper and issues paper were issued in December 1995. 
Sale of Goods Act - project No 89, IS February 1989. Two discussion papers were issued in 1995. 
Restrictive covenants - project No 91, 2 February 1995. A discussion paper was issued in July 1995. 
Under section II(S) of the Law Reform Commission Act 1972 the commission deals with references in the order of priority, if any, approved by the Attorney General. In most cases the references listed above have been delayed as a result of priority being given to more urgent projects, and also since 1990 as a result of the reduction of the legal staff of the commission from seven to three. 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION NEWS - PRINTING 
309. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for the Environment: 

(1) Who printed the newsletter "Environmental Protection News", ApriI1996? 
(2) What was the total cost of the newsletter? 
(3) What was the cost of the distribution of the newsletter? 
(4) To whom was the newsletter distributed? 

Hon PETER FOSS replied: 
(1) Daytone Print. 
(2) $49S for linotronics and printing. 
(3) Mailing costs were $234. 
(4) The newsletter "Environmental Protection News" is distributed to organisations and/or individuals who have an interest in the environment including members of the general public, conservation groups, members of the media, induslry representatives and members of Parliament. 

WASTE DISPOSAL - INDUSTRIAL, MARINE AND FRESHWATER OUTFALLS 
314. Hon J.A. SCOTT to the Minister for the Environment: 

(1) How many outfalls currently exist in Western Australia which discharge exclusively industrial waste into -
(a) the marine environment; and 
(b) freshwater ways? 

(2) For each outfall, which induslry operates the outfall? 
(3) For each outfall what pollutants are being discharged? 
(4) Are all outfalls licensed, and if not which ones are not licensed? 
(S) What testing has been conducted of the discharges from each outfall? 
(6) Has any testing in Western Australia of waste water discharges included testing for chlorination by-products? 
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(7) If not, why not? 

Hon PE1ER FOSS replied: 
(1) (a) Licensed by the Department of Environmental Protection - 19. 

(b) Licensed by the Department of Environmental Protection - eight. 
(2) I provide a list of industries that have a marine outfall and that operate that outfall -

Vital Food Ply Ltd - Albany 
'Princess Royal Seafoods - Albany 
Wesfarmers CSBP - Albany 
Albany Woollen Mills - Albany 
Western Power - Bunbury 
SCM Chemicals - Kemerton 
Western Power - Bunbury 
BP - Kwinana 
Cockburn Cement - Henderson 
Fremantle Fisherman's Cooperative - Spearwood 
HANW A - Kwinana 
Kailis & France - Spearwood 
Wesfarmers CSBP - Kwinana 
Western Power - Kwinana 
Swan Wool Scourers - Fremantle 
Water Corporation Lobster Processing Outfall - Geraldton 
Port Hedland Laundry & Dry Cleaning - Port Hedland 
Woodside Offshore Petroleum - Karratha 
Western Mining Corporation - Airlie Island 

I provide a list of industries that have a freshwater outfall -

Masters Dairy - Boyanup 
SCM Chemicals - Australind 
Meadow Lea - Bunbury 
Wesfarmers CSBP - Picton 
Western Collieries - Collie 
Griffin Coal - Collie 
CSR Sugar - Cottesloe 
Ord Sugar Mill - Kununurra 

(3) See (5). 

(4) See (1) and (2). 
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(5) I provide a list of testing currently being conducted on the premises identified in (2) -

Marine Outfalls: 
Vital Food Ply Ltd, Albany - monthly - total nitrogen, total phosphorus, soluble reactive 
phosphorus, total suspended solids, five-day biochemical oxygen demand. 
Princess Royal Seafoods, Albany - monthly - TN, TP, oil and grease, TSS, BOD. 

Albany Woollen Mills - monthly - pH, TSS, BOD, O&G, TN, temperature. 

SCM Chemicals, Kemerton -
daily - pH, total dissolved solids, TSS; 
every nine days - chromium, chlorate, iron, manganese, vanadium; 
six monthly - lead, chromium, magnesium, manganese, mercury, nickel, selenium, 
vanadium, zinc, radium 226 and 228, thorium 28. 

Western Power, Bunbury -
cooling water channel - no monitoring carried out; 
three monthly sampling of overflow from fly-ash ponds for cadmium, chromium, cobalt, 
copper, iron, lead, manganese, mercury, nickel and zinc. 
BP, Kwinana -
(three outfalls for treated process effluent and cooling water) 
daily - pH temperature; 
monthly - heavy metals including arsenic, barium, cadmium, chromium, cobalt, copper, 
lead, manganese, mercury, molybdenum, nickel, silver, selenium, tin, vanadium and zinc. 

Cockburn Cement, Henderson -
(1 outfall for saline waters from the transport of sea sand) 
- weekly - salt load. 

HANW A, Kwinana -
(one outfall from zircon and zirconia grinding plant, along the CBH jetty) 
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prior to each discharge - pH, TSS, TN as ammonia; 
annual - parameters characteristics of the liquids and solids in use, major cationic and 
anionic. species, radioactivity. 

Wesfarmers CSBP, Kwinana -
(1 outfall for treated process waste waters and cooling waters) 
daily - Ph, ammonium nitrogen, TN, orthophosphate, temperature; 
annually - cadmium, mercury, fluoride, arsenic, iron, vanadium, tin, nickel, manganese, 
cobalt, zinc, copper, chromium. 
Western Power, Kwinana-
cooling water channel - no monitoring carried out 

Swan Wool Scourers, Fremantle -
three monthly - BOD, TN, TP, O&G, potassium, arsenic and chromium. 

Water Corporation Lobster Processing, Geraldton -
three monthly - TSS, BOD, O&G, TN, TP. 

Port Hedland Laundry & Dry Cleaning -
six monthly - TSS, TN, TP, surfactants and bacteria. 
Woodside Withnell Bay Gas Treatment Plant, Karratha -
per pump out - total oil, TSS, conductivity, pH, chemical oxygen demand, TN, TP, 
sulphate, anionic surfactants, turbidity, sulphides, sulfolane, glycol; 
monthly - zinc, copper; 
three monthly - cadmium, lead. 
Western Mining Corporation, Airlie Island
daily - petroleum hydrocarbons; 
annual - copper, strontium, COD, ammonia nitrogen, tertiary amines, nitrate nitrogen. 
Freshwater Outfalls: 

Wesfarmers CSBP, Albany -
weekly - pH, IDS, nitrate and nitrite - nitrogen, ammonia - nitrogen, TN, TP, mercury; 
monthly - TSS, fluoride; 
three monthly - lead, cadmium. 
Masters Dairy, Boyanup -
monthly - temperature, BOD. 
SCM Chemicals, Australind -
every nine days - pH, TSS, IDS, chromium, iron and manganese; 
every three months - aluminium, copper, vanadium, zinc, ammonia nitrogen, TP, gross 
alpha and beta activity; 
annually for radium 226 and 228 and thorium 228. 
Meadow Lea, Bunbury -
monthly - pH, TSS, O&G, COD, BOD, temperature. 

Wesfarmers CSBP, Picton -
weekly - pH, IDS, ammonia-nitrogen, fluoride, lead, mercury, TP. 

Western Collieries, Collie -
monthly - pH, IDS, O&G, dissolved oxygen, iron, manganese. 

Griffin Coal, Collie -
monthly - pH, IDS, TSS, O&G, dissolved oxygen, aluminium, arsenic, cadmium, 
chromium, copper, iron, manganese, nickel, lead and zinc. 

CSR Sugar, Cottesloe -
monthly - pH, BOD, sucrose, temperature. 

Ord Sugar Mill, Kununurra -
weekly - temperature; 
monthly - TSS, TN, TP, BOD, dissolved oxygen and sucrose. 

(6)-(7) I understand that the Water Corporation has, in the past, tested for chlorination by
products in waste water discharged to the ocean from its waste water - sewage - treatment 
plants. 

HEALTH DEPARTMENT - BUDGET ALLOCATIONS 
Cue Health Centre. Mt Magnet District Hospital. Numbala Nunga Nursing Home etc. 

318. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Attorney General representing the Minister for Health: 

(1) What funds have been allocated to the-

(a) Cue Health Centre; 
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(b) Sandstone Health Centre; 
(c) Mt Magnet Dismct Hospital; 
(d) Numbala Nunga Nursing Home; 
(e) Onslow Dismct Hospital; 
(t) Yalgoo Nursing Post; and 
(g) Exmouth Dismct Hospital, 

as a result of the decision of the State Government to inject $Slm between March and 
30 June this year into the health system of Western Australia? 

(2) For what purpose have these funds been allocated? 

Hon PETER FOSS replied: 

The Minister for Health has provided the following reply -

(1) (a)-(c) Nil. 

(d) The specific allocation to Numbala Nunga Nursing Home and Hospital is 
$31500. 

(e) $6100. 

(t) Nil. 

(g) $24100. 

(2) The purpose of these allocations is to maintain quality health services and address the 
service needs of the communities. In addition to changes to patient services, the cost of 
industrial award increases is also funded. 

REEFS - ARTIFICIAL, BUILT WITH USED TYRES 

320. Hon J .A. SCOTT to the Minister for the Environment: 

On March 19, 1996 the Minister for the Environment confirmed that old tyres are being used to 
build artificial reefs -

(1) Will the Minister inform me of the location and size of all the reefs built with used tyres 
since the Government came to office? 

(2) Were the reefs approved by the Environmental Protection Authority? 

Hon PETER FOSS replied: 

(1) I am advised that no reefs have been built since this Government came to office. 

(2) Not applicable. 

TYRES - FIRE, BINDOON; CIVIL PROCEEDINGS AGAINST COMPANIES 

323. Hon J.A. SCOTT to the Minister for the Environment: 

(1) What action has been taken against the parties responsible for the Bindoon tyre fire? 

(2) When will the matter come to mal? 

(3) What circumstances have delayed the prosecution of those responsible for the fire? 

(4) When did the Bindoon tyre fire occur? 

(5) What was the cost of the fire control and cleanup? 

(6) Who paid for the costs of the cleanup? 

(7) Does the Government intend to recover those costs? 

Hon PETER FOSS replied: 

(1) Pursuant to section 73 of the Environmental Protection Act 1986, the Department of 
Environmental Protection is presently pursuing civil proceedings in the Supreme Court of 
Western Australia against two allegedly responsible companies. 

(2) No trial date has yet been set, but the mal may occur later this year or in 1997. 

(3) The civil proceedin~s involve some complex legal and factual issues requiring close and 
considerable analysIs. 

(4) On 10 June 1990, and the estimated 500 000 used tyres continued burning for several 
weeks. 

(5) The cost was calculated at $605 378.92. 

(6) The State Government. 

(7) Yes, the State Government is pursuing full cost recovery. 
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TYRES - CHRIS HILL TYRE DUMP 
324. Hon J .A. SCOTT to the Minister for the Environment 

In answer to question on notice 113 of 19 March 1996 the Minister informed me that the Chris Hill tyre dump is operating in accordance with the conditions under which it was established -
(1) Will the Minister provide me with a copy of those conditions? 
(2) If not, why not? 

Hon PE1ER FOSS replied: 
(1) Yes. [See paper No 294.] 
(2) Not applicable. 

AIR QUALITY - OZONE GUIDELINE EXCEEDED IN PERTH REGION 
Photochemical Smog Problem 

326. Hon J.A. SCOTT to the Minister for the Environment 
(1) How many days this year has the World Health Organisation's air quality guideline for ozone been exceeded in the metropolitan area? 
(2) Does this indicate a worsening photochemical smog problem? 
(3) If yes, what action is the Minister taking to address it? 

Hon PE1ER FOSS replied: 
(1) The World Health Organisation has set a goal of 76 to 100 parts per billion of ozone. Australian environmental authorities generally simplify this goal, for convenience, to 80 parts per billion, which is also the Canadian maximum acceptable ozone guideline. In the first part of 1996, 80 parts per billion was exceeded on 13 separate days somewhere in the Perth region, making a total of 17 such days for the spring 1995 to autumn 1996 period. 

(2) For the preceding three spring-to-autumn periods, the number of days on which 80 parts per billion was exceeded was nine, nine and 12, in that order. This statistic has therefore shown an increase over four years. However, the variations from year to year are strongly dominated by variations in meteorological conditions. Of the 17 days in the current period, 10 occurred during the record hot spell of February 1996 which was highly conducive to photochemical smog formation. Other statistics, such as the highest ozone concentration measured per year, have not shown year-to-year increases. Scientists of the Department of Environmental Protection have advised me that the current record of smog levels, which extends over only four years, is much too short to reliably determine whether photochemical smog is becoming better or worse. 
(3) The answer to qilestion (2) is not yes; however, I can advise that the Department of Environmental Protection is continuing to monitor photochemical smog to obtain longer term records from which to determine trends, and that the Government will examine the need for management of photochemical smog in light of the soon to be released Perth photochemical smog study. 

AIR QUALITY - KALGOORLIE 
Sulphur Dioxide Limits 

327. Hon J.A. SCOTT to the Minister for the Environment 
(1) Has the new sulphur dioxide limit of 1 600 micrograms per cubic metre been introduced for one hourly average readings in Kalgoorlie? 
(2) How many readings in excess of 1 600 micrograms per cubic metre for one hour have been recorded in the fIrst four months of 1996 at the Goldfields monitoring station? 
(3) What action has been taken to address the problem? 
(4) Has Western Mining Corporation been granted an exemption from the sulphur dioxide limits? 

(5) If yes, why and for how long? 
Hon PE1ER FOSS replied: 

(1) Yes. 

(2) There have been three occasions in the first four months of 1996 on which the one hour average reading at one of the monitoring stations in the Kalgoorlie region exceeded 1 600 micrograms per cubic metre. 
(3) The problem of high sulphur dioxide concentrations from the Western Mining Corporation Kalgoorlie nickel smelter, which caused the three events this year, has been 
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addressed by the Government obtaining from the company a commitment to install a 
sulphuric acid plant, which will dramatically reduce sulphur dioxide emissions. In 
relation to the three events this year, the Department of Environmental Protection has 
reiterated to Western Mining Corporation the requirement to make every effort to avoid 
high concentrations in areas where people live. 
The Western Mining Corporation Kalgoorlie nickel smelter has been exempted from the 
requirement to comply with the one hour limit of 1 600 micrograms per cubic metre but 
is required to comply with the 1993 limit of 1300 micrograms per cubic metre averaged 
over three hours. 
The exemption was granted in consideration of Western Mining Corporation's 
commitment to install an acid plant or an alternative permanent solution, recognising that 
the nickel smelter could not achieve the progressively reducing sulphur dioxide limits all 
of the time in the intervening period. The exemption commenced on 29 March 1994 and 
will terminate on 30 November 1996, by which time Western Mining Corporation is to 
have commissioned the acid plant. 

BUDGET (STATE) - CONSOLIDATED FUND - STATEMENT OF CASH 
TRANSACTIONS FOR MONTH ENDED 31 MARCH 1996 

Law Courts 

349. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Finance representing the Treasurer: 
I refer the Treasurer to the statement of cash transactions on the consolidated fund for the month 
ended 31 March 1996 and ask -
(1) Why has the Government collected only $31.4m of the projected $54.1m in revenue from 

the Law Courts? 

(2) Does this indicate that the much-vaunted and recently revised government initiatives to 
collect unpaid fines have been a dismal failure? 

Hon MAX EVANS replied: 
The Treasurer has provided the following reply -

(1) Initial transitional issues and the need for legislative amendment impacted on 1995-96 
revenue collections and will result in a projected figure of $45m for the full year. 

(2) No. 

BUDGET (STATE) - CONSOLIDATED FUND - STATEMENT OF CASH 
TRANSACTIONS FOR MONTH ENDED 31 MARCH 1996 

Capital Works. Additional Expenditure in General Public Services 

350. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Finance representing the Treasurer: 
I refer the Treasurer to the statement of cash transactions on the consolidated fund for the month 
ended 31 March 1996 and ask -

(1) Why has the Government spent $54.625m on capital works in the area of general public 
services when the budget allocated only $27.961m to this area for the full year? 

(2) Which of the budgeted programs have over run their allocations, by how much and for 
what reasons? 

(3) Have any additional projects been undertaken in this area? 
(4) Ifso-

(a) can the Treasurer provide the House with details of these additional programs; 
and 

(b) under what authority has the Government commenced such unbudgeted 
programs? 

Hon MAX EVANS replied: 

The Treasurer has provided the following reply -

(1)-(2) The additional expenditure of $26.7m at 31 March 1996 reflects a delay in the sale of 
FleetWest. The accounting arrangements for FleetWest involve the crediting of vehicle 
hire rates and receipts from vehicle sales to the consolidated fund and the appropriation 
of those credits to the FleetWest trust account. Capital injections are also made to the 
trust fund from the consolidated fund budget. The budget provision for FleetWest was 
based on three months' operations to 30 September 1995. However, the sale has been 
delayed and is now not expected to be finalised until next financial year. 
Supplementation is therefore required for the nine months of FleetWest's operations from 
30 September 1995 to 30 June 1996. In the case of capital expenditure, the estimated 
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supplementation is $56.9m comprising capital contributions and reappropriated vehicle 
sales to the trust fund. 

(3) None. 
(4) Not applicable. 

BUDGET (STATE) - CONSOLIDATED FUND - STATEMENT OF CASH 
1RANSACTIONS FOR MONTH ENDED 31 MARCH 1996 

Capital Works. Underexpenditurefor Police and Justice 

351. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Finance representing the Treasurer: 
I refer the Treasurer to the statement of cash transactions on the consolidated fund for the month 
ended 31 March 1996 and ask-
(1) Why has the Government spent only $23.8m out of an allocation of $59.1m for capital 

works in the area of public order and safety? 
(2) Have any projects in this area been deferred, delayed or discontinued? 

(3) If so, which ones, and for what reasons? 

(4) Given that the Government spent only $18.4m out of a $31.9m allocation for capital 
works in this area in 1993-94 and only $22.3m out of $36.4m in 1994-95, can the 
Treasurer explain to the House why the Government is continually underspending its 
allocations in this area? 

Hon MAX EVANS replied: 

The Treasurer has provided the following reply -
(1)-(3) Planning for capital works projects is integral to the success of the entire capital works 

program. Accordingly, a relatively high proportion of capital works expenditure occurs 
in the lauer period of the year. Total estimated underspending on capital works in 
1995-96 for Police is $2.6m and for Justice $4.2m. In October 1995, the Police 
Department advised the Government that following the Delta review there would be 
estimated underexpenditure of $8.54m on 1995-96 capital projects. The Government, 
recognising the overall needs of the department, supported a request to reallocate 
$8.341m to other necessary works which would have little risk of being impacted on by 
the Delta review. Details of the accelerated capital works program are-

Capital maintenance 
Construction of police stations 
Fitout of leased buildings 
Asset replacement 
Feasibility studies 
Land acauisition 
Planning 
Operational equipment 

$000 
50 

1400 
1273 
1010 

86 
1380 

120 
3..022 
8341 

The underspending is largely due to revisions to the Police Department's service delivery 
strategies. In Justice, delays in the construction of the new juvenile detention centre 
caused the deferral of some expenditure until 1996-97. 

(4) Delays in the construction of police complexes and other buildings were the principal 
cause of underspending in previous years. Again, while it is desirable to assign budget 
allocations for such new constructions, planning delays are prevalent in this field which, 
in tum, usually cause delays or deferrals to spending programs. I note that the Labor 
Government also experienced problems with its capital works program and if members 
were to refer to the budget papers in the two financial years leading up to the election of 
the coalition in 1993, they would note that the underspendings on the capital works 
budget amounted to $27m in 1990-91 and $50m in 1991-92, excluding unbudgeted 
expenditure of $53m on redundancy payments. The issue of underspendings against the 
capital works program is being seriously addressed by this Government and in this regard 
the Treasury's capital evaluation unit has been working closely with all agencies during 
1995-96 to work through any problems the agencies may be experiencing, and to refine 
and improve cash flow projections for all projects. 

BUDGET (STATE) - CONSOLIDATED FUND - STATEMENT OF CASH 
1RANSACTIONS FOR MONTH ENDED 31 MARCH 1996 

Capital Works. Underexpenditure in Area of Health 

352. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Finance representing the Treasurer: 

I refer the Treasurer to the statement of cash transactions on the consolidated fund for the month 
ended 31 March 1996 and ask -
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(1) Why has the Government spent only $32.155m out of an allocation of $69.591m for 
capital works in the area of health? 

(2) Have any projects in this area been deferred, delayed or discontinued? 

(3) If so, which ones, and for what reasons? 

(4) Given that the Government spent only $67.1m out of an $87.7m allocation for capital 
works in this area in 1993-94 and only $64.1m out of $73.7m in 1994-95, can the 
Treasurer explain to the House why the Government is continually underspending its 
allocations in this area? 

Hon MAX EVANS replied: 

The Treasurer has provided the following reply -

(1)-(3) Details of the variations on budgeted capital expenditures in the area of health are as 
follows -

Due to the current 12 month budget cycle, after a particular project is approved, it is 
usually some time - three to six months - before the project reaches the construction 
phase and large expenditures are incurred. This delay, generally due to planning issues 
and the tendering process, means that the major portion of expenditure is incurred in the 
latter six months of the financial year. The following cash flow estimates for Health 
capital projects indicate that the total 1995-96 allocation of $69.591m will be expended-

Period Amount $m Cumulative total $m 

Actual to 31/3/96 32.155 
April 10.000 42.155 
May 13.000 55.155 
June 14.436 69.591 

Actual expenditure in April amounted to $lOm and at this stage it is expected that the 
cash flow expenditure estimates for May and June will also be achieved. 

(2) It was recognised early this year that the department would not meet the cash flow for 
these projects by 30 June 1996. Accordingly, an amended program was approved which 
incorporated additional projects, predominantly equipment, that had a high priority and 
could be accommodated within the 1995-96 allocation by revising the cash flow for other 
projects. Following are the projects which have been delayed together with brief 
explanations -

Pathology centre upgrade, 1995-96 estimated expenditure $750000: The 
commencement of this project was subject to the sale of property which has not yet taken 
place. 

Albany redevelopment stage 3, $1450000: The tender period had to be extended to 
ensure competition was achieved. 

Multipurpose integrated health service - Dongara, $3 100 000: Project definition, scope 
of works, revised costings and documentation problems have resulted in expenditure 
delays. Major expenditure expected to commence in July/August 1996. 

Peel Mandurah health service - project initiation, $2 400 000: Delays in selecting 
preferred developer and related negotiations. 

Armadale-Kelmscott health services - redevelopment stage 1, $1 500 000: Delays in 
documentation and the calling of tenders for the health centre contract. Action now 
underway. 

Fremantle Hospital accident and emergency department upgrade, $5 110 000: Delays 
caused by a design review, documentation issues and the need for a staged tendering 
process to accommodate a number of departmental relocations. 

Metropolitan cardiac services - Fremantle, $5m: This project was initially expected to 
start in August 1995 but due to delays in finalising implementation strategies and 
numerous departmental relocations to achieve outcomes did not commence until 
November 1995. 

Wanneroo health services - project initiation, $2400 000: Successful private sector 
consortium selected in November 1995. The funds were allocated for the planning of a 
public hospital if the private sector option was not successful. Funding now not required. 

(4) There are various reasons why the Health Department has underspent in previous 
financial years. The chief reason was the normal budget cycle and the impact it had on 
initiating projects in past years, the long lead time required for the implementation of 
major projects and the advancement of large projects in lieu of small to middle range 
projects. Unforeseen complications in the planning and tendering stages can also easily 
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extend original cash flow forecasts by two or three months making it difficult to meet 
year-end expenditure targets for capital projects. The nature of capital works and the 
project approval process also make it difficult to respond quickly in other areas to redress 
changing cash flow requirements for projects. Extensive efforts have been made this 
financial year to address this situation with the initiation of additional projects where a 
project is not able to proceed on its forecast schedule. Closer liaison by departments with 
Treasury· through the capital evaluation unit is resulting in improved management of 
projects to overcome cash flow expenditure delays. 

I note that the Labor Government also experienced problems with its capital works 
program and if members were to refer to the Budget papers in the two financial years 
leading up to the election of the coalition in 1993, they would note that the 
underspendings on the capital works budget amounted to $27m in 1990-91 and $50m in 
1991-92, excluding unbudgeted expenditure of $53m on redundancy payments. The 
issue of underspendings against the capital works program is being seriously addressed 
by this Government and in this regard the Treasury's capital evaluation unit has been 
working closely with all agencies during 1995-96 to work through any problems the 
agencies may be experiencing, and to refine and improve cash flow projections for all 
projects. 

BUDGET (STATE) - CONSOLIDATED FUND - STATEMENT OF CASH 
1RANSACTIONS FOR MONTH ENDED 31 MARCH 1996 

Capital Works. Underexpenditure in Area of Social Security and Welfare 

353. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Finance representing the Treasurer: 

I refer the Treasurer to the statement of cash transactions on the consolidated fund for the month 
ended 31 March 1996 and ask -

(1) Why has the Government spent only $IAm out of an allocation of $15.6m for capital 
works in the area of social security and welfare? 

(2) Have any projects in this area been deferred, delayed or discontinued? 

(3) If so, which ones, and for what reasons? 

(4) Given that the Government spent only $2.lm out of a $1O.7m allocation for capital works 
in this area in 1993-94 and only $2.1m out of $9.6m in 1994-95, can the Treasurer 
explain to the House why the Government is continually underspending its allocations in 
this area? 

Hon MAX EVANS replied: 

The Treasurer has provided the following reply -

(1)-(3) There was a delay in the construction of long day care centres prior to the signing of a 
new agreement with the Commonwealth under the expanded national child care strategy 
which provides for a reduced contribution by the State to recurrent costs funding. There 
were delays in the construction of community centres due to negotiations with developers 
and local government; time required for completion of a detailed needs based planning 
exercise to determine locations; and the development of a new design for centres to make 
them more flexible. 

(4) The Department for Family and Children's Services capital works budget in 1993-94 was 
$1O.7m and expenditure was $2.1m, and in 1994:.95 the budget was $9.3m and 
expenditure was $2.6m. The reduced level of expenditure was due to the reasons 
outlined above. I note that the Labor Government also experienced problems with its 
capital works program and if the member was to refer to the Budget papers in the two 
financial years leading up to the election of the coalition in 1993, he would note that the 
underspendings on the capital works budget amounted to $27m in 1990-91 and $50m in 
1991-92 - excluding unbudgeted expenditure of $53m on redundancy payments. The 
issue of underspendings against the capital works program is being seriously addressed 
by this Government and in this regard the Treasury's capital evaluation unit has been 
working closely with all agencies during 1995-96 to work through any problems the 
agencies may be experiencing and to refine and improve cash flow projections for all 
projects. 

OMEX SITE, BELLEVUE - LOT 51 HENKIN ROAD, COMPENSATION PAYMENT 

357. Hon J .A. SCOTT to the Attorney General representing the Minister for Health: 

With regard to the contamination of the Omex site in Bellevue-

(1) Was a loan and/or an ex-gratia payment made to a family residing at Lot 51, Henkin 
Road, Bellevue? 

(2) What was the amount paid out in each category? 
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(3) From what source was this payment made and how much did Omex contribute to this 
payout? 

(4) Was this payment made on Crown Law advice? 

(5) If not, who provided the advice? 

(6) Which Minister was responsible for the payment being made? 

(7) Why was taxpayers' money used for compensating people affected by a private 
company? 

Hon PE1ER FOSS replied: 

The Minister for Health has provided the following reply -

(1) Yes. 

(2) $42000. 

(3) Health Department of Western Australia. In addition Omex purchased the propeny from 
the residents at current market value. 

(4) Yes. 

(5) Not applicable. 

(6) Hon Peter Foss who was the Minister for Health at the time. 

(7) The property was unfit for human habitation. The residents were innocent victims who 
had incurred considerable loss in legal and other expenses. Government had been 
involved in the management of the source of the contamination. It was considered that 
compensation was appropriate. 

ROY AL LIFE SAVING SOCIETY - RAFFLES FINANCIAL RETURNS 

370. Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN to the Minister for Racing and Gaming: 

In relation to question on notice 253 of 1996, as the information sought is of a very broad nature 
and requires the viewing of the full financial returns -

(1) Is the Minister prepared to table the financial returns of 11 raffles conducted by the Royal 
Lifesaving Association since 1992? 

(2) If not, what information is the Minister seeking to keep from public scrutiny? 

Hon MAX EVANS replied: 

(1) No. 

(2) I am not seeking to keep any information from public scrutiny. However, I am prepared 
to arrange with the Executive Director of the Office of Racing, Gaming and Liquor for 
the member to view the returns. 

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE 

TOKYU CORPORATION - WES1ERN AUSTRALIAN PLANNING COMMISSION 
Memorandum of Understanding Relating to St Andrews Development; Second Airport 

277. Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS to the Attorney General representing the Minister for 
Planning: 

(1) Does a memorandum of understanding exist between the Western Australian Planning 
Commission and the Tokyu Corporation, promising that the company's landholdings at Two 
Rocks will not be used for Perth's second general airport? 

(2) If yes, will the Minister table the memorandum of understanding? 

Hon PETER FOSS replied: 

I thank the member for some notice of this question. 

(1)-(2) No. A memorandum of understanding exists between the Western Australian Planning 
Commission with the Western Australian Land Authority and the Tokyu Corporation with respect 
to progressing the orderly development of the St Andrews locality. However, the memorandum 
contains no provision in respect of a second general aviation airport. 

WORKPLACE AGREEMENTS - SIGNING OF, MAGISTRA 1E GETHING'S 
DECISION; GOVERNMENT IN1ERVENTION 

278. Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN to the Minister representing the Minister for Labour Relations: 

(1) Does the Minister intend to take any steps to intervene in or statutorily overturn the decision made 
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by Industrial Magistrate Gething that making the signing of a workplace agreement a precondition of employment constitutes a threat or intimidation for the purpose of section 68 of the Workplace Agreements Act? 
(2) What steps, if any, has the Minister taken to review the conduct of state government agencies in this regard to ensure that these agencies are not making breaches of this nature? 
Hon MAX EVANS replied: 
(1) The Government would not normally intervene to seek or to make a change to the law unless it were clearly a matter involving the public interest In respect of this particular decision -

(a) the Government was not a party to the prosecution, no appeal has yet been lodged, and therefore there are no proceedings on which the Government could intervene; 
(b) the circumstances relating to Magistrate Gething's decision related to continuing engagement where there is a transmission of business and legitimate expectations of continuing employment As such the decision does not apply to all situations of new employment 

(2) Agencies will be informed as a matter of course of the need to ensure compliance with the workplace agreements law and specifically, in the light of Magistrate Gething's decision in respect of any transmission of business, of the need to ensure that there is no threat to the legitimate expectations of employees to continued employment with the new employer. 
HOSPITALS - MANDURAH HEALTH CAMPUS 

Jurd, Bill; Archon Health Consultants 
279. Hon J.A. COWDELL to the Attorney General representing the Minister ror Health: 
In regard to Mr Bill Jurd, a member of the contracting negotiating committee for the new Mandurah hospital-

(1) Is Mr Jurd a former employee of the New South Wales Health Department? 
(2) Was Mr Jurd involved with the establishment of a private hospital at Port Macquarie in NSW? 
(3) Was Archon Health Consultants involved in the establishment of a private hospital at Port Macquarie? 
(4) How did Archon Health Consultants become involved in the negotiations for the Mandurah hospital? 
Hon PETER FOSS replied: 
I thank the member for some notice of this question. 
(1)-(2) Yes. 

(3) No. 

(4) As subconsultants to Arthur Andersen. 
POLICE SERVICE - PRIVATE INVESTIGATORS IMPERSONATING POLICE 

OFFICERS; PACE, COLIN 
280. Hon J.A. SCOTT to the Attorney General representing the Minister ror Police: 
(1) Is the Minister aware of a statement by a witness that a private investigator, Colin Pace, had impersonated a police officer when he asked her if she had witnessed an incident invplving John Kiwn in an assault on a nightclub patron? 
(2) Is it acceptable practice for private investigators to impersonate police officers and approach witnesses for the prosecution on behalf of the accused person? 
(3) Was the private investigator ever a member of the Western Australian Police Force; and if so, why did he leave the Police Force; was it for personal reasons or was it as a result of an investigation into a serious offence? 
(4) Was the investigation into the importation or possession of illegal drugs, and were any other officers involved? 
(5) What was the result of that investigation? 
Hon PETER FOSS replied: 
I thank the member for some notiGe of this question. 
(1) An allegation to this effect was made by a police witness. This allegation could not be substantiated. 
(2) No. Under section 16 of the Police Act it is an offence for people to pretend or assert that they are members of the Police Fqrce. 
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(3)-(5) This information has not been able to be provided in time and therefore I request that the member 
put the remainder of the question on notice. 

WORKPLACE AGREEMENTS - POLICE RECRUITS WHO SIGNED, OPTION 
TO WITHDRAW; OFFER OF EMPLOYMENT UNDER AWARD 

281. Hon A..J.G. MacTIERNAN to the Attorney General representing the Minister for Police: 
Given that the Industrial Magistrate's Court has found that an employer who makes signing a workplace 
agreement a precondition of employment has breached section 68 of the Workplace Agreements Act 1993, 
what steps will the Minister take to -

(a) ensure that any police recruit who signed a workplace agreement is able to immediately withdraw 
from that agreement without having to wait for all parties to the collective agreements to respond; 
and 

(b) allow that those prospective recruits who refuse to sign the workplace agreement are now offered 
employment under award conditions? 

Hon PETER FOSS replied: 

I thank the member for some notice of this question. 

(a) All police recruits currently on the collective workplace agreement have been sent a letter offering 
them the opportunity of moving to the Western Australian Police Service's enterprise agreement, 
which was registered with the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission and is 
effective from 3 May 1996. 

(b) No steps are required to be taken because all recruits are now offered employment under the terms 
and conditions of the Western Australian Police Service's enterprise agreement for Police Act 
employees 1996. 

2006 COMMONWEALTH GAMES - PERTH BID 

282. Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT to the Minister for Sport and Recreation: 
What arrangements, if any, have been made to attract the 2006 Commonwealth Games to Perth? 

Hon N.F. MOORE replied: 
I thank the member for some notice of this question. The Government has appointed a bid committee and a 
supporting working party to prepare a bid for the 2006 Commonwealth Games. The bid is being developed 
by the two committees and must be submitted by 30 June 1996 to the Australian Commonwealth Games 
Association. That national body will determine on 19 October of this year which Australian city will 
become Australia's nomination for the ultimate decision which will be made by the Commonwealth Games 
Federation in 1999. In a nutshell, we are preparing a very, very enthusiastic bid for the 2006 
Commonwealth Games for Perth. If we are successful in that bid we will know in 1999 whether we will 
have the games in 2006. In the past there has been bipartisan support for these sorts of applications and 
nominations. I have no doubt that on this occasion the Opposition will join with the Government in putting 
forward our very best shot to win these games. Members will be aware that hosting the Commonwealth 
Games would be a significant event for Perth. By the year 2006 we will be very well placed to run a 
superb games in this city. Members will also be aware that we sought the 1998 Commonwealth Games. 
Regrettably we were not successful in that bid, having been beaten by Adelaide. On this occasion I have 
no doubt that we will beat the other cities in Australia. All of them have indicated an intention to be 
candidates. We need to make sure our bid is successful and then go on and win the international bid to 
ensure that we have the games here in 2006. 

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - CLEANING CONTRACTS 
Kewdale and Kent Street Senior High Schools 

283. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for Education: 

(1) Is cleaning at Kewdale and Kent Street Senior High Schools about to be contracted to the private 
sector? 

(2) Under the existing day labour cleaner service provided to the schools, for how many hours a day 
is each school cleaned? 

(3) Under the contracted out system, for how many hours a day is each school contracted to be 
cleaned? 

Hon N.F. MOORE replied: 

I thank the member for some notice of this question. 

(1) Yes. 

(2) Kewdale Senior High School- 225 hours per week (45 hours per day). 
Kent Street Senior High School- 215 hours per week (43 hours per day). 

(3) These schools are each part of a contract comprising five schools. The hours per day for the 
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individual school sites are not detailed in the cleaning services contract, which is outcomes based 
and requires contractors to maintain high standards of cleaning. 

HOSPITALS - MANDURAH HEALTH CAMPUS 
Board Members; Health Care of Australia. Discussions 

284. Hon J.A. COWDELL to the Attorney General representing the Minister for Health: 

(1) Are any members of the Peel Health Service board involved in the negotiations with the private 
tenderers for the new Mandurah health campus? 

(2) If yes, who are the members? 

(3) If not, why not? 
(4) On what date did the Health Department recommence discussions with Health Care of Australia 

on the Mandumh hospital? 

Hon PETER FOSS replied: 

I thank the member for some notice of this question. 
(1) No. 

(2) Not applicable. 

(3) It is not appropriate for a board member to become involved in detailed negotiations. 

(4) As previously advised, as part of the tendering process discussions were open to both parties. 
Following the Minister's announcement on 9 May 1996, formal discussions have commenced 
with Health Care of Australia. 

STRATA TITLES ACT - FORM 8 
285. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Leader of the House representing the Premier: 

(1) Is it correct that copies of form 8 - application to register a strata/strata survey plan - under the 
Strata Titles Act will not be available until the end of May? 

(2) Is it correct that the printing of form 8 has been subcontracted to an overseas printer by the State 
Law Publisher? 

(3) Is it correct that the initial print was unsatisfactory and that the replacement supply is only an 
interim batch? 

(4) What were the problems with the initial batch? 

(5) Did the State Law Publisher seek local printers to tender for this work? 

(6) What action is being taken by the Premier to ensure that the State Law Publisher meets the high 
standards of quality and timeliness attained by State Print? 

Hon N.F. MOORE replied: 

I thank the member for some notice of this question. I am advised by the Premier as follows -

(1) No; they are currently available from the State Law Publisher. 
(2)-(3) No. 

(4) Not applicable. 

(5) Yes. 

(6) State Supply Commission policies are applied to all tenders let by the State Law Publisher. 
Finished goods are also checked to ensure they meet contract specifications. The same procedures 
and practices have been adopted by the State Law Publisher as were used by the contract printing 
section, which previously subcontracted work to the private sector on behalf of State Print 
Contractors' previous performance is taken into account as part of the tender evaluation criteria. 

BUDGET (STATE) - ADVERTISING COSTS 

286. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister representing the Treasurer: 

(1) What was the cost to the Western Australian taxpayer for the full page advertisement that 
appeared in The West Australian on Friday, 3 May 1996 outlining the Coun Government's 
1996-97 Budget? 

(2) What was the cost of the full page advenisement that appeared in The Northern Guardian on 
Wednesday, 8 May 1996 about the Coun Government's 1996-97 Budget? 

(3) What was the cost of the full page advertisement that appeared in the Broome Advertiser on 
Wednesday, 8 May 1996 about the Court Government's 1996-97 Budget? 

(4) In what other newspapers did the State Government pay for advertisements about the Coon 
Government's 1996-97 Budget? 
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What was the cost of each advertisement? 

What is the total amount the State Government is spending on advertising the details of the 
1996-97 Budget? 

Will the Minister make available to the House a detailed breakdown of the costs involved in 
advertising and promoting the 1996-97 Budget? 

Hon MAX EVANS replied: 

I thank the member for some notice of this question. It is obviously a fine Budget with much good news; 
therefore, it is important to let the public know what is happening. We would be darned stupid to hide the 
light under the bushel and not let them know what has happened. 

Hon John Halden: With half a per cent growth that is a pretty stupid comment. 

The PRESIDENT: Order! 

/Hon MAX EVANS: I come back to the touching point: If the member will place the question on notice, 
. the Treasurer will reply when the information is available. 

FIRE BRIGADES - COUNSELLING SERVICES; MOORA TRAFFIC ACCIDENT; SUPPORT 
SERVICES FOR MEMBERS 

287. Hon REG DAVIES to the Attorney General representing the Minister for Emergency 
Services: 

In respect of a car crash recently in which six young people from the locality of Moora-Miling-Dalwallinu 
died, and the shooting in Tasmania of a young woman from the area -

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Is the Government aware of the trauma experienced by families in the district? 

Is the Government aware that two psychologists travelled to the area on the weekend as volunteers 
to counsel local people who were suffering severe shock and grief through the incidents? 

Did the Government arrange for counselling for local emergency services staff and residents who 
needed it? If not, why not? 

Does the Government have in place any system equipped to react to such emergencies throughout 
the State? If not, why not? 

(5) Will the Government consider establishing a register of professionals equipped to attend such 
emergencies? 

Hon PETER FOSS replied: 

I thank the member for some notice of this question. 

(1) Yes. 

(2)-(3) Yes. The Western Australian Fire Brigades Board provided counselling through its chaplain, peer 
support psychologist and peer support counsellor to members of the Moora Volunteer Fire 
Brigade and the Moora State Emergency Service unit and their associated volunteers. This took 
place at meetings held at Moora Fire Station at 1200 hours and 1930 hours on Thursday, 2 May 
1996. Follow-up contact for individuals is continuing. 

(4) Yes. The W AFBB supports its members and other associated people with a chaplaincy service 
and a statewide peer support network. Other agencies also provide similar support services to 
their members. 

(5) As indicated, a substantial counselling service already exists for persons affected by such 
tragedies which has to date adequately addressed the needs of volunteers and persons so affected. 
If necessary, other professional psychologists and counsellors are able to be called upon. Thus, 
the present system appears to be adequate for addressing the required needs. However,if the 
member is aware of a specific problem, he may wish to raise it directly with me. 

HOSPITALS - MANDURAH HEALTH CAMPUS 
Medical Centre 

288. Hon J.A. COWDELL to the Attorney General representing the Minister for Health: 

(1) Does the plan for the new Mandurah health campus include a medical centre? 

(2) If yes, who will build and own that centre? 

Hon PETER FOSS replied: 

I thank the member for some notice of this question. 

(1) Yes. 

(2) The private operator will build the medical centre. 
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CONSERV ATION AND LAND MANAGEMENT, DEPARTMENT OF - PRIV ATE DETECTIVE 
OR AGENCY INQUIRY 

289. Hon J.A. SCOTT to the Minister for the Environment: 

(1) Has the Department of Conservation and Land Management in recent months received any 
information acquired as a result of an investigation conducted by a private detective or 
investigation agency engaged by some person or agency other than CALM, or by CALM itself? 

(2) If yes -

(a) Over what period was the investigation conducted? Please give the dates. 

(b) Was the investigation of an individual or of an organisation, or both? 

(c) For what purpose was the investigation conducted? 

Hon PETER FOSS replied: 

I thank the member for some notice of this question. As the member is aware, CALM is a large 
regionalised department with some 1 200 employees. In attempting to answer the member's question, 
contact has been made with a number of managers and directors, none of whom has any knowledge of the 
matters referred to. Consequently, to enable an accurate reply to be given, I ask the member to provide me 
with a more detailed question. 

AMBULANCE SERVICES - DONALDSON REVIEW 

290. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister representing the Minister for Health: 

(1) Has the review of ambulance services conducted by Hon Bruce Donaldson been completed? 

(2) If it has, has a copy of the report gone to any of the parties with an interest in this issue? 

(3) Who has received a copy of the report? 

(4) When will the Government release the report for public comment? 

(5) When will the Government indicate its own position on the report's recommendations? 

Hon PETER FOSS replied: 

I thank the member for some notice of this question. 

(1)-(2) Yes. 

(3) St John Ambulance Australia, W A branch service, and the Commissioner of Health. 

(4)-(5) This will be determined after the Minister for Health has had the opportunity to consider 
comments from St John Ambulance Australia and the Commissioner of Health. 

WORKPLACE AGREEMENTS - ADVERTISEMENTS COST 

291. Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN to the Minister representing the Minister for Labour Relations: 

(1) What is the total estimated cost to the State Government of the current round of advertisements in 
the electronic media promoting workplace agreements, including all costs incurred in producing 
these advertisements? 

(2) What is the estimated duration of the campaign? 

(3) Given that the Minister for Labour Relations claimed on radio on 8 May 1996 that the 
Government was not trying to encourage people into workplace agreements because it was 
struggling to keep up with the numbers now, how does the Government justify this expenditure? 

Hon MAX EVANS replied: 

I thank the member for some notice of this question. 

(1) The creative component for the four advertisements cost a total of $112 332. The media costs 
total $199 750. 

(2) The campaign is scheduled to run from 21 April 1996 to 19 July 1996. The advertisements will be 
run periodically in the 1996-97 year. 

(3) With in excess of 50 000 agreements under the Workplace Agreements Act being registered since 
December 1993, it is clear that the workplace agreement system is an accepted part of the Western 
Australian industrial system, and is here to stay. 

Hon AJ.G. MacTiernan: Why are you advertising? 

Hon MAX EVANS: We must reflect to the people the great successes being achieved. 

Several members interjected. 

The PRESIDENT: Order! Members should stop having conversations. 

Hon MAX EVANS: With that in mind the Government wishes to ensure that employers and employees 

-
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understand that workplace agreements are based on a cooperative approach and that advice is available on 
their rights and obligations. 

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - CLEANING CONTRACTS 
Kewdale Senior High School 

292. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Leader or the House representing the Minister ror Education: 

This question relates to my previous question relating to cleaning contracts for schools. In his answer to 
the third part the Minister said that the schools are each part of a contract comprising five schools, and that 
the hours per day for each school site are not detailed in the cleaning services contract, which is outcomes 
based and requires contractors to maintain high standards of cleaning. 

Tomorrow will the Minister obtain from the Minister for Education a clear answer indicating the hours that 
Kewdale Senior High School will be cleaned? I understand the number to be 28 man-hours per day and not 
45 as with the existing arrangement 

Hon N.F. MOORE replied: 

I will mention the matter to the Minister for Education. Whether he provides another answer along the 
lines requested is up to him. 

CRIMINAL INJURIES COMPENSATION - CLAIMS, DELAYS 

293. Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN to the Attorney General: 

(1) Is the Attorney General aware of the delays of seven to eight months in the assessment of criminal 
injuries compensation claims? 

(2) Is the Attorney proposing to take steps to address the unduly long delays in the assessment of 
compensation to victims of crime? 

Hon PETER FOSS replied: 

(1)-(2) I am aware of the situation and I am intending to take some measures. Unfortunately the only 
measure I can take is to introduce legislation to amend the Act, which presently does not allow the 
appointment of other persons as concurrent assessors. It is a matter of getting the appropriate 
drafting and parliamentary time to enable that legislation to be introduced and developed. I am 
interested to know whether, if such legislation were introduced, the Opposition would be prepared 
to assist in expediting it, as it is a matter of considerable concern. 

CRIMINAL INJURIES COMPENSATION - CLAIMS, DELAYS 

294. Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN to the Attorney General: 

Can the Attorney give some idea why the delays are occurring? Certainly the delays are longer than 
before. 

Hon PETER FOSS replied: 

I thought I had just done that! It is a matter of fact that only one person -

Hon AJ.G. MacTieman: There has always been only one person. 

Hon PETER FOSS: Yes, but his load is excessive, and for some time there has been a build-up of delay

Hon AJ.G. MacTiernan: And the time has increased. 

Hon PETER FOSS: No. The person believes that his load is such that two assessors are required. That is 
the reason he has been getting behind. 

Hon Mark Nevill: One woman could do it before! 

Hon PETER FOSS: I have been given this advice. I believe that is the solution. I cannot change it 
because the Act presently allows us to appoint only one person. I think I have made clear that the reason 
for the delay is the insufficient number of assessors. We cannot appoint another assessor because the 
legislation does not permit us to do so. If I am to tackle the problem I will require a legislative amendment. 
I am moving to do that. Part of the problem is the difficulty of getting legislation through this Parliament. 
I would welcome an indication from the Opposition that if such legislation were introduced it would 
receive speedy passage through Parliament -

Hon Tom Helm: We always do! 

Hon PETER FOSS: It will obviously assist me in obtaining the appropriate priority. No doubt with some 
of the legislation which passes through this Parliament one of the most terrible things we could hear is a 
suggestion by the Opposition that it will support it, because it ends up taking 10 times as long while 
members opposite tell us why they will support it. 

Several members interjected. 

The PRESIDENT: Order! 

Hon PETER FOSS: It is not merely that I seek support for the legislation, but I also seek support for a 
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speedy passage. In that respect the combined undertaking of Hon Alannah MacTiernan, Hon Kim Chance 
and Hon Nick Griffiths will cover it adequately. 

POLICE SERVICE - BUNBURY,FOOTPATROLS 

295. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Attorney General: 

(1) Have Bunbury police received extra funding to pay for foot patrols on Thursday, Friday and 
Saturday evenings? 

(2) If yes, what amount was allocated for the foot patrols? 

(3) Will funding for the patrols be continued in the next financial year? 

Hon PETER FOSS replied: 

I thank the member for some notice of this question. 

(1)-(3) I am advised by the Commissioner of Police that foot patrols were recently increased in the 
Bunbury central business district on Thursday, Friday and Saturday evenings as part of the 
operational initiatives aimed at addressing specific law and order issues. The development and 
implementation of these initiatives is the result of budgetary savings arising from a number of 
management initiatives introduced during this fiscal year. Those savings are being utilised to 
target specific law and order issues at an operational level in a manner that will not impact upon 
normal police operations. Although indicative costings have been identified, specific allocations 
for the various initiatives will depend on the law and order environment within the Bunbury CBD. 
The need for future patrols will depend on the safety and security requirements over the next fiscal 
year. 

FAMIL Y LAWCOURT - STAFF AND LAW STUDENTS, ACCESS TO 
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION 

296. Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT to the Attorney General: 

Mr President -

Hon John Halden: You already have the answer, Ross. We can read it from here. 

Several members interjected. 

The PRESIDENT: Order! If members do not come to order we will not make any progress. Another 
member wants the call, and all that members are doing by yelling and screaming is denying him an 
opportunity to ask a question. Hon Ross Lightfoot should proceed. 

Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: To continue -

(1) Can the Auorney General confirm that staff at the Family Law Court and other areas of the legal 
profession have access to confidential Family Court files, including computer files? 

(2) Can the Attorney General also confirm that law students, as part of their curricula or otherwise, 
also have access to confidential Family Court files? 

Hon PETER FOSS replied: 

I am pleased to have had notice of the question, which I point out was not initiated by me. Hon Ross 
Lightfoot is always keen to ask questions as a member of this House and I am always pleased to answer. 

Several members interjected. 

Hon PETER FOSS: It is always strange, Mr President, that members opposite do not think government 
members are entitled to ask questions -

Hon John Halden: Yes, but make them real! 

Hon PETER FOSS: This is real. 

Several members interjected. 

The PRESIDENT: Order! Hon Tom Helm persists in defying me when I call for order. If he continues he 
will force me to take some action to ensure that the decorum of this place is maintained. The only way that 
will occur will be if he comes to order when I call for order and stops persisting with his interjections or I 
move to allow him to spend time outside. 

Hon Tom Helm: The point is taken, Mr President. 

The PRESIDENT: I hope it is. I get angry, because the clock ticks over. Two members rose about the 
same time and it was my intention to make sure that the second member had time to ask a question. 
However, because I have had to delay proceedings while everyone makes a smart alec comment, that 
member will probably be denied the opportunity. I do not think that is fair. 

Hon PETER FOSS: The answer is as follows -

(1) The staff of the Family Court of Western Australia, including the registry personnel, court 
counsellors, registrars and judges, have access to files of the court for the purpose of carrying out 
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their duties. This also includes access to information which is now in computerised fonn. 
Members of the legal profession who are acting for parties in proceedings are able to inspect the 
court files. The court or a registrar may grant leave to a person who has shown a proper interest in 
the proceedings to inspect the files. I am pleased that the public has an opportunity to have this 
infonnation because a report in one of the newspapers recently may have indicated a slightly 
different state of affairs. 

(2) Law students have access only to the unreported decisions of the court both in first instance and 
on appeal, which they are able to access under supervision. 

FISHERIES DEPARTMENT - SILVERY WAVE. SALE INQUIRY 
297. Hon KIM CHANCE to the Minister representing the Minister for Fisheries: 
In answer to my question 3697 on 24 October 1995 in which I asked in part (2) whether the Fisheries 
Department had concluded from its investigations that a sale of the vessel Silvery Wave from P.M. and D. 
Boocock to Mr A. Butler had taken place, I was told "No." As I have now detennined that Mr Butler is 
registered with the Department of Transport as the owner of the vessel and was the owner at the time the 
Minister's answer was given, I ask why the Fisheries Department failed to conclude that a sale had taken 
place? 

Hon E..J. CHARLTON replied: 

I thank the member for some notice of this question. The member submitted this question on 7 May and 
has not had an opportunity to ask it until today, and the answer I have is dated 7 May. 

Hon Mark Nevill: We know you are overworked. 

Hon EJ. CHARLTON: The answer is not mine, but that of the Minister for Fisheries. The Minister for 
Fisheries has provided the following response -

Because of the complex nature of this question, I request the member place it on notice. 

I suggest that either Hon Kim Chance put the question on notice or I go directly to the Minister with it and 
a second question that was asked on the same day. 


